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All persons in need of Fine, Medium or Common FURNITURE, will
find our stock far more Extensive, Superior in Styles, finish and
quality than at any other Store in Portland, and not excelled in New

year, it

Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1 5') per square, daily fir.-t week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other .iay after first week, 50 cents.
Half square,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
8p cial Notices, one third additional.
Under bead of “AMU8EMENT8” and “AUCTION
Bales” $2 00 per square per week; three insertions

Rates

of

England

Onr Ware room 8

are more convenient, goods better displayed,
having
departments, each containing novelties not to be found elsewhere
in the city.
Onr facilities for manufacturing are more complete, we
produce more goods, employ many more hands than any other

more

less, $'.50.
Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine St*te

or

Furniture Establishment in the State and OUR PRICKS ARE, AND
SHALL BE AS LOW AS THL LOWEST, compared with Portland.
Boston or New York markets.
Please examine our extended Warerooms, large new Factory and
immense stock of goods before purchasing elsewhere,

Press” (which has a large circulation in
every part
of the State), for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING OO.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
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MKS. M. E. SUYDAH, or Chicago,
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Floor Director
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J. D PRINDABLE,
CLEM DRRGIN
CHAS ULAKE,
J. E BRESLIN
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Marcbame’ Bank Building.
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ed; Complicated
tionto bankruptcy matters,the settlement of estaie*.;
examination of agencies, and other matters requiring
the i'ervices of a thorough accountant. Orders left
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded by
mail, promptly attended to.
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HULL,

D„

and Botanic Physician, 518 1-2
toagrcn Street, Portland.

Magnetic

Never fails
Treats Chronic and Acute Diseases.
to cure any chronic case where a cure is possible, no
difference how many “regnlara” have failed on it.
No poisons given, nor incurable cases undertaken.
The Bick at a distance can be examined Clair voyautly and treated when desired. Call and see.
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BRADBURY,

HAS

v u mtica l l; es it. rs of the Maine non-forfeiture
law. passed feuTTistt’n.r istraI l-l’
WHOLE LIFE-POLICY, ISSUED AT AGE 80. AND DISCONTINUED AFTER THREE
OR
V
J.1QIIE FI LL ANNUA PREMIUMS SHALL HAVE 1IEEN PAID
IN CASH.

Admission 25 cts.

—

Building.)

Counsellor at Law.

All Policies issued after April 1,1877, which shall have been in force three
full years, will be entitled to all the benefits arising from the “Maine Non-Forfeiture Law,” or, if surrendered within ninety days after lapse, paid up oolicies
will be issued instead, if parties prefer.

AND

The Young Sociables

BIOW

Assets, $8,129,925.68

On Monday evening Oct. 1st. at 8 oclock.
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NO. 34 EXCHANGE STREET

Trial Balances and Cash Accounts
BOOKS
accounts adjusted.

JOHN E. DeWITT

HALL.

by
people. This belief seems wholly irrational
to us in this country.
We have been accustomed to regard the rule of the Czars as the
most firmly established despotism the modern

Attorney at Law,

opened, examined, balanced,

—

Subjtct:—WIVES, WIDOWS
PROBATE CONFISCATION.

J. It.

throne of Rurik rests
upon most insecure
foundation, and that a defeated Czar would
be deposed
a humiliated
and indignant

”aT“wT BRADBURY,

I). II. BARNES.

Locturo
NAVY

•

The Peril of the Czar.
The opinion obtains pretty {.generally in
Europe to-day that the continuance of the
Romanoff dynast v depends upon the success
of the Russian armies in Turkey, that the

ELECTRICIAN,

Bank
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Due Heirs. Premiums

Amount.

*9540.13
8,958.02
8,005.95

1,990.05
2.340.74
2,843.77

$$ook,

6,420.95

7.659.26
7,522.49
7,156.23

2.477.51

STEPHEN

*3,559.13
8,050.62
7,525.82
6,982.64

8,660 82
8,34, .64

BERRY,

mid (paid

No. 37 PJura Street,

M79.49
4 886 23

4,297ll5
3,205.85_6,794.15
A. 0. MILTON, Actuary.
A. HUNTINGTON, Medical Director.

fiQ_10.000

M
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NICHOLAS DE

GEOOT,

J. B. S4NF0RD,
Attorney and Counsellor at Caw,
33 School St,. Boston, Mass-

Cashier.

of debts, bankruptcy, &c., a specialty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
made
Also collect® in England and foreign countries claims of American heirs.
sei>2S
d&wly

COLLECTION

Apply to Directors’ Office or to any Agency of the Company.
NEW ENGLAND AGENCIES:’

BOSTON, MASS,.LOUIS W. BUENHAM, Manager.
SPEINGPIELD, MASS.JAMES L, JOHNSON, Manager.
P0ETLA2TD, ME,.B, G. BEAN, Manager.
BOSTON

Machinist and Sewing Machine Repairer.
All

kinds ot Sewing Machines Repaired.

Rear 292 Cousress Street, a few doors
East of the Park, Portland. Me.,

OFFICE, 153 TREMONT STREET.

will call at the house to repair machines or give
in*tructious; all orders by mail will receive jirompt
attention; needles 36 cents per dozen,
au2l
eod2m

law4tS,teow9tS
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Er >n Founders and

NICK FX

FLAT ERS.

jan6

Sold at reduced rates (or

a

MEHARGr

limited

period by

Samuel

Return

Thurston.

liberty of action, but he is
nothing undone to torward the cause
of the revolution; this is to be done by mixing with the peasant and factory workers, as
one of them, and using conversation and
pamphlets, by exciting discontent with the
government and all social order, by forming
organized !.’"'tips and founding libraries and
funds. TlKse, in the language of levotaiton-
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Nutter Bros. & Co„

FIRST

Portland, Hie,

1st Premiums Maine State Fair, 1876.
1st Premium New England Fair, 1877,
Mr. L. takes pleasure in informing his numerous
friends and patrons ot his award of the IIighc*t
Premium with silver medal at the recent great
New Kngiaud Fair. Considering as he does this well
earned tribute as an incident in his career especially
worthy of note, as the competition was
earnest and powerful, as is so well known to all
who attended the Fair and examined the lieautiful
specimens of photo-art, so numerous and excellent
as to excite the remark and wonder of all!
Many
strangers and travellers stating that they had visited
most of the important industr ial and art exhibitions
of all countries, they had never seen the department
of Photography excelled and sel lorn equalled, espec-

particularly

cially

as regarded Photo-Portraiture.
Mr. L. would most respectfully inform his patrons
and the public that he is more tban ever determined
to fully sustain bis well known reputation as the
leading Photo-Portrait Artist of the Stare, devoting
his constant personal attention to securing pleasing
as well as lifelike portraits of all who favor him
with their patronage.
Pcrmnnrut t'aibou Porcelain Picture*
a*

well

as

Life Size

specialty.
All

are

most

specimens only
ing elsewhere.

Mantels.

PR Eli III it! S.

Portrait**

decided

ji

cordially invited to call and examine
to be seen at hiB rooms betore orderseptlOdtt

We

It las received the highest recommendation from
in every large city of this
Steam Engimers
country where it has been introduced.
It can be examined at No. IT Union St.
Any information in regard to its cost will be cheerfully furnished by the agent lor this city,
au!6dtfW. II. PENNELL.

DIFFICULT-

call the
attention of the public to
our large
assortment of
once

more

to at all hours.

dtf

Our Marbleized Mantels
are more desirable than
the White Marble, as no
injurious effect is produced
upon these goods by Oils

Acids.

au!6ot<

JAPANESE,
—

same

Mantels,

CHINESE

AND

INDIA

money

there is nothing that will
add to the heauty of a
room so much as one of

CITY ADV EBT1SEM

City of Portland.
DEPARTMENT.

NOTICE.
Civil En-

report

COJIGEESSSinxer

our

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended

STREET

sep5dtd

—

CITY OF PORTLAND.

GOODS,

City Clerk’s Office, March 15,1877.
The Law in relation to

ORIENTAL CARPETS & REGS.
Largest Stock, largest variety

ami lowest prices
before ottered,
8tock 5000 to 7000 EasWholesale and Ketml.

ever
el*

A. A, VANTIBE & CO.,

LICENSES

DOG

Will be Strictly Enforced.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

mhl5

*ep8_dS&W8w

All

Whole, Excellent
ping Purposes, for

for

Parties wishing for

Wrap-

sale at

this ofllce.

a

VAOWARq
Company,
Insurance

MR. & MRS. DR.

WELCH,

Painless Chiropodists, at
1-2 Middle Ntreel. over Palmer’s
the Great

2 48

Boot and 8hoe 8lore.

50 Cents

si

Hundred.

THREE HUNDRED FOR $1.00.

Please call and examine.
A full assortment always

kept

on

M CARKOLL,

N. If.

«.«. KICKISB,

Congress
fr’.

.75

IF YOU WISH TO FIT A

mj8

s. f.

uickfii

l.ibby'x Corner, Bcrrinn.
U)

PORTLAND,

ME.

mal_

lawijS

c«s.

lieeb.

Street.

GO TO

—

TOWN’S NEW STORE,

Razors, Shears and Scissors ot our own manufacture
at low prices.
EMIER & HE HR, Cutler.,
sepM.jtilm
!M> Kxfliaime Street.

ere

H

you will find FIIESII Goods
itf

Vaults Cleaned
short notice, from $1 to Sc
$3 a load, by addressing
A, UBBiT. forUaad F. O.

cord
AND.taken
or

mylldtf

out at

Besides

object

of

the

to the revo.

masses as

lution, and of the second to incite them to
revolutionary activity.
The progress made by the Nihilist docv».wvu

*w

V.-J

rnuv.v

KiJ

tuu

J/UUW"

pie of the social equality of man iu the years
immediately before the French revolution. A
similar outburst of frenzy is imminent. The
Russian people feel humiliated by defeat at
the hands of the weakest nation in Europe.
They believe that the national honor has
been sacrificed by an incompetent govern!
ment. Should the Czar return to his capital
at the head of a conquered army, all his
power could not restrain his people from proclaiming the democratic and social Russian
republic.
joy without alloy,” says the simple
adage, and this applies to nations as well as
In 1876 there were 5,000
to individuals.
more vessels of all flags entering and clearing
from British and Irish ports than there were
in 1871,but the number of vessels clearing
out of these ports with cargoes has been increasingly diminished, while yet a greater
number have been cleared in ballast.
This
meaus that British exports have gone on diminishing, not alone iron and steel, copper
and tin, but cotton and woollen piece-goods.
General imports, on the other hand, have

immensely increased, especially from the
So joy over the increased
United States.
number of ships and tonnage entering British
and Irish ports declines into regret over the
fact that the imports are increased, the exports have decreased, and the greater part of
the imports are Americau productions and
manufactures.
Pbof. Huxley

aptly describes positivism
“a half-breed between science and theology, endowed, like most half-breeds, with the
faults of both parents and the virtues of neither.” The doctrine of the.future life as affected by Positivism seems to Prof. Huxley
even more irrational than the Christian Docas

trine,

since it

attempts

to prove

a

nega'ion,

which from the nature of the case caunot be
proved. He sees nothing base or selfish in
the desire for a real future life; and, though
he himself is not satisfied of the existence of
such a life, he at least will not revile those
persons who are satisfied.
A live town iu Iowa, hearing that the
University of Vermont has been making prop-

COR. HU & OIK STS.
seP*22_

“ZEPHIRUS” AND “RAY,”
ready to convey parties to any retorts in the
lcmity at reasonable rates. Apply to
JOHN RAY,
11 Commercial Wharf or 219 Brackett street
at No, tlfl
Jul
dtt

a

\

.-

/
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American literature. Dr. Holmes is
occupant, without “a brother near the
throne”, of a very pleasant and honorable of
fice that of Toast-master General. If a scion
of royal stock visit our new
world; when the
friendly electric thrill crosses leagues of cable
under fathoms of
sea, it is Dr. Holmes that
does the honors in graceful
verse; when classmates of years left far behind in
kindly halflights of memory take hands, brother with
brother, this hand of flesh and that of shadow—
it is Dr. Holmes’s hand that touches all the
vibrating strings that laugh and grow sad and
run through all the delicate, capricious
harmo
nies of feeling. The genial
understanding of
human nature, the fine pathos, the
elegant
wit of his writings have an unmistakable flavor
of individuality. Hot seldom his verse rises to
noble (lights while he is also
peculiarly happy
iu the delicate, airy manner that recalls
the
to

the

songs of

Beranger

their

at

best,

and adds to it

purity of intention and sentiment. Wind
clouds and Star-Drifts is the poem iu which
thought and style are most sustained at a brilliant and elevated pitch. It may be
said, and
with reason, that Dr. Holmes
sometimes allows his nanse to appear in curl
papers; that
there is an occasional easy going, off hand
jiD
gle iu h:s verse that does imperfect justice to
a

the polish and depth of his best
manner; yet
this fault—if fault it be—is chiefly to be noted
in his poems for festive occasions where
he is
leader of the chorus of
laughter and where

stately verse would be unsuitable. The sympathetic quality of Dr. Holmes' gift is finely
shown in his exquisite poems written after the
lectures upon Keats and Shelley—poems filled
with subtle beauty and
extraordinary poetic
fervor.
Mr. James T. Fields’s Underbrush (Boston:
J. K. Osgood & Co,; Portland:
Earing, Short &
Harmon) is by no means as hard to get through
as is the detaining
foliage, its namesake. It is
a

very pleasant collection of essays written in a
ready and flowing style, which is at its best in
its more serions vein,and of which the humor is
somewhat too dependent upon large words gto
tesqaely applied; a trait that unless employed
with great lightness of hand is
apt to become
tedious and to lender the movement of the
theme too slow. My Friend’s
Library contains
micicatius

old books; the
some

People

upou some rare

uuua

Village Dogmatist
are

and

Bother-

amns

ng essays; Diamonds
and
Pearls
contains
much
p easant information; the sketch of the author of
and Virginia gives a charming portrait of a

Pan1

writer

‘‘whose

name

in

our

ears

and

oar

father’s

ears was sweet;” and in the
plain talk
with his nephews. If I were a Boy
Again, Mr
Fields gives practical, wise and kindly advice
to his young friends.
Miss Martinean’s Household Education
(Boston: J. K. Osgood & Co.; Portland:

Loring,

Short & Harmon) is in the
straightforward
dogmatic style of that unhappily constituted
but sagacious woman. Oae wishes that she

might have been born in the Spartan republic
where her unlovely virtues, her unloving benevolence, her stoical submission without trnst in
heavenly care, would have accorded with the
spirit of the age and not have been so pathetic
a contrast between the wisdom of
the head and
the utter darkness of the heart. If,
however,

every mother will read these essays upon the
education of children, by the light of her own
loving instincts, aud supply the lack, where
hard wisdom is inadequate, wiih tender foolishness, she will fiud maDy useful and admirable hints.
In Silk Attire is another of Messrs.
Harpers’
Series of Mr. William Black’s novels

Library

(Portland: Loring,.Short & Harmon.) It is
original and interesting, though not equal to

the author’s later works iu sustained
power of
plot tor treatment. Oae sees in these early
works of Mr. Black, the promise of
beauty, so
well kept in his more recent writings. There
■a very much
pathos, and a genuine power of
delineation in this novel; it brings before us

foal

lYlAn

»nrl

tvnman

with

an

r\nn

loinnnl

__

picioQ of theatrical effect, natural and pardonable in a young writer; the Ions mots are
sometimes a little too elaborate in their
introduction— Mj. Black will sometimes
create a clubmemaet for the sake of a
single epigram. But
it is r&tlnr as
compared with the author’s better work that one is inclined
to criticise In Silk
Attire—it s pleasant to note his
increase in
artistic teeiDg, in fineness of
sentiment and
description, ind in construction, while it may
surely
the novel under consideration
that it is much better than the
average of fiction, and display, in partial
ex-

be^saidof

development,
ceedingly desirabe qualities.
Carita, by Mrs. OhpbanttNew York: HarpeBrothers; Portland. La«ng, Short & Harmon)

novel of much merit ^q
interest. It has
a curious semi-detached
effe,t, however, from
its mode of construction. It is
p»rhaps, as prologue and drama that it is
in
power and charm the former greatly
^passes
the story to which it is the introduction. mIb.
is a

inteuqeq’_i)at

Oliphant has, in two at least of her recant
stories,Innocents, and a brief tale that appeared in one of the English magazines, developed the action that resulted from anintentional suicide, witnessed too late to prevent
it,
by a woman who came under suspicicu as a
murderer. In the opening chapters of Carita

the author takes a theme not very unlike this—
a wife who under the terror which results Irom

incurab'e disease, implores her husband for the
poison that only can relieve her; and who, in
his

absence,

takes the fatal draught, praying
for pardon (or herself and consolation for him.
The painful interest excited by this tragic story
is very great; but, for3 that .very reason, it is a
story by itself—too stormy a prelude tor the
quiet, pleasant tale that^relates the life of the
daughter of this stricken woman; apart, these

histories

both finely told, but their inconthe effect of the work as a whole.
The book abounds in the delicate, quiet and

gruity

-are

mars

powerful touches well known to Mrs. Oliphant’s
readers, and has freshness and grace of style.
Marjorie Bruce’s Lavers, by Mary Patrick
(New York: Harper Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmou) is smoothly and agreeably written. The heroine is a somewhat ex
traordinary compound of conventional levity
and intermittent dignity, with the best of excuses—that of imperceptibility in the object of
investigation—for not knowing her own mind.
Thero is a debonuair nobleman with golden
sidewhiskers, who is subversive of Marjorie’s
peace and is constantly in process of elaborate
reconciliation with the heiress of inexhaustible
purse and patience that he finally marries.

Marjorie

Bruce is. in

brief,

not a very

healthy,

wealthy, witty or wise contribution to literature; bat does well enough for an idle hour.
Voyage of the Steadfast, by the author of

ten years.

Persecutors, by Eugene Lawrence, evidencing
much research; and a graceful story of artist

In snite of the roval claims of cotton, it
still furnishes a comparatively small share of
the freight business of the country. A comparison of the relative importance of cotton
ports from 1872 to 1877, inclusive, shows that
New Orleans, New York and Savannah are
increasing in the per cent, exported from
them respectively, while Charleston has
doubled and Norfolk has risen from nothing
to four per cent. New Orleans, however, still
exports 40 per cent, of the whole, while Memphis and St. Louis are the largest interior cotton ports.
Now let the South take one more step and
right up manfully and say that it is not
subsidies for which they are working, and
that they will forego all such contemplated
raids upon the Treasury. There would he
true inwardness in that.
Mb. Hobace White makes a good point
Galaxy paper when he compares the
building of the Texas Pacific Railroad, as a
charitable undertaking, with the burning of
Chicago. The construction of the railroad
might give employment to many laborers and
still be a public calamity.

in his

are now

long

colleges, proposes to move the
Norwich University West, offering to erect
buildings, furnish endowment, and be at all
the expense of removal. Why should not a
struggling college “go west” as well as a
struggling young man? In the meantime, the
school is prospering, and the new class is larger than it has been at any time for the past

eodlw*

Pleasure Wagons.

Xhie Household Edition of Dr. Holmes’ Poems

(Boston; J. R. Osgood 8c Co.; Portland: LoriDg
Short 8c Harmon.) contains
some of the most
elegant,witty and epigrammatic verses that be-

Little Ben Hadden, etc. (Boston: IX Lotbrop
& Co.), is a story of sea adventures, with a
decided religious tone. It may be safely recommended for its interest and good influence.
The adventures of the whale ship and with the
natives of the South Sea Islands are very

come

JELLEBWON,

Jack Knife at 50 cents.

Troublesome Foot

itit

Vaults Cloanocl

Damage

by Fire,

81.00
ou

_

Address

Loss or

SPECIAL NOTICE.

—

m

GOLD BASLS.
Tap and Heel Pegged
------Sewed
Good Work, Good Stock, No neck
in
the
work.
Bring

We have just finished and have for sale the best
and most
substantial, large size, two bladed

bi

Aslaoa Hau.locl,

Against

FALLING OUT, but bard pan,

sept24dlwC.

lieed

^DDRKSS

Ho I For Business.
529

HKNUY JOY & BALDWIN,
,,OUM!’ N. 81.) or W«1U Kilcr,
Vi.T
seplMtl
____

Insures

FOR POLICIES APPLY TO

on a

1^)000 C'ord* of %Vcod per year for three
years—to be cut ami delivered at Coal Kilns
tra0,£’ ^one but regI>onsible partie*
FnbTau

Oat of the city till Oct. 20th.

The Bott omNOT

MAINE.
<Jtm

an25

CHARTERED 1825.

CARROLL & RAND,

29 MARKET SQEAKE,

Wood Contract to Let POIULAND,

OF KEW YORK.

8AMFEI, T. SKIDMORE, President.
HENRY A. OAKLEY, Vice President.

hand, hy

Nutter Bros. & Co«,

first i3 to

The

has too many

nice

Mantel will please hear in
mind that we are selling
these goods as low as they
con he bought in Boston or
New York.

“propaganda.”

osition to consolidate the Norwich University with itself, upon the ground that Vermont

tf

627 to 831 Broadway, New York.

NEWSPAPERS

are

agitation.
enlighten the

“No

31 1-1 EXCHANGE STREET.

and of City ordinances relating to the original
location pf streets, and with the order of the City
Council approved August 16, A. D.. 1877, having
ascertained the original location of the Streets hereinafter mentioned as accurately as practicable, and
of his doings in the premises
made written
with plans and descriptions to us the undersigned
Committee on New Streets, to wit: Laurel street.
Pearl, north of Laurel street; Congress, east of North
street; Cumberland, from North to Merrill street;
Quebec, at North street; Melbourne street; Montreal, at North 6treet; Walnut street; Latayette street;
Congress street; Merrill, at Congress street; Willis
street; and Emerson street.
This to give notice to all concerned that this Committee will act upon said report, at the Mayor’s office, on SATURDAY, the 29th inst, at 10 o’clock A.
M., when and where any person may appear and
object to said report.
M. M. BUTLER,
1
JAMES E. HASELTINE, l Committee
I. D. CUSHMAN.
5
on
SUMNER LIBBY,
New
}■
ALBERT SMITH,
Streets.
GEO. H. COYLE,
J

Feet ean be fitted
with fine Boots and
Shoes at my new
store, also properly
fitted with meaiumpriced goods. All
widths and sizes a
specialty. 4*1

-m

500

Cumberland County,

for
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PHOTOGRAPHER,
244 middle Street,
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Btroot,

Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and Cementing done to order. Jobbing of all kinds in my line
All
will receive prompt and personal attention.
work neatly done at low prices, and satisfaction
new design of un- I
hand
a
I
have
on
guaranteed.
dercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot be I
found elsewhere east of New York. These will be I
sold at prices to correspond with the times.
Lime, i
Cement, Plaster, Mortar, &c., constantly on hand. :
rders from out of town solicited.my9dC>m
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Inllrst cost and subsequent expense it
This Boiler is
cannot be excelled.
Stronger, Less LiubTfe to Accident and
More Economical than any other knot rn

Marbleized

Ftdeinl

PORTLAND.
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STEAM BOILER.

Wholesale nnd Retail Dealers in
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FEENEY,

201
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to leave

PLAIN 4 ORNAMENTAL PUSTERER

Those who have used steam lor heating buildings
or for drying purposes, have long ielt the need of a
perfect device for returning, at a high temperature,
the water of condensation from the heating pipes to
the boiler, thus saving a large amount of fuel. Such
a device has been found in the ‘‘Meharg Steam
Trap,” which is oftered to those in need with a guarantee that they will keep the pipes free of water.
This trap has been in use for several years, is simple in construction and practical in operation. It is
oftered at a price solow that no one who is using
steam lor heating can afford to do without it. They
will be put on for
responsible parties on trial tor 30
days, and if not found entirely satisfactory, will be
taken off free of expense.
Further informaiion as to price, &c., can be had
by adJressing Gen’l T. W. Hyde. Bath, Me.; C. D.
Brown, Brunswick, Me.? cr w. H. Pennell, No. 17
Union St., Portland.
au7dtt

GENERAL AGENT
8 Free street Block, Portland. Me.
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Trap.
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world has known. But we have taken no
pains to learn the present condition of the
strange domain of Alexanler Nicolovitch.
Careful students of European politics tell us
that Russia is to-day the most democratic
country in the world, and their opinion is
confirmed by those most careful observers,
the explorers and the novelists. Readers
familiar with the writings of Turguenef, or
with the exhaustive work of Wallace, will
recall the great importance these authors attach to the village life of Russia and the excessive development of the communistic
theory. In their pages the enthusiasts who
are known in Western Europe as “Nihilists”
prominently figure. In the Nihilists lies the
greatest danger of the Czar to-day.
The Nihilists are men and women who are
wedded to the most extreme ideas of the
Paris Communists. They have formed a
great society, the ramifications of which
reach to the remotest parts of Russia. Their
objects are to produce a social revolution, to
overthrow the government, to degrade the
nobles, to annihilate the capitalists, to deliver all power into the hands of the peasantry.
In every hamlet their emissaries are found.
Every occupation numbers apostles of the
Communist creed in its ranks. The zealots
of the movement are drawn from nobles and
from workingmen, from infidels and from
priests. There is not a village in Russia in
which they have not been at work for years.
In a population oppressed for ages, impoverished, accustomed to the sight of the few
immensely rich while the many are groaning
in poverty, taught by the small measure of
liberty lately granted the large measure
which is their due, the social revolution
makes alarming progress. The fundamental
objects of the movement have been made
public by the discovery of the records of a
secret associatiou last year which had its
headquarters not a hundred miles from Moscow; according to these there should exist
among the members absolute equality, complete mutual responsibility, and fu'l confidence in each other. Each member should
be willing to sacrifice all ties of love or family
and devote himself wholly to revolutionary
activity; to possess great powers of self-sacrifice, and capacity for keeping a secret; and
to become when necessary a common factory
laborer. The aim was to destroy all the
present social order and replace it by a society
without class distinctions; to found an empire of the working classes. The means of
accomplishing the revolution are enumerated.
Each member has

Lirensedby the United Nickel Co., of New York,
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guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
munications that are not used.
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Mr. Chas. E. Watkins, the independent slate vrritwin a,8° Kive te8t8- Mr. C. P. Longley. author of
Over the River” and other spiritual
songs, will accompany the exercises with original inspirational
music, firming a rare combination, and affording a
rich treat to lovers of the strange but true. 'Mr. Watkins will hold private seances at No. 2 Brown’s
Block on and after Saturday, Sept. 29, from 9 a. m.
to 5 p m. for a few days. Sittings secured in advance
by calling on me at the office of Geo K. Davis.
Tickets of admission to fire test, 23 cts to be had
at Bailey & Noyes' and at Stockbridge's Music Store.
A. H. LONGLEY, Agent.
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lively and well told.
Harper’s Half Hour Seties

is represented
this week by an essay upon the Jews and their

mu
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ophy this little book of selections will be appreciated.
A reprint in paper covers of Jolly Good.
Times, a charmiag book for children by P"
Thorne (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland:
Boring, Short & Harmon) will give all the
boys and girls an opportunity to enjoy one of
the brigh estfand most wholesome stories ever
written for them. It is fall of descriptions of
the pleasures of country life,
among the hay, in
the snow, at Thanksgiving time, and will de
light little people and their elders alike.

Notes
A

Announcements.
Name” volume will he

forthcoming “No

English story, “Will Denbigh, Nobleman,”
a companion, it is rumored, of “Jobu Halifax”
Mr. Hammerton is already selected as the writer behind Mr. Anonymous in this case.
“The History of the Ceramic Art in Great
Britain, from the earliest period to the Present Day,” by Llewellen Jewitt, in two volumes
with 2000 engravings, will shortly be published
an

in London.
Dr. Joyce, author of “Deidre,” which remains the only poem yet in the “No Name”
Series is at work on another epic, whose theme
is the ancient days of the Isle of Man, fall of
curioas history and
tion.

ghostly mystery

the first night.
books to be published by
Putnam’s Sons will be a volume entitled
"Wonder World” containing fairy stories gathered from the French, German, Russian, Hun-

Among holiday

garian, Irish, Turkish, Hindoostani, Chinese,
Swedish, Italian, Japanese and Heorew by
Mary Pabke and Margery Deane; one entitled
“The enchanted Moccasins and Other Legends
of the American Indians,” compiled from the
original sources by Cornelias Matthews; and
“Wings of Courage; Stories for American Boys
and Girls,” adapted from the French by Marie
Field. Each will be illustrated.
A good many important works of
archteology
are coming out this fall.
Dr. Sohliemann’s
discoveries on the.Site of Ancient Mycerse and
Tiryas” is the foremost of these, and will be

by Soribn8r, Armstrong & Co-, in an
copyrightjedition (Schiiemann being
American citizen); a large and handsome

ssued

American
an

volume with many hundred illustrations.
to be published simultaneously by

is

It

Murray at
Hrocunaus, & Go., in French at

uy
and by Brockhaua, in German, at
Leipzig* The book has had the benefit of revision
by some of the best classical scholars of the
day, and Mr. Giadstoue contributes an introduction. A new edition of George Dennis’s
ujuuod,

Paris,

•‘Cities and Cemeteries of Eturia,”
enlarged by
the addition of the discoveries of the last ‘.’0
is
to
be
years,
brought out; and, also, anew
edition of Sir Gardiner Wilkinson’s “Ancient

Egyptians,” with additions by the late anthor,
and by Dr. Birch nf the British museum. Gen.
di Cesnola’s book on "Cyprus, its
Cities, Tomb*
and Temples,” is another attractive new work
of the same character as Schliemann’s.
Hawthorne’s old home on Herbert street.
Salem, wherein ho began his literary work, has
been turned into a dirty and
ooisy tenement
house. The blurred window pane on which be
scratched his autograph has been removed and
is inthejpossessiou of Mr.
one of his

Manning;

his mother’s relatives. It was to Mr.
Manning
that Hawthorne once said that the “House of
Seven Gables” was a purely imaginative dwell-

ing—a picture the various figmensj of whiob, if
raced far enough, would ultimately rest
upon
observation, but which never belonged to any
particular tesidence.
Mrs. ,r. H. Ewing, the author of Jan of the
Wind Mill, has in the press a volume of stories
which she calls A Great
Emergency, and
Other Tales. It is “Dedicited to
Lord

John,

Bishop of Frederickton, and to his dear wife
Margaret, in pleasant and grateful memory

of New Brunswick,” where she at one time
resided with her husband, who was stationed
there.

Mrs. U. W. Denuison, author of the novel
That Husbaud of Mine, was for several
years a
resident of Oswego, N. Y. Her husband, Rev.
C. W. Dennison, was employed as Bethel

lain,

zantine Art and Iconography, drawn
principally from the mmiatures in the Greek manuIt
is
said
scripts.
to contain much, new and
-.w.vowuf,

uiamci,

It is stated that Judge Black
Mr. Stoughton and .that his

will reply to
reply will bn
printed as a supplement to the November cumber of the North American Review.
MiS3 Aloott promises to And a new volume
in Aunt Jo’s Scrap-Bag. It will ba about
My
Girls.

Bessie’s Six Lovers, Tflat Girl of
Mine, and
That Lover of Mine, are in the press of T. B.
Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia, far immediate publication.
Swinburne is mad because the crit!"
Horace
tected his alias as a novelist,
name.
Manners.” and called him
novel, The Queen of
Joseph Hatton's
Bohemia, —ji ha published in October. It
coutaius.a dedication to William Black.
Mr. Tnckerman’s Greeks of To-Day has been
published in Athens in Modem Greek. A
Greek newspaper speaks of it as ‘tlie only true
picture of Greek character ever presented by a
foreigner.”
The report that Joaquin Miller has sold for
$50,000 the right of playing in the United

Clarita. A Novel. By Mrs Oliphant, author ot
“Chronicles of CarliDgtead” &e. Paper, 193pp,50
cents. New York: Harper & Brothers. Portland:
Loring, Shoet & Harmon.
Biology, wilh Prelude, on Current Brent..
By Joseph Cook. With three colored plates after
Beale and Frey. Cloth-325 pp,«1.50 Boston: J.
B. Osgood & Co. Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.
Devil-Puzzler., and other Nludie.,
By
Frederick B. Perkins. Paper, illustrated, 215 pp,
50 cents. New York: G. P. Putnam’s Son. Portland: Loring, Shart & Harmon.
Banner, of New Yorlt. By Joaquin Miller, author of “Song ot the Sierras” &c. Cloth,
New York: G. W.Carleton* Co, Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

The

214 pp.

Senator Conkling’s Speech.

Painting;

with all the original illusof British Cosume; and August Do mmin’s Illustrated Hisory of Arms and Armor from the Earliest
Plancbe’s

History

Period, translated by Black—a perfect treasure
for artists, as it contains nearly 2000 illustrations, all from existing specimens.
A Bostonian robs Boston of the third of
those “wittiest Boston sayings” which have
been quoted all over the country, and says that
“it appeared originally, I think, in a newspaper
letter of Mrs. Mary Clemmer (Ames) describing a president’s recoption, anil it ran thus, (I
quote from memory): ‘In walking up a long
room, with your enemy behind your back, there
is a moral support in a Paris dress which religion fails to famish.’ Mrs. Clemmer, whether she is the author of that or not, has oertainly said a good many brighter things.
One of Mrs. Oliphant’s most striking one
volume stories—showing, says The Academy,
her faculty for combining analysis of morbid
conditions with striking incident and careful

character-study—will shortly

appear

in serial

form.
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Dickens”—have arranged with Herr Bacciocco,
the Viennese novelist, to edit the literary remains of the deceased author. A manuscript
Romance of My Life is known to be among
his

unpublished

papers.

Virginia, Lake Regillus, Ivry ect, aud
Robert Bloomfield’s old fashioned aod rather
prosaic Farmer's Boy; Mr. Aldrich’s Midnight
Fantasy, in which he daringly undertakes to
depict the result had Hamlet married Juliet
and Ophelia paire*d off with the young Montague, and succeeds in making a pleasant and
imaginative story—leaves the reader rather in
resentment of the interference with characters
that Shakspeare left for lasting types of the
tragedy of the North and of the South. Mark
Twain’s True Story and his grotesque Carniva^
of Crime in Connecticut conclude the present
installment of these dainty book?.
Selections from the Discourses of Epictetus
from a volume ofithe Wisdom Series published
by Messrs. Robert?, Boston (Portland : Loring,
Short & Harmon). The philosopher seems to

year.

Henry W. Longfellow supplies some beautiful lines under the title Haroun A1 Rascbid;
and Donald G. Mitohell'dk Marvel) contributes
the

biographies of Two French Story-Tellers—

Bcrnardin de St. Pierre and Madame Cottin,
whose poitraits accompany the article—with
able illustrated epitomes of their chief works,
Paul and Virgini.1, and Elizabeth or the Exi'es
of Siberia There are m »uy other good articles.
Good as is this issue of St. Nicholas, the announcements upon its covers promise for those
yet to come a number aud variety of attractions

altogether unprecedented. Not the least of the
good things inj view is the new serial story
Under the Lilacs, by Louisa M. Alcott, which

Men Who are Cracking the

the

Whip
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Peace

and

Republican.—A Plea
Unity In the Parly.

for

The following is ths text of Senator Conkling’s speech at the Mew York Republican

Convention. It arrived too late for publication
in the regular telegraphic report. Mr. Conkliug, it will be remembered, spoke to tha
amendment offered by George William Curtis.
Senator Conkling upon taking the platform
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said she always noticed that if she did not die
in Februrary, she lived all through the year
I
have noticed that when the Republican
party
nukes no mistake in convention, it is apt to go
safely through a canvass. When a convention
is wise we alwavs proce.-d with
credit; usually
with success. Let us make no mistake
to-day.
Let us stand for the integrity of Republican
principles and for the unity of Republicans.
This is not an Administration
convention, nor
an aut'-Administrstlon convention.
We are not
representatives of an Administration, nor of an
aoti-Admini8tration party. We are Republicans.
We represent a great party. That
party has a battle to fight in every county district
and town, and our duty is to Republicans and
their candidates in every locality and school
district in the State. Administrations do not
make parties. Parties make administrations
go before administrations and live after them'
The people make parties. The people made the
Republican party and the people have upheld it
in a career of usefulness and achievement such
as no other party in
history can boast. One of
the resolutions asserts that it has an uncompleted mission. If it be true to itself and equal
to that mission, it will stand in
grandeur and
in power when the piques and pretensions and
rivolries of to-day are viewed with
pity or
Let the
forgotten
utterly
Republican
be
but
true
to
part
its
principles
and it
cannot
then be
false
to
an
man.
This is a State convention. Its business
is to nominate candidates for State offices and
to declare the principles on which these candidates shall stand and ao« if they are chosen.
Its business is not to hinder but to
help by the
wisdom and harmony of its action every candidate not only in the State at large, but on all
the tickets which are run in counties, in
towns,
and in localities throughout the State. The
National Administration is not a candidate or
in question here. Who has a right to
say that
it wishes to influence our proceedings or to disturb our harmony? If a man has
authority to
speak for it or bring its views or wishes here he
knows it, and when we know him we shall
know whose delegate or representative he is. I
will not asiume that any man has beeD intrusted to introduce matters foreign to our duties and calculated to ferment discord
among
those of the same household of faith. I
repel
the idea that the National Administration
suggests or sanctions any such proceedings.
He
who voluuteersjfor such a service may be found
wanting in the discretion of friendship, if not
in sincerity aiso. It has been said that other
conventions have sometimes expressed opinions
about national affairs including specific acts of
national officials. They have
frequently done
so no doubt.
iwu
CountyXL!and t VT.
conventions
h
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have sometimes expressed opinions about
State concerns, and even abont the affairs of
cities. Nobody can deny the rights of each con.
vention to decide for itself what it shall
say and
what it will not say. Every convention which
has said one thing and omitted or refused to
say
another, has so decided for itself and did any
one ever before
hear this right or propriety
challenged? Many State conventions before
this have decided to say nothing abont
particular topies prominent at the time.
Mauy State
conventions have omitted to refer even to State
officers whose action has been
widely discussed.
Silence in regard to men and
things not rethe
vote
and
action
quiring
of a convention has
been not only common bnt nsual in cases of divided opinion, and in oases of
nntimely attempts to make issue and obtain commitals
touching occurences already past and fixed, or
npou afiairs not far enough advanced to afford
ground for ultimate and safe judgment To
speak plainly, there are special reasons jnst
now inviting the convention to
adhere calmly
and firmly to its own sense of propriety «■.■!
tions
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a

menacing

CRACKING THE WHIP.

land—the Artist’s library. Amoag valuable
nooks included in it are Sir Charles Bell’s Anatomy and Philosophy of Expression as connected with the Fine Arts; Lionardo da Vinci’s
Treatise on

ter ot

to declare
this
that.
and
declare
broad
hints
if
been given of retribution
they dare even to
remain silent. The Marshal of France has
jnst attempted to degrade and punish a Frenchman for uttering his sentiments.
Pdrhaps he
has succeeded. But Americans are now, it
seems, to be chastised for bolding their peace.
Not yet. Exotic despotism, revised and improved, will not grow in American soil and
American air. It will perish. It would be
trodden oat if it did not die oat.

drama, The Damtes, has created considerable interest for his new book, The Baroness of New York, which is just pnblished
by
G. W. Carleton & Co.
A new Bohn series is on its way in Eng-

trations;

Future el ike Republican Purtv—Chorac-

and

Magazine Notices.

As an examplo of the nobility of a nahigher than its creed and of grand philos

Marjorie Bruce’. I.orcr*. A Novel. By Mary
Patrick. Paper, 105 pp. 25 cents. New York:
Harper & Brothers. Loring, Short & Harmon.

and

States his

fourth volume of the magazine, and ushers in
the autumn with [brisk stories, lively pictures,
and such gentle thoughts as suit the time of

him.

The Jew. * Their Prr.rcuio,,.
By Eugen
Lawrence, author of “Historical Studies” &c. HalfHoar Series. Paper, 8t pp, 20 cents. Now
York:
Harper & Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.

a IT.l

chap-

labored among the seamen. He is
now chaplain at the
Washington Navy Yard.
A Russian archmologist, Professor Kondakofif, has lately published a History of the Byand

ceive au addition to their value and number in
Favorite Poems by George Herbert, Sir Walter
Scott and Schiller; Lord Macaulay’s Horatius

ture

thor

was at

St. Nicholas for October fitly closes up the

have attained to the restrictions and the fortitude of our later ora without the consolation s
that tbo Christian religion would have afforded,

Si"‘ A',ir<‘- A Novel.
By William Black, auor "A Princess
ot Thnle” &c. Cloth, 313
pp.
«2. New York: Harper & Brothers. Portland:
Short
&
Loring,
Harmon.

I"

and sensa-

re-

and

-!

''•rgiuia A Roman Sketch. Half-Hour Series
Paper, 173 pp, 25cents. New York: Harper &
Brothers. Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.

Mrs. Burnett’s “Lias o’ Lowrie’s” in its
dramatic f jrm is the success of the season in
London. Everybody of
critical importance
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delight'ul little Vest Pocket volumes

and
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is to begin in the issue for November.

Books Received.
Voyage of llie “NleatliaM.” By William U. G.
Kingston, author of “Little Ben Hadileu” 4gc.
Clolb, illustrated, 180 pp. Boston: D.Lotbrop &
Co.

Who are these men who in newspapers and
elsewhere are cracking the whip over Republicans now aDd playing schoolmaster to tbe Republican party and its conscience and convictions? Some of them are the man milliners,
tbe dilletante and csrpet knights of politics,
men whose efforts hzve been expended in denouncing and ndiculisg and accusing honest
men who, in istorm and
sunshine, in war and
peace, have clang to the Republican flag aDd
defended it against those who tried to trail and
trample it in the dust. Some of them are men
who,when|they could work themselves into conventions, have attempted to belittle and befoul
Republican administrations, and to parade
tbeir own thin veneering of purity. Some of
them are men who, by insisting that it is corrupt and bad for men in office to take part in
politics, are striving now to prove that the Republican party has been unclean and vicioos all
its life, and that the last campaign was venal
and wrong and fraudulent, not in some of tbe
states, but in all the states, North aDd Sontb,
for it is no Becret that in all the states officeholders, in committees, in organizations and
everywhere, did all that men conld fairly do
to uphold the candidates of our party, and that
they were encouraged and urged to do so. Some
of these woithies masquerade as reformers.
Iheir vocation and ministry is to lament tbe
sins of other people. Their stock in trade is
rancid, flat self-righteousness. They are wolves
in sheep’s clothing. Their real object is office
and plunder. When Dr. Johnson defined patriotism as the last resource of a scoundrel, be
was unconscious of the then undeveloped capabilities and uses of the word “reform.”
Some of them sat but yesterday in Democratic
conventions. Some have sought nominations
at the bauds of Democrats in recent years, and
some, with the zeal of neopbites and the bitterness|cf(apostates, have done more than selfrespecting Democrats would do, to vilify and
slander tbeir government and their conntrvmen.
Grant and all who stood by that unrigbt,
fearless magistrate have been the objects cf the
bitter, truthless aspersions of these men. And
now, opposed or laggard in the battles of the
past, they leap forward to the feast. They forget that parties are not built on by deportment.
or by ladies magazines, or by gush,
it used to
be said of certain Democrats in Massachusetts
that they wanted, by their obnoxious officionsness, to keep the party in that state as small as
they conld in order to make the stockholders
as few and the dividends as large as possible.
I hope these new-fledged dictators are not aiming at the same thing in New York. The
grasshoppers in tha corner of a fence, even
without a newspaper to be heard in, sometimes
make more DOise than the flocks and herds that
graze upon a thousand hills. A Chinese war
of noises has been set op in the state aDd beyond the stats to drive this convention and its
members to contend and divide over certain
dogmas, but it is for the convention to say
what its judgment indicates as suitable and
wise. Au important election is at band—important in counties, in Assembly districts and
In towns—and we are told that we must not
keep within onr sphere of duty, but must find
boues of contention to cany schism and discoid down into every locality, to distract aud
weakeu onr party everywhere. The wisdom of
these somewhat peremptory directions is the
question before us TUe propriety of denouncing and carping at administrative acts on every
small occasiou bas not been without advocates.
BIG UTS OF TCBL1C OFFICERS,
This doctrine, as sometimes maintained, I
believe to be unjust to public officials. It
seems to mo publio officers are entitled to presumptions in their favor and ought never to be
condemned until they and their acts have been
fairly tried, and then only on clear evidence.
For extreme license in criticism of administrations and of
everybody connected with them,
broad arguments can no doubt be found.
Many might be lonud in tbe flies of the journal
made famous by the pencil of Nast; but a convention may not deem itself a chartered libertine of oracular and pedantic conceits. It may
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not believe that theories and antagonisms and
resentments constitute the duty of tbe hour.
It may believe that meu who are agreed in all
the essentials of tbeir faith and of their work
when they are acting for a great organization
should be willing to form these essentials for
the good of the cause. It may believe, and 1
hope this convention does believe, that no Republican should seek to wound ansther by
compelling him to surrender his convictions in
If so, much tolermatters of individual belief.
ation could not he accorded. Party action
Were this convention
would be abortive.
agreed about any matter lit to commend to the
public and thought it wise to present it, there
Is
coaid of coarse he no objection to so doing
that the case with the subjects imparted by
I
resolution?
ask
have
who
the pending
you
heard this debate and the tone and manner
sometimes assumed. Could anything more
fully reveal a deep or biudiDg conflict of judgment? We find a wide difference of understanding as to what has in reality been and
wbat is to be the action and position of the
national authorities, and then we find a wide
difference of opmiou as 10 tbe right and wisdom of particular proceedings. In one part of
tbe convention to coerce the other part to surrender its judgment and its conscience, or are
we to present tbe
spectacle of a convention
agreed about every thing before it, but spitting
and quarrelling over matterg not falling within
the scope of its duties, and all this that soothsayers and phrasemongers may bavr their way.
There seems to be huge anxiety to ply the Republicans of this state with catechisms and
test oaths and to place them in false positions.
We read a great deal and bear a great deal of
rnmurs of wars to be waged and crusades to be
preached and vengeance to be wreaked. What
is the meaning of all this?
Why the Republicans of New York should be thought predisposed to find fault with Mr. Hayes passes my
comprehension. They nominatrd him; gave
him more votes for his nomination thau any
Without them
other state did or could give.
he could uever have become tbe candidate.
of whom
vr
from
most
tes came
Those
men,
felt bound in honor and bound in morals truthfully to represent the constituency which had
trusted them.

MAINE.

The

Delinquent Tax Collector.
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 28 —One ol the
tax collectors of Kittery has collected $3000
taxes and failed to make any returns thereof.
The town has brought suit against the bondsThe case will be tried at
men for the amount.
the January rerm of Court at Alfred.
Writ Penobscot Pair.
Dexter, Sept. 28.—The West Penobscot
show and fair closed at Exeter last night with
snccesslul races. The horse Billy Platter, from

Bangor won the sweepstakes. Best time 2.33J.
A large crowd has been in attendance and the
show was

a

success.

Accidentally Shot.
Lewiston, Sept. 28.—John Hamilton, in
pnttiDg a revolver in bis pantaloons'pocket last
evening, discharged it. The ball entered his
leg below the bip, making a severe wound.
Nlruclt by l.igbtuiag.
MAcniAS, Sept. 28.—The barn of Otis Fickett, at Harrington, was struck by lightning
last eveuing, and its contents and thirteen
sheep burned.

MARINE

Turco-Russian

War.

Partlaud Wboleunle Market.
Friday, Sep. 28.—The markets show little or no
change in prices to day. The height troubles in the
West distuib the quotations for corn and the markSugars are firm at lOjc tor
et is very unsettled.
granulated and 101c tor Extra C. Flour is Urm and
the sales continue large at the lormer quotations.
Potk and Lard show no cbaDge.

toe Bulgarian,CAMPAIGNThe Reason

of Mrhemet Ali’. Retreat.

London, 8ept. 28.—The retirement of Me-

hemet Ali behind the Kara Lom seems to indicate that the Turks will be satisfied to maintain their present advantages, and depend on
the winter to force the Russians back across
the Danube.
A Sbumla speial says the retrogade movement is partly because the recent rains have
rendered it difficult to bring up snpplies, and
partly on account of the Russians massing considerable forces on the Lom, ft would appear
from this that the idea of holding the couutry
between the Lom and the Yantra is abandoned
by the Turks. Thus it once more become possible for the Russians to blockade and issolate

Rustchuk.

probably been supplied for the
Rlehemet All’s
during the month.
right will again lie about Kazetevo with Raswhile
bis
a
left
will
extend as far
grad as base,
The army has

winter,

the defile south of Osman Bazar,being within easy support of Sbumla.
Correspondents with the Czarowitch are not
confident as to his ability to force the line of
the Kara Lom, notwithstanding the arrival of
several divisions of the Imperial guard.
Bnmored Knnia. Dinners in Every
as

NEWS,

Quarter.

Clearing House Transactions.
Portland, Sept. 28.
The Clearing House of the Portland Bauks report
follows yestoHay:
as
the transaction of bueiuess
Gross Exchanges.93
Net

Balances..

t6

Unity Domestic Receipts.

By

W

water
True Sc

conveyance—1000 bush
Co._
Porcino

MATANZAS.

heads, 120
HALIFAX,

and

Brig

bbls

corn

meal to O

fix ports.
Eva Johnson-3792 sbooks

potatoes.

NS. Steamer Bermuda-700 bbls of
flour, too do oatmeal, too boxes soap, 2 pianos, 2 pkgs
90
machinery,
packages box sliooKs, 25 bbls onions,
200 boxes candies. 12 packages boots and shoes, loi
do paper. 33 bbls beef, 82,296 bbls sugar, 47 packages

merchandise.

__

Boston Stork Market.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Sept. 28 ]
$7000 Eastern Railroad new 3J bonds. 50|
$8,000 Uuion Pacific Kailroau 6s.102j
2 Laconia Manufacturing Co.422*
28 Portland. Saco <& Portsmouth Railroad...
63
$2,000 Union Pacific sinking fund 8s.91
Eastern Railroad (new bonus).50g @ 5lJ

York, Sept. 28.—A Constantinople
New York Ntoclt and Mono* Market,
special says there is a rnmor there that SuleiNew York, Sept. 28—Evening.—Money generalman Pasha has cut off the communications of
ly loaned at 5 @ 6 per cent, on call, but closed at 4
the Russians between Sbipka pass and the
per cent.; prime discounts 54 @ 7 per cent.
There is also a rumor that
town of Gabrova.
Sterling Exchange is weak, selling at 481 for sixty
the Turks have cnt off the retreat of the Rusdays and 484$ ^ 485 for demand
sians, surrounding them on all sides.
imports of dry goods at the port of New York fot
It is also reported that Osman Pasha has rethe week ending to-day were $1,432,008; amount
marketed, $1,653,496.
pulsed a Russian attack ou the eastern redoubt
Golu dull at 103J throughout the day. The borat Plevna, the Russians losing 8000 men and S
rowing rates were flat, 2, 1J, 1 @ 3 per cent- per anfour guns.
num and final.y 1-64 per cent, per diem.
The clearAnother report is that Prince Hassan has
ings were $15,901,0U0. The Customs receipts to-day
crossed the Danube below Silistria with 30,000
were $291,000.
The treasury disbursements were
Turks, to intercept the Russian commnnication $22,0t0 tor interest and $253,00 for bonds. Governments steady
with Sistova, while Rlehemet Ali assails the
The following were the closing quotations of GovRussian front at Biela.
ernment securities:
lo
The Rains Coming
the Ilelp of the
United States 6s,1881 reg...lryi
Russians.
United States 6s, 1881, coup.110*
United States 5-20’s, 1865. new.K54
A London despatch says the Russian camUnited
States new 4Js, coup...105
is
the
considered ended for
season.
paign
United States new 44s, reg...... 105
Heavy rains now falling on both sides of the
United States 4 per cents ..101|
Black Sea preclude any serions injury to the
United States 1867. reg .Il6|
Dissatisfaction is reRussians by the Tuibs.
United States 1867, coupon...107£
United States, 1868, coup
ported in the Russian ranks at the course and
1U0J
United States new 5’s reg.106*
result of tne campaign.
United States new 5s, coup.... .107$
United States 10-40’s, reg.
H 6|
United States 10-40s, coup... ..
107*
War Note*.
Currencv 6’s.. ...
ivqJ
The Times Bucharest letter says there is an
The following were the closing quotations of
abundance of wheat and barley remaining in
Stocks:
Morris & Essex... 71*
Bulgaria. Every hamlet is crowded with imTXT
n.
mense stocks of these grains, while a very large
Pacific Mail..
...
22?
crop of Indiau corn is awaitiog the husbandNew York Central & Hudson RR. .110$
men.
Erie..
11$
A despatch to the Political Correspondence,
Erie preferred....
21$
from Belgrade, says that seven battalions of
Michigan Central. 58$
Panama......,.,112
regulars and militia have gone to tbe western
Union Pacific Stock, ..
frontier, where the Ushitza brigade is also as66$
Lake Shore
..».. 63$
sembled. This seems a precaution against the
Illinois
Central...
71
contraction of Turkish troops at Simnitza and
82
Pittsburg K..
Navi Varas.
Chicago <fe Northwestern. 37$
Snow has been falling at Shipka pass:3 since
Chicago <& Northwestern prelerred
64$
Rock island...
Monday and is four centimetres deep at the
...10lg
New Jersey Central...
foot of the pass.
15
St. Paul
353
St. Paul preferred.
..
72
Chicago & Alton. 85
Foreign Notes.
Chicago & Alton preferred.103
Ohio & Mississippi.
7
Panama dates of the 20th state that Herrera
Fori Wayne. 91$
had resigned tbe presidency of Costa Kica with
Delaware & Lackawanna.45$
the intention of retiring from public life, and
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 19
he will be succeeded by Gen. Guardia.
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
New

ISpecial to the Press.]
A Rockland Capiaiu l ost Cmbtard.
Rockland, Sept. 28.—Schooner Commonwealth of this port, Samuel Gross master, lime
laden, for Bo.-ton, pat hack here this morning
with cargo on fire. She reports last night the
captain took charge of tbe schooner and
allowed the crew to sleep on deck. This morning Capt. Gross was missing, one of tbe side
lights being gone and a rattling from tbe rig-

THE MEMBER FROM RICHMOND.

Even the member from Richmond was, I believe, in tbe end prevailed upon, after much
difficulty, to confer his unique and delicate vott
also. The Republicans of New York made
ging broken. It appears that while fixiDg tbe
one of the most faithful and atduous canvasses
lantern he must have been knocked overloard
ever made tor the success of tbe ticket, and,
A.
and drowned.
under needless and perplexing embarras.-meuts
|To the Associated Press.]
they gave it an unexampled vote. Tbe delega
iu Clenerul.
tion in Congress from New York, with few ex
Schooner George Cary, Wiscasset .for Proviceptious, heartily supported tbe measure with
out which Mr. Hayes wou d never have been
dence, ashore at HedgeiFence, has got off and
effectually inaugurated. A measure, of which
proceeded.
one iu great authority said, as reported iu the
Steamer Providence, Newport for New York,
New York Times: “Now, looking back after
collided yesterday torenoou off Watch Hill
men
of
anti
and
experience
my observation
with a lumber schooner. The steamer had 60
things iu Washington during the progress o
feet of her bulwarks on the port side carried
the fount hv the instrunielitalitv uf
the comaway. Her passengers and cargo are all right.
mission, I am thoroughly persuaded that its
Cutter Dexter has gone to tbe schooner.
aud
saved
ui
action
and
organization
creation
Steamer Isaac Bell, at New York for repairs,
from anarchy, contusion and civil war. I he
left for Norfolk on the 27tb and off Sandy
lieve its adoption was the dictate of wisdou
Hook was run iuto during a dense fog by steam
and patriotism.” These are the words of Mr
tug Cyclops, staving a hole in her port bow
Stanley Matthews, and his close aud influentia 1 above tbe w ater libe.
relationship give special importance to.all t.
Tbe report in the Boston papers that brig
have addei
Mr. Matthews might
says.
Clara J. Adams, lyiDg eff Portsmouth, is so
htidlcMuntttfrbil tYickf. shp will Hm pnnripmriMl nnd
another thing about the Kiectural Commission
He might have said that its decision, and tbi
sold, is exaggerated. She will go upon tbe
fact that a tribunal with judicial powers die I
marine railway for repairs.
decide, is the one gtouud cn which tbe title o
The American bark Levant-e,, from Butterand
is
now
defended
the presidency
upheld
dam forNtW York, put back to 'Delft slightly
session
which
has
occur
ret
the
only
During
damaged by a collision.
since the 4th of March—a session of the Senab
Tbe schooner Sabina is a total wreck at
—if opposition was made to any measure of thi
Cape North, C. B. The crew were saved.
did
that
not
conn
administration,
opposition
Steamer Howland, laden with grain from
from New York. Surely no Republican in thi
Montreal for Newcastle, went ashore on Holy
Btate has made war on the present adiniuistra
Roail Beach, St. Mary Bay, N. F., on the 19tb,
It cannot be deniei
tiou to my knowledge.
and remained at latest account?. She will
that wanton assaults h ave been made on Re
probably be a total loss.
publicans amt kept up by newspapers supposet
to be inspired by advisers and champions o [tbe President. It cannot be denied that otbe
MASSACHUSETTS,
assaults and acts of hostility are constantly oc
Important Verdict Under the Vermont
curriug, which it is hard to reconcile with
Liquor Law,
wish ol their authors to preserve the Republi
It is equally bard to reconcile mucl
Eloped with a Tiniup.
cau party.
Brattleboro, Vt., Sept. 28.—A very importhat we wituess with a consistency and fair
28.—Mrs.
tu
sum of $2008.31, was renMorton
tant
tbe
Amherst, Sept.
verdict,
Thayer,
If the convention will pardon a persor a
ness.
wife of a farmer at South Amherst, has diaapdered in the Windham County Court at Newallusion, I will illustrate tb s m my own case p
p.-ared. She 1-. supposed to have eloped with faue. yesterday, against Daniel C. Carpenter &
Frank Dailey, a tramp, who has been bangiug Son, hotel proprietors and promineut men oi
though other cases are bat less marked. Wt
bear uumeasurtd denunciation of men buldim
aronnd town for three weeks. The woman has
Ueadsboro, in favor of Ophelia Snow, wht
office aud taking pait in political campaigns
four children, the youngest but eleven moutbs
brought the suit agaiDSt tbe defendants some
Last year I was au office-holder, as 1 am thi >
old.
three years since for permanent injuries remalarial
contracted
in
W
and
uiseases
ish
ceived by being thrown Irom a wagou in conseyear,
Arrest for Passing rouulerfeit Money.
ingtou disabled me fur months. It was out u
quence of her husband, who was driving, being
Pittsfield, Sept. 28.—Last night detective drunk
the question for me to undertake tbe labors o
on liqnor ascertained to have been pro
C. B. Hildreth airested E. L. Horton of Bosa canvass, but, contrary to the positive injunc
cured from said defendants.
for being connected with others in passing
ton,
I
to
addn-s
of
tiou
my physician,
attempted
This was tbe second trial of the case in tbe
counterfeit money at Suncook, N. H.
same court, the first having resulted in a vermy neighbors on the issues of the day, and tb
dict of $1820 for the plaintiff. It was carried
attempt gave sufficient caution against its rep
Because I did not and could nut d<
etition
before tbe Supreme Court, and by them sent
WASHINGTON
back to the County Court on some technical
more, I, as an office-holder, have been bitter
denounced far aud wide to this day, and by tb
The defence denied responsibility oti
error.
same men who now insist that every man ii
the ground that Snow had only procured one
of
a
oouventioi
office who even signs a notice
drink of them, at which time be was sober.
The Indian Paw-wow.
shall be degraded aud removed, so flagrant i I
Over forty witnesses have been examined in the
it deemed of a sudden for • ffioe-bolders to tak s
Washington, Sept. 28.—The conference with case during its three days’ trial. Its importance
the Iodiau delegations whs resumed this mornas a test of the Vermont liquor law hds caused
any part in the work of the Republican party
But let me il.ustrate the apparent determi
ing. Spotted Tail raid he had been frightened a large attendance and deep interest.
into signing tue Black Hills treaty.
nation to assail aud create disturbances amon ;
He comSince the spring session c t
plained that lands were taken from the Indians
Republicans.
Storm Approaching.
without asking their consent, and that the
the Senate no occasion has existed, none ha
me
to
the
new-fonud
ovei
white man drove away their game and reduced
part;
been given by
Washington, Sept. 28.—Warning was given
from the Signal Office on the 21th and 25ct
About bal f
them them to starvation.
He wanted to stay
seers to administer corrections.
inet. that the cyclone south of Porto Rico oi
where he now lived and briDg up his children
the time I have been absent from the cout
■i
the 23d might be expected to reach the Southlike white people.
try, in the hope of eradicating some rematc
ern coast by the 28th.
The storm that to-day
Swift Bear, Red Bear and Touch-the-Oloud
of fever. When in the country I have bee
auu
pcuticu
UKSal
matters
of
busi
in
coincided
Tail’s
views,
by
occupied
Spotted
always pressingly
Red Cloud said tbe Black Hills was a good Gape Haiteras is believed to be that cyclone
ness accumulated during protracted illnee s
It
has
moved
since
morning slightly to thi
and absence from borne. Politics bave nc t country, it belonged to his people and they
north. The wind at Cape Henry ream ed thi 1
wanted pay lor it
Be asked for agricultural
engaged me; no utterances hostile to me
or measures have proceeded from me; not
implements, a mill to saw w>.od and one to maximum of Cl miles. Danger to navigatioi
straw has been laid in the way of any man c r
grind corn, and a school bouse. Qe also want- is not at present anticipated in the Gn’f along
the Florida coast.
ed Dr. Irwiu, their agent, to stay with them
of his ambitions or schemes. But still I hav e
lorever.
Little Big Man had nothing to add to
been tbe object of persistent assaults and mil
Red Cloud’s remaiks, but Sharp Nose, au Ara
AETEOKULOU1CAL.
representations, coming, it so happens, fror
paboe, said his tribe was poor aud wanted to be INDICATIONS FOB THE NEXT TWENTY-FOCI
those claiming to speak especially for ib e
with
tbe
Snakes
and
Ou
Shoshones.
He
National Administration.
returning bom b joined
HOURS.
wanted tools to work with like the white man,
a few words of greeting coaid not be spoken t
neighbors and personal friends of both partie s school houses, white teachers, and particularly
War Dbp’t, Office Chief Signac ,
I
orrnh.
On
winrlmlincf
ho
nrocantofl
tho
Pro«i_
without drawing down bitter and scorofu
J
Offices, Washington, D.C.,
dent with the pipe of peace.
denunciations for not makiDg a political speec 3
Sept. 29, (1 A.|M. )J
Gen. Crooke then spoke in behalf of the lnindorsing the policy of the Administratioi
For New England,
These auxions and superserviceable charactei s
dians, endorsing their truthfulness as to their
expressed desire to live at peace with the white falling, followed by rising barometer, somberly
seem determined to know nothing but tb e
He
man.
was
in
satisfiei
were
and
aud
them
1
sincere
his
crucifiei
President
they
policy
veering to colder northwest winds and c’oady
their wish to adopt the ways of the white man
To say a word of things at home and abroa d
rainy weather.
has beet) treated as a crime. To sa; nothing ,t
They had behaved well and assisted in the war,
and
and
entitled
vilified coi ito consideration,
ail has been to be reproached
were, therefore,
Failure of the McKee Sailj
The President in reply said that be was their
staatly. Appeals, public aud private, hat e
St. Louis, Sept. 28 —Justice Millar deliver
friend, and wanted to do everything he could
been addressed to my neighbors beggiug thti n
ed a decision iu the McKee case the morning
for them.
Their supplies could net, however,
not to send me to tins convention, hml ihe) e
It overrules the demurrer of the grvernment tc
be taken to any other point than the Missouri
appeals stated the no doubt unauthorized pn
the answer of the defendant, and me suit there
river belore they would need them.
If they
tence that my selection would uot be agreeab e
fore
fails. The case can, however, be appealed
did not go there they could not get food and
to the national authorities. Tbe meaning if
bat District Attorall this is not obscured by tbe fact that the ne v
they would starve. They should not stay there •to tbe U. S. Supreme Court
ney Bliss has not yet deeded whether he will
President has been surrounded and couited t y
longer than this winter, and in the spring they
take such action.
should be allowed to select Bach lands ou their
men who have long
pnrred about every ue i>
administration, some of them for more yea ■s reservation as they liked beet. He would ask
The Fellow Fever.
ip
tbe,
t0 give them cattle and tools »nd
disinterested palfn$Wi£uUT?j!: Some of
8C
The government
New York, Sw* 28 —A despatch from Ferratetiog houses.
Since tbe days of Pierce the friends” AftPSinSJ u
tbem- and " tb^ wanted naudma repor-*® that Collector Grossman is
of all administrations, and the
ve in
betrayers of a T
1We a8 tbe wblt<down with t‘« fever. There is no abatement
The assaults they incite are somewhat auno J
m
of the diee»s® there.
ing, and my nature is one iess inclined to rnee iP^sident then
ness and long-suffering than it should
f
be.
telling them that if they went west
Base Ball.
would have been a luxury to unfrock some < ,f
Shoshones. they would have to provide tor
those men and tbe purposes engaged in th s
themselves.
If they chose to go without aid
At Buffalo—Alleghauys 7, Buffalos 2.
work, but it has seemed to me ihe duty t f he was willing, and the agent sent to the ShoAt Manchester—Harttords3, Mauebesteis 2.
every sincere Republican, especially of sue s 0
shoues would also oe agent for them.
At Louisvi/le—Louisviiles 3, St. Louis 2.
During
deeply indebted as 1 to the Republican pait,
the address the Indians smiled broadly, when
At Cincinnati—Cmoinnatis 5, Chicagos 5.
to eudure a great deal rather than
the President s-id: “To be educated so as to
say or d t)
anything tendiug to introduce division* or cot
s now how to werk
&c.“ The conference here
IINOB TELEVHAAS.
troversy into the party ranks. For this rea o 3 closed.
A call is published for a nat'onal liberal
not a word ol reply has escaped me. In tin* h
The Indians will have a final conlerence with
it may be thought just as well, in this case an 1
the President tomorrow and then present a re- league congress at Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 26.
Others not less marked, to call off the d
ply to the Fiesidei.t's suggestions with regard The plaLorui will be total separation of church
'gi
and state; natioual protection for national citiFor one I deeply regret all these things in » >
to their removal from their present
location, zens; universal education tbe basis of universal
far as they are personal and aimed at mdi
and it is said they will ask for some m dificaTbe questiou of nominating a candividuals. They are of
little'consequence in s, 1 tiocs of the propositions subm tted io them To- suffrage.
far as they are the acts of those who heretofor
date for President in 1880 will be considered.
day.
deserted and betrayed the
The los- b,v the Providence Ore foots up
Republican part
Ex-t. ougressmui. l.yncb’a
Paper.
and are now sttiving to make it subserve tli
§675,1)00 and the insurance $550,000.
The first Dumber of the National
personal advancement. They need not !■
Union, a
An incendiary fire at Greenfield, Mass.,
daily morning paper, which is to be conducted
wondered at, but their tendency is hurtful au
l>,v ex-Eepresentative Lynch of Maine, wiil he yesterday morning destroyed the barn of John
cannot be misunderstood nor
entirely ignored
Loss $6000; inissued on Wednesday next. It will sustain the Thayer, with 50 tons of hay.
EVEBrTHIKO FuH PEACE.
sured $3,500.
Southern policy of the administrsliou,
I am not for making these
Tbe weekly treasure coach from Deadwood
things the subtec
Bank Sole. Issued.
of action. 1 a to for the peace and
was stopped by two masked men near Cheyprospeiity o
National hank notes issued the present month
this country anc of all its people in
enne river Wednesday night.
Resistance was
every sec
amount to $1,326,540.
Under the law 81,061,tion and in every state.
I am for everythin
made and Scott Davis, one of the messengers,
232 t80 per cent, thereof) in greenbacks, will be
tending to thatend. One thing which does tent
was wounded in the leg.
The robbers got posdestroyed, leaving outstanding legal tenders at session of the
'8 *k0 maintenance and
coach, but were unable to force
c
ascendency $356,9l4.y37
of the Republican party. I
the iron safe.
am, therefore foi
the unity of Republicans and the
Contract Awarded.
integrity o
Railroad m u state to the World that the
their principles. I am for one
Secretary Sherman has awarded a contract Western crops are crowding the freigut facilithing more, am
that is the success of the National
for printing portions of legal tender aud naAduiiuis'ra
ties
to the seaboard, and business people west
tion—its success in everything that is
tional bank notes and revenue stamps, to the
just arc
are more cheerful than for several years.
The
wise and loyal
Bure < of Engraving and Printing.
according to the Constitutioi
dry goods merchants stated yesterday that
and laws, and the common sense aud interes,
Secretary Sherman iu a letter to the chief of their employes are working nights to fill orders
of the nation. The future will test the sincere
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
says: —a thing not often done of late years.
Tbe estimates of the bureau for printing one
ty of all concerned in this respect. Mr Hayes
A fire yesterday morning at Gouldsboro, N.
when inaugurated, deseived from the
United
impression
States
upon
and
national
party
which supported him just what Mr. Lincolu and
C., destroyed Campbell & Co.’s hardware esbmk notes are lower and more favorable to the
tablishment
and the store of Powell & Sons.
lien. Grant deserved at the outset of their adgovernment than any others.
He is satisfied
Wi ll’s large building adjoining was considerathe work is more perfectly doiie by the bureau
ministrations.
What is tbat? Fair, friendly
and dispassionate consideration of his acts
bly damaged. Total loss $10,000; mostly insthan heretofore by private establishments, that
ured.
Wherever he is right he should be sustained.
it cannot be rioue more safely than
by the buWherever he is misled by unwise or sinister reau, and has concluded that it is his duly unA fire occurred at a farm house at St. Greadvice, at a proper time and in a proper spirit, der the law to leave the whole work with the gaire, six miles from St. John, Thursday night,
dissent should be expressed.
by which a whole French-Canadiau family of
This right ot
bureau, at least for the present.
The question
judgment is the right of every citizeD. It is a of safety is one of public policy upon which eigbt children lost their lives, the mother being
in
the
common
which,
with
right
only adult in the house who escaped,
others, I exercis- Congress might properly pass, and, though the
ed personally and in the seats with which I
law leaves this question to him, he desires to
Ex Gov. Fenton of New York, in conversahave been honored in the national councils unsubmit it to that budy and keep the plates in
tion yesterday, avowed the support of the
der the administrations both of Mr. Liucoln
possession of his department so that if Con- President’s policy by himself and friends.
and cf Gen. Grant.
should
gress
deiermme that greater safety
Neither of them ever obA special from Pembroke, Qtebee, says that
jected to this. Both were thankful to any man would he secured by allowing the same impres- bush
fires at Wilberforce ate raging and conwho in good faith stated reasons corrective of
sions upon national hank bills and United
siderable property has been destroyed.
their action. They never deemed an honest difStates notes to be piinted outside of the bureau
A block of frame buildings in Lucknow,
ference of opinion cause for war or quarrel, nor it may so provide.
were they afflicted by
Canapa, was burned yesterday. The principal
The Public Building Commission.
having men hanging
arouDd them engaged in
vv aiuuj auu u
setting on newspapers
At the Cabinet meeting today Col. Thos. L< Barkwell. Total
to hound every man who was cot officious or
loss §12,000.
of Public Buildings and
Casey,
Superintendent
in
abject
The Rapubl'can County Convention of Jeffet"
fulsomely bepraising them. They Grounds, Supervising Architect Hill of tbe
sometimes made mistakes, too, and
they man- Treasury Department, and Supervising Archi- son.N. Y.,yesterday passed resolutions strongly
fully corrected them and retract d false steps in tect
endorsing Hayes’ policy.
Clark of the Capitol extension, were apthe presence of the whole people more than
McClure’s four large ice houses at Elgin, 111,,
pointed a commission to examine all public
once.
Who has the right to suppose that Mr
were burned yestetday morning,
in
the
to
ascertain
city
Loss §10,000.
whether they
buildings
Hayes will, in these respects, differ from his ill are
fire proof, what provisions should be made Insured for §2500.
lustrious predecessors?
Whenever any mem- for safety of tne
The New Indian Commissioner, Hayt, was
records, &c.
berjm this convention ia called upou to sit in
on duly yesterday, having been qualified Thursjudgment on any matter be must for himself
day.
and on his own conscience and
reason pronouuce
THE INDIANS.
upon it. Ihe matters suggested by toe resoluThe President and Secretary of the Interior
tion are not pertinent to this dav'a duties, and
have decided to dismiss the charges against
ooviousiy tuey are matters of difference.
Axtell of New Mexico as vague and unGov.
They
may promote personal and selfish
Deplorable Condition of Affairs at Chey- supported by proof.
but
aims,
they are hostile to the concord and good underenne Agency.
The New York Express has a rumor that
standing of Republicans at a time when they
New York, Sept. 28—It is uudeistood that Hon. John Bigelow will not be a candidate for
should all be united everywhere m
purpose and
of State before the Democratic ConGen. Pope forwarded to Washington a
aotion.
Let us agree to put comentious
report Secretary
aside
of the deplorable coudit on of the Indians at
vention next month.
and complete our task. Let us declare the
purthe Cheyenne Agency, where they are cheated
Boiler in the Minersville soap fi^tory, Pottsposes and methods which should guide the govand reduced almost to starvation by the Indian
ville exploded yesterday, demolishing a portion
ernment of onr great state.
On this platiorm
and
war is probable as the result of
agents,
of that building and damaging several resilet ns place nprigbt, capable men, and theu let
such treatment.
dences in the neighborhood. Loss will not
ns appeal to the people whether such men bhall
exceed §3000.
couduct their affairs on such principles, or
whetaer toey would rather irust spurious reThe failure of J. B. Stevenson & Co., grain
Chartrr Oak Life Insurance Company.
formers under the lead and dominion of our
Hartford Oono., Sept. 27 —The directors and commission meichants, Montreal, is anpolitical opponents.
nounced.
Liabilities §390,000.
Oak Life insurance Company
issued today au address to their
There has been one death at Femandina
policy holders,
stating that while the recuperative power of since the last report and six new cases.
has 1)1 fee ted the sale at
the compauy might
The Times’ Belgrade
possibly be sufficient to
auction of a large amount ol ival estate on
says Russia
bring it out ail right as now conducted, yet do demands that the Serviaudespatch
Broadway, 331 and 34th streets and further
army enter the field
not deem it prudent to take the risk
up
1
a
when
success
at
They
Plevna is obtained. The
town.
therefore ask the nobey holders to release 40
Skupschina will be convoked in October.
The Reading Railroad has redoc-d the mice
per c-nt of the reserve liability, promising that
ce
1,1
British
The
of stove coal irom $4 40 to $4,00.
ship Emily Augusta, which
if the uncertain assets, which are large but
sailed from St. John, N. B., Aug. 31, for LiverIt is said the miners of the
many ol them non-paying, can be co
at
Lehigh
region
was abandoned Sent. Oth
pool,
The crew were
have demanded an advance of 10 per cent*5
any time, into cash or income-producing seenrior
picked up by steamer Vanguard, from Baltithey will suspend work October 1st,
ty, to give lhe proceeds to the policy holders
lauded
at
and
mo'e,
Liverpool jest rday.
The grand jury at Montreal have throwu out who have acceded to this plan. The direcio's
John Butts, a car driver, aged 23, was mur
find that the condinou of tbe
the bill against McAllisier for
imuer*
shooting at and tively demands eucb action oncompany
deied
in
Wi'liamsburg last night by John Devtbe part of tbe
wounding Wm. Elliott on the day of Hackett’s
policy holders, or they will deem it their duty lin, aged 18, a well known burglar. There was
1 uneral.
□o appareut provocation.
to turn it over to a receiver.
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vested,
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Railroad securities:

Boston, Hartford & Erielst.^..

Guaranteed....

Central Pacific
Union
Land

10
12

bonds.105|

Pacific.. .103$

Grants....,.
Sinking Funds....

105$

94$

...

Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago, Sept. 28.—Cattle—receipts of 2800 head;
shipments 1400 bead; natives dull and unchanged;
better grade slow* shipping 3 50 (g 4 85; inferior na-

tive Cows.at 2 45 g 2 75; Steers at 2 83 rg 4 00; Stockers at 2 50 @ 3 25; feeders at 3 50 @ 3 85; Colorado at
slid plenty and weak at 3 50 (a* 3 85; Texas is un-

changed.

Hogs—receipts 12,000 head; shipments 37(0 head;
Philadelphia sold at 6 00, but chiefly at 5 75 @ 5 90;
Bostons 5 (ft 10 higher at 5 40 (g 5 65, chiefly at 5 50
(g 5 60; packing active and strong al advance of 5 @
10 at 5 25 @ 5 63; no choice shipping here; light at
o

30.

Sheep—receipt? 865; sales at 2 62} @ 3 37$;sh5pping
would brine 4 00 @ 5 00.
Dome*tic

Tlarncir.

Yoke. Sept. 28—Evening.—Cotton market
quiet and steady at 1-16 advance; new Cotton on the
wharf and to arrive offering at $ les?;sales 13A bales;
middling uplands at 115 16c; New Orleans at 11716c; futures in moderate business, closing from 6 to 8
points advance. Flour—receipts 16,944 bbis; market
dull and strongly in buyers favor except for old and
low grades extra in lines, which are very scarce; sale»
10,500 bbls; No 2 at 3 00 @ 4 25; Superfine Western
and State at 5 u0
5 50; extra Western and State at
5 75 (gj 6 00; choice do at 6 05 @ 6 50; White Whea
Western extra at 6 50 (ft 7 65; Faucy White Wheat
Western extra at 7 30^ 8J5; extra Ohio at 5 75 (ft
7 75; common to extra St Louis at 5 85 g, 8 75; Patent
Minnesota extra good to prime at 7 75 (a) 9 25; choice
at 9 30 @ 10 25; Southern flour is heavy; sales of 1500
bbls; extra at 6 00 @ 8 75. Rye flour unchanged at
4 00 (^ 4 75 lor Superfine State: 3 75 @ 4 00 for Westorn.
Com meal is steady; Yellow,
Western, Jersey
and Penn at 2 65 @ 3 00.
Wheat—receipts 247,404
New

spot and near by delivery.business mainly to till contracts, shippers inclined bead olt; sales 263,UUO bush*
including 173,000 bush on the spot; 1 35 tor No 3 Milwaukee ; 1 39 tor for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 50 a, 1 52 for
ungraded Winter; 153@157J tor New York No 2
Winter Ked; 1 55 (gj 1 60 for New York No 1 do; 1 40
Ameer State; 1 50 @ 1 55 tor White Western; 1 52 ffl
1 58 lor Amber; 1 49 lor No 2 steamer Red; 1 41 lor
hard No 1 Minnesota to arrive next week; 1 62 for
White and Amber Michigan to arr ive soon; 1
37J @
1 38 tor No 2 Soring September, closing at 1 38 bid,
1 40 asked; 1 38j@ I 39 for No 2 North Western seller
September; at second calll No 2 Winter Red seller

September at 1 50 bid, 1 51 asked; October 1 41* bid,
114asked; No2 Spring October 1 29.; b d, 132 asked.
K>e is dull and unchanged. Barley'dull and lower.

Barley Malt quiet and unchanged. Coru—receipt
1:5,024 bush; the market is fully 1 @ 1J better aud
active; sales 291,000 bash, including 211,000 busli on
spot; 51g @ 55c tor warm Western Vlixed; 56 ® 58*c
ungraded Western Mixed; 54J ® 50c lor New York
No 3; 56g a 57Jc for New York No 2;
57J a 58c tor
High Mixed in store and afloat;58g & 59Jc for Yellow
Western; 60c for White Western iu store; steamer
Mixed September, closing 56jc bid, 57Jc asked;
571c
do October, closing at 57icc bid. 57Jo asked; 56jc for
No 2 September, closing at 57c
bid, 57tc asked; 57 ia
57Jc October, closing 57je bid, 5<gc asked. Oats—receipts 50,257 bush, tbe market is active and tinner
for W Mt*; sales of 111,000 bush; 32 a, 37c for Mixed
Western and State, 33 a 43 fur While Western and
Sla.e, including New York No 3 White at 35*c; New
York No 2 White at 37c; New York Not at
341 a
33c;New York No 1 White at 43 @ 45;White Westeru
at 35 a 44c; Mixed Western at 34
a 3bge;No 2 Chicago 35c. Coflee is unchanged. Sugai quiet aud unchanged at 8 (gl 81 for tair to good refitting; 8gc lor
prime; 500 hods ol Muscovado at 8 a 81; relined at
9g a 10c for standard A; log a logo tor granulated;
logc for powaered; log (a logo for ciushed. Molasses
quiet and steady. Rice steady. Petroleum dull and
heavy; crude at 8J a 8i; 1,525,000 bbs uuited cruue
2 32J ® 2 37l„ Tallow steady at 7 13-16 a,
7jc. Naval Stores-Rosiu is easier at 1 65
® 1 7oT Turpentine is steady at 331- Pork without decided
change;
30u bbls uew mess at 1115 ig 14
25; 7S0 tor October
14 05
Beet is quiet; Cut Meats quiet; middles firm
—Western long dear at 8 a «i; city do at 8J. Laid
opened firm, closed easier; 1000 tes ot prime steam
at 9 22,; 2:0 tes seller
September at 9 25; 3250 October 9 20 a 9 22*. Wtnskpy
steady at 1 13*.
hnights to Liverpool—the market is s; ade firmer;
Cotton per steam at Id; Wheat
per sseam 81 a 9(1.
CBSOAOO, Sept.-9 ’’flour steady; extra at 30 (a
6 00; choice-viiuuesola at 6 25 a 0
30; patent at 6 50
a 9 00; Wniter extra at 5 50 a 7 25.
When in good
demand; No 2 Chicago Spring 1 log easb;l oOJ (a 1 07
for OctoberjNo 3 at 1 09. Corn active and urmat 42*
a 42gc cash; 42g@42lc for September; 421 October,
liats steady at 23ic cash and seller October.
Rye is
stead, at 531c. Bariey at 611c ca h
Pork at 13 75
cash or October. Lard dull at 8 80
8
75 ia 8 80
cash;
October.
Bulk Meats are Aimer; shoulders
63ielear
ribs 81; clear sides at sg.
at
1
08.
Whiskey
Freights—Corn to Bnflalo 41 a 41.
Receipts 9,500 obis flour, 167,000 ousb wheat, 162,000 hash coin, 131,COO bush oats, 15,000 bush ot iv«,
48,000 bush barley.
SMpment£-13,OOOhbl8 hour,109,500 oush wheat,281,
one
ush coru, 109,000 bust; oats, 16,000 bush bar ley
390 hash rye

.Pi5' Sept. 28.—Flour is steady. Wheat steady;
No 1 White Michigan held at 1 33 and 1 32
bid; extra
White Michigan at 1 33; Amber Michigan on spot at
1 30 (g 1 34; seller for September at I
30*, October at
1 26J; No 3 Rerl 1 16; Daytsn and
Michigan aud No 2
Canal Ke i at 1 30. corn steady; High Mixed on spot
and October at 47c; No 2 at 46*c. Oats dull; No 2 at
25jc; White 22c; No 2 White at 28c.
Receipts—200 bbls flour, 58,000 bush wheat, E2 C00
■rush corn, 7,ooo bush Oats, 00
Barley.
Shipments—100 bbls flour, 7,000 bush Wheat, 39
000 bush Corn, 1,000 busli Oats.
Milwaukee, Sept. 28 —Flour firm. Wheat firm
opened g decline and closed quiet and steady: No 1
Milwaukee Irani all m3\r.i..,.,...,
No 2 Milaukee at 1 14$. Corn easier: No 2 at
4t| u
No 2 at 23ic
Hye easier; No I
4!c;*,0at?, aiie
at53Jc. Barley is firmer; No 2 Sluing at 03 (a*
U- 634c
S
Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 4}.
Receipts—6,500 bbls flour. 268,000 bush wheat
Shipments- 8,000 bbls flour, 86,000 oush-wheat on
bush corn.
Detroit, Sept. 28.—Flour is quiet. Wheat is lc
”tr» White Michigan at
133J@134; No 1
White Michigan at 1 32 fa) 1 32} cash;
1 324 @ 1 311
seller September; 1 29 @ 1 29} for October. Corn Is
steady; High Mixed 48c. Oats are shade lower—new
White at 29c; Mixed 26}c cash.
bbls nour, 80,000 hush wheat, 0
000 bush corn, 300 bush oats.
Shipments—2550 bbls flour, 8,900 bush wheat,100000
bush corn; 3,800 bush oats.
Cleveland. Sept. 28.—The Petroleum market is
is strong; standard White at 12} in car lots.
New York, Sept. 28.—CottoD quiet and steadv
steady,
Middlig uplands at 11 5-16e.
NEW Orlaens, Sept. 28.-Cotton weak; Middling
*
uplands lie.
Oharleston, Sept. 28,-Cotton is active;Middling

uplands

at

8

lOJc.

Augusta, Sept. 28.—Cotton is dull: Middling
P'
lands at 10|c.
SAVANNAH, Sept. 28.—Cotton low; Middling n«
ur
lands at 10 ll-16c.
25.—Cotton quiet; Middling np[ands

^Mobile,Sept

Wilmington, Sept. 28,-Cotton steady; Middling*

uplands at 10}c.

Iami08RaM;’jiSCPt'

28’-Cottoa

Middling

up.

Galveston, Sept. 28,-Cotton is quiet; Middling
nj:
uplands at 10|c.
Memphis, Sept. 28.—Cotton steady; Mddling
s
ling uplands at llo
Rnropean

Market*.

London, Sept. 28—12.301*. M.—Cousols

for

money and account.

London, Sept.

28

at

P. M.-American secnriG7?’1073: Eri0 M»:

Liverpool, Sept. 28-12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
m fair business ;
Middling uplands at 6fd: do Orleans at 6}d; sales 12,000 bales, including 2009 for
speculation ana export; receipts 5950 bales, no American
_

Take

the

whole catalogue of

»ept24

medicine,

and

you cannot find a preparation that cures Kidney
Bladder and Drinary Diseases, as well as
HUNT’S
REMEDY. Diabetes,Suppression and
Ineontiuenceof
Urine, Pains in the side, Back and Loins,and Bright’s
Disease,, are cured by HUNT’S REMEDY, Gravel

Tb,S,T&w

N pies, Sept. 15, J. S. Clark and Miss M. E. Leavitt, both of Naples.
In Brunswick, Sept. 16 Wm. B. Mason of Boston
In

and Miss Flora Brown of Brunswick.
In Brunswick, Sept. 13, Frank a. Noyes
and Miss Haitie A. Chase ot Minott.

one

ABBOTT FAMILY

FINE

years,—formerly

A. II.

CARPETS,

FROM

SAME

DBAT

FOE

Polynesian.Quebec
Liverpool—Sept 29
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool
Sept 29
Java.Boston.Liverpool... .Sept 29
City ot Moutreel.. ..New York. .Liverpool ...Sept 29

California.New York .Glasgow.Sept
Wyoming.... .Now York.. Liverpool.Oet
Russia.New York..Liverpool_Oct

29
2
3
York.
3
.Havre.Oct
Laurient.New
St
Sarmatiau.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 6
Minnesota.Boston— Liverpool.Oct 6
Celtic.. New York Liverpool— Oct 6
City of Richmond New York. .Liverpool.Oct 6
Ethiopia.New York .Glasgow.Oct 6
Cct 6
Weser.New York. .Bremen
York. .Liverpool. Oct 9
.Havre.Oct
10
York
Amerigne.New
York..Liverpool. Oct 10
10
York.
London
.......Oct
Elysia.New
Pommerauia.New York. .Hamburg.Oct 11
.New
York
Brussels
Liverpoo..Oct 13
City of
Victoria.New York..Glasgow- Oct 13
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool.... .Oct 13

Wisconsin.New

Algeria.New

Almanac.September 29
3.30 PM
Sun rises..5.55 j High water

Best of references.

Choicest Collection
they have

1sl.A_UD.NR

NEWS.

ever
seurs

SCU narriet
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x>a,y

v^uaieui—uu uuio

Sch Ida C Spottord. Ingalls. East port.
Sch Sarah, Hamlin Prospect Harbor-canned
goods U> Portland Packing Co.
Sch Nautilus, Ome, Southport—dry fish to E G
Willard.
Sch Minstrel. Lewis, Edgcomb.
Sch Victory, Johnson, North Haven.
Sch Flora, Conant. North Haven for Boston.
Sch Annie Lewis. Spurliog, with 70 bbls mackerel.
Sch Banner. Rich, Calais for Boston.
Sch Essex, Cleaves, Gardiner for New York.
Sch Wm Toad, Wood. Gardiner for New York.
Sch Cambridge. Wyman. Kennebec tor Boston.
Scb Mechanic, Sinclair, Ellsworth tor Salem.
Sch Fred Reed, Pendleton. Bangor tor Boston.
Sch Sparta. Hutchings, Bangor for Block Island.
Sch Abbi' B Willard, Cobb. Bangor for New York.
Sell Emily A Staples, Crockett, Bangor for Cape
Ann.
Sch Majestic. Rogers. Bangor for Provincetown.
Sch Gem Hall, Vinalhaven for New York.
Sch Convoy, French. Rockland for New York.
Sch R S Hodgdoc, Torrey, Rockland tor N York.
Sch F A Baker, Cooper, Roekport lor Boston.

CLEARED.
Barque Geo A Wright, Webster, Boston, to load
grain tor Europe—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Brig Eva N Johnson, Yeaton, Matanzas—PLinney
& Jackson.
Sch Mary Fletcher, Phillips, Kennebec—Chase,
Leavitt & Co.
Sch Captain John. Matthews, Gardiner, to load for
Newport—W H Preble.
FBOM MERCHANT'S EXCHANGE.!
Ar at New York 28th, brig Geo Burnham, Staples,
Naguabo, PR.
SlU tm Denia Sept 22, brig Tally Ho, Cates. Phila-

J.

FOR

HEALTH

repaii s.

COLCORD,

AGENCIES.

ISO
are

dtf

W.

Faurih

AGENTS,
Cincinnati, O.

Slreel,

authorized to contract for advertising in this
paper. Estimates furnished free. Send
for a Circular.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

COMPASS.

121

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisements recelued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fUurnished.
HORACE DODD.
ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

8. m. PE rTENGICL, <!k CO.’S
AGENfV

ADVEBTISINO

No. 10 State St„ Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimate- tarnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the United States and British Pray

■

The absence

without friction, gnmming or running.

ALL!

THAYER,
Building.

diseases peculiar to the female organization are
treated, without localizing, and cured secundem naturam.

DISEASES

in all forms treated with success and particular attention paid to diseases of the ear and eye, throat
and lungs.
Patients visited at their homes and treated when

eodll

lor cooling journals and boxes on Steam Cars. The
coldest weather has no effect on this Lubricator.
It has been conceded by those that have thoroughly tested this article, that it is superior to any lubricator offered to the public, and that it is a saving of
30 to 50 per cent.
The Company manufactures three different grades,
designed severally tor Steam and Horse Cars, Machinery, Trucks, Drays, Carriages, &e., all of which
secured by Letters Patent, granted 1876.
All goods guaranteed as represented and put up in
convenient packages for the trade.
No.
Orders addressed to the Union
6 Haymarket Square, Boston, or W W wnipple
&Co., Agent, 21 Market Square, Portland, will be
promptly attended to.
We are permitted to refer to the following:

BONDS

or exchanged for other
Securities on the most favorable
terms by

Bought

H.M.Payson&Co

STATE FAIR,
IBIS'
Parkland,
No Exhibit, 1*76.

STATE FAIR,
1813,
Bangor
Ne Exhibit. 1S7I.

First Premium
AWARDED TO

Lubricator.iJjlL,

Portland, June 15, 1877.
To the Union Lubricator Co., 6 Haymarket Square,
Boston:
We have thoroughly tested your Lubricator on our
road and tin«l it to be of great merit, mnoing 6 weeks
and over 3000 miles without replenishing, thereby
saving in time and expense. We can safely recommend its use on all railways.
ALMON LEACH, Supt,
HENRY S. BENNETT, Master Mechanic.
W, H. FESSENDEN,
Treasurer Portland Machine Work.
I. D WILSON,
Foreman Portland Machine Works,
HENRY S. CLAY.
Livery Stable Keeper. 7 Market Square.
S. P. CHADBURN,
Proprietor Stages Portland to Bridgton,
IRA

CLAY,

FOR

Photography.

Artistic

NewiEngland and State Fair, Port*
land, 1877, SILVER MEDAL.
In point of excellence this latter exhibit farsur.
passed ail previous efforts and was undoubtedly the
“display of plaiD and colored photographs”
ever placed on exhibition In the State.

finest

ALL WORK EXECUTED IN THE
HIbHEST STYLE OF ART.

Truckman at Milliken & Co.’s, Commercial St.
FRED

CUMMINGS,

Cumberland Paper Co.
W. S. JORDAN,
Cumberland Paper Co.
WINSLOW MACHINE WOKS,
Union Street.

Je23dtf

Proofs will be shown at time of sitting, and
Photos sent by mail without extra charge.

418 CONGRESS STREET,
STUDIO,
OFF. PREBLE HOLME.
sep2I__eodlf

SPECIAL

Chesley

Notice to Consumers
OF

—

TAILOR,

Sch Addie

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

DOMESTIC FORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 26th, ship Ivy, Lowell, tor

myfC

Chartered—ship H S Gregory, for Liverpool, with

No. 201-2

Exchange Street.
smd

33

Queenstown.

Middle Street,

wheat at £t 15s.

OrSTERS.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar np 26th,ship Virginia, Hooker.

Bath

iUUUlAJJJ-4.1 11',

two*

Aiviuiau,

uuugllUU,

Has

l\ll

Boston.

PASCAGOULA—Ar 22d, brig Alex Nichols, Pe-

If you want OYSTERS in Large

Small Lots

order of

ters. Matanias.
SAVANNAH—Ar

26th, sch Chas F Heyer, Poland,
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 24th, sch Carrie S Webb,
Hawkins, New York.
RICHMOND, VA—Sid 25th, sch David Torrey,
Soule, New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 25tb, sch M A Folsom, Rose, from
Rock port, Me
ALEXANDR1 A—Ar 25th, schs C B Paine, Hilliard, Windsor, NS; John Bird, Smith, do.
BALTIMORE—Cld 26th. schs Geo E Young, Marshall. Boston. F H Odiorne, Crowell, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 26th, schs David Faust,
Smith, Bath; Kate Newman. Newman, Boothbay;
Jed Frye, Bangiey, Bangor; Elva E Pettengnl,York,

or

A

7HVIMLONS

WUoIprrIp OyRtp.r

new r*irm.

For the convenience of our customers,
opened an office at

HAWES,
Dp.alPrR,

Street, and 15 and 16 Market Square.
orders promptly tilled at Lowest Market
sept3d6ntf

HF"AH

Prices.

ED- B* ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street.
has the celebrated Weber Piano, and
other makers, at extremely low prices
Orders for Tuning attended to as

DTAKTHQ

rUnUO
and

ORGANS.

snly

78

Smith. Lama Robinson
NEW HAVEN—Ar 26th,
Brady, Pensacola.

brig

Anna

D

FIRST PREMIUM
For

Torrey,

New York.
PAWTUCKET—Sid 27th, sch Flora King, Guptill,
New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 27tb, schs Nile, Metcalt, and
Fred C Holden. Ray New York,

Philadelphia.

BEDFORD—Ar 26th, schs R L KtnDey, Farr
Rockland; Laura & Marion. Clifford, Bristol.
Ar 27th. sch C W Holt, Delay, Philadelphia
Sid 27tb. schs A S Emery Emery, and Oregon.Melvin, New York; C Matthews, Wentworth, Fall River; St Elmo Jones, Brisiol
VINEYARD-HA VEN—Ar 26th, schs K C Rankin,
Fisher, New York for Rockland; Curlew, Fearibee.
Eastport for New York; Bramball. Hamilton, Oarrtjuer for do. Sea Foam, Scott. Bangor tor do; Alfred
W Fisk Kelley, Pittston for Washington; Farragut,
Wyman, Windsor, NS, lor Baltimore
Sid, *cbs R L Kenney, E Waterman, K C Rankin,
Laura & Marion, and others
BOSTON A r 27th, schs Cabot, Eilis, and Sammy
Ford, Allen, New York; Sylvia Batson, and Presto,
Oolbeth. Machias ;
George, Maddocks, Rockland;
A J Williams Murch, Portsmouth.
Ar 28f h. sch onzon. Oliver. Bath.
Cld 28th, brig Antelope. Cole, Kennebec, to load
for Georgetown, DC: sch Hattie A White, Bellaty.
Hayti. Kolon, Brookimgs, Bristol, to load for Philadelphia.
SALEM—Ar 25th. sch Storm Petrel, Davis, Port
Johnson.
POR l SMOUTH—Ar 27th, schs Sinbad, Perry, fm
Rondout; Samuel Carlton, Carlton, Philadelphia for
Newmarket.
EaSTPORT—-Ar 20tb. sch Alice Dean. Gardmer,
Portland, (and sailed 25th for do via Pembroke.)
NEW

commended by the best musicians.

largest assortment

in

Maine, all

phrey. for Europe.

Sid fm Callao Aug 28th, ship St Joseph, Fales, for
Valencia.
At Trieste 7th inst, barque F H Loring, Soule, for
New York; brig Clara Pickens,Coombs, tor Messina;
and others,
At Gibraltar 8tb, barcue Abby Bacon, Merrill, fm
New York, disg.
Cld at Cardiff' 13th, brig Eliza Morton, Leland, tor
Halifax.
Ar at Dublin 26th inst, brig Don Quixote, Munroe,
New York
Cld at London 26th, ship Ne Plus Ultia, Borden,

New York.
Ar at Queenstown
ton. Boston.
Ar at Montevideo

26tb, barque

G

Reusens, Leigh-

previous to Aug 30, barque W H
Genn, Collins, Pensacola, (and sailed 10th for Buenos
Ayres.)
At Santes Aug 10. brig Tbos Owen, Gaptill, (cld)
At Bahia Aug 27, ships Franklin, Hassell, and Wm
M Reed, Prince, unc.
Sid fm Aspinwall 12th, barque F L Carney, Jackson

New

Orleans; 10th,

sch Sarah

Potter, Walls,

for

Pensacola
Sid fm Barbadoes 8th inst, brig Isaac Carver, Gray,

Boston.
Ar at Navassa 17th, sch Five
St Lucia for New York
/VI

«ab

Uicuaua

nug

Li,

Sisters, Cates, from

uiaua?, VJIUJT, uauj'ur,

(and sld Sept 8 for Bonaire.)
Cld at Havana 20th, narque Masonic, Stubbs. New
York; 22d. Stockton, Allen, Boston.
Ar at Sagua 13th inst. brig Lizzie H Kimball, Stover, Pensacola; 17th, barque Jose E Moore, Carlisle,
New Vork; brig Adele McLoon, Arey. do.
Ar at St John, NB, 26th, sell Jasper, Fowler, from
Bangor.
Cld 26th, ship Martha Cobb, Greenbank, fo- Liver-

pool.

FREE

ST.

To

«

oils u nip lives.

Wilbor’s Cod Liver Oil and Lime has now been bethe public for ten years, and has steadily grown

fore

into favor and Appreciation. This could not be tha
case unless the preparation was of high intrinsic valThe combination of the Phosphate of Lime with
ue.
pure Cod Liver Oil, as prepared by Dr. Wilbor, has
produced a new phase in the treatment of Consumption and all diseases of the Lungs. This article can
be taken by the most delicate invalid without creating the disgusting nausea which is such a promi"
nent objection to the Cod Liver Oil when taken with
out Lime. It is pi escribed by the regular faculty.
Sold by the proprietor, A. B. Wilbor, Chemist,
Boston, and by druggists generally. sep26eodsu2w

BLOCK,

PORTLAND.

and your old Silk Hat
exchange tor a New
Stock and New Styles.

The undersigned have formed
der the style of

MOONEY &

a

copartnership un-

First
all

Quality Germantown Wool,
shades,

very low

443 CONGRESS STREET,

rt nnw
dlw

eep25

(nOoniEV,

Commercial St,, Corner of Center.

undersigned having been appointed, by the
THEHon.
Nathan Cleaves, Judge
Probate for the
of
or

County
tember,

Cumberland, on the fourth day of SepA. D., 1877, commissioners to receive and
examine tbe claims of creditors against tbe estate ot
Francis 0. J. Smith, late of Deeriug, in said county
deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give notice
that six months from the date ot said appointment
are allowed to said creditors in which to present anil
prove their claims, and that they will be in session
for the purpose of receiving the same, at the office oi
W. W Thomas. Jr. No. 3N Exchange Hi..
Portland on tbe following Mondays, al 1 (
o’clock a. m
viz.29, 1877.
November 12,
•'

“

a

Portland, September 1st, 18T7.aep5dtt

January

a

February

24

11

24,
4,

••

1877.

FARRINGTON

'•

330 middle

dlaw3w

merry, The

LADIES.

FARRINGTON

437

STREET.
dtf

SOLED

German Canaries Glove Fitting Boots,
in

ARRIVED.
E. T.

The first importation of the season.
Also Mocking Birds, Thrushes, Black
Birds, Starlings, Brazillian Cardinals
and Java Sparrows at prirate sale for a
Few days at the rooms of

35 &
sept28

HOm£

Exchange Street.

STKEET,

__sept27_d4t

LAUNDRY,

Found at Lost.
The Self Lighting Gas Burner.

REAR 227 DAFVFORTH STREET.
Washing and Ironing done to order.
MRS. HUTCHINS.
sep25dlw*

No matches, tape or fuss required; can be applied
Agents
to all Gas Fixtures without alteration.
make trom $3.00 io $15.00 per day. Agents wanted

Miss M. U. McGuire

WARREN

IXTIL return to Portland from B aton October
TT
1st and will be bappy to see ber customers at 1 General
seplTdiiw
82 BRACKETl' STREET.
«ept27

J

suing year.

Article 3d —To act upon any other business mat
may legally come before
CIerk.
_

Portland, Sept. 18,

them^ANT,
1877._sepHM2w

ESTATE OF

NOTICE is hereby

ROBERT

given

that

Notice.

HOLYOKE..

theatndersdgne.d have

Sayings Bank.

this .Bank on or before MONDAY, Oct 1st, will be entitled to three months interest when the dividend is declared in
January
next.
A. M. BURTON, Treasurer.

dtf

eodtf

ANNUAL MEETING.

Commissioners’

MERRILL, 241 Middle St.

NO. 19ft MIDDLE

Bailey & Co.,
37

the Gold Hat.

Stockholders ot the Portland & Rochester
Railroad Company are hereby notified that ibe
annual meeting will be held at the office of the Company, at the Depot in Portland, on WEDNESDAY,
the third day ot October next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following business, via
Article 1st.—To bear the reports of Directors.
Article 2d.—To chooae eleven Directors for the en-

the finest qualities.

Bei)18___dtf

Maine

Sign of

THE

BLOCK,

CONGRESS
BROAD

Halter,

237 MIDDLE ST.

sepl7

400

F. 0.

HATS
JUST RECEIVED.

Leavitt & Davis,

Birds, Birds, Birds I

eodtt

Fall and Winter Styles in

TELEB RATED

sspt28

dtf

STREET.

A NEW LOT OF

J Commissioners.

Sold only by

Street.

CONGRESS

Extra Notice,

I

Bristol Boot!

M.G. PALMER.

BLOCK.

7,’ 1878.

sept22_

FOR

& Davis,

Leavitt
sept 7

W. W. THOMAS JR
T. H. HASKELL.

THE

LADIES.

Sold only by

18, “
March
4,
Drted this seventeenth day of September, A. D„

Come to my store where you will
find just whut yon want in the
Boot and Shoe line. I not ouly
have the best stock ot the finest
Boots iu the world but also have
a superior line ot reliable Bools at
very low prices, all made expressly tor my trade and warranted.

au31

CELEBRATED

FOR

“

Difficult Foot,

Bladder,

Bristol Boot!

437

28,

December 10,
ii

111

Kindeys

ing and Burning Sensations, Nervous Debility, and
all recent chronic and badly treated cases, and all
improper discharges of the Urinary Organs. For sale
by all druggists and sent to any address on receipt
of price, 82 per box or three boxes for $5. bv DK.
HENRICUS, 44 Harrison avenue, Boston, Moss.

Monday, October

SAMUEL H. MOONEY,
GEORGE T. MEANS.

waul lo

Oil Troches

TOE

Business in all its branches, at the old stand of

If yon

Santal

Compound

sep!2MW&Flm

the

Coal and Wood.
A

eodtt

H. I. NELSON & CO.’S,
in from three to eight
guaranteed to
AREdays
Gleet, Seminal weakness. Loss ot Power,
Inflammaiion of the
and
Smart-

Commissioners’ Notice.

KVANS

Sign of the Gold Hat.

sept2S

DR. HENRICUS’

MEANS,
on

Hatter,

237 MIDDLE ST.

prices.

Ful'
assortment, best quality
German Zephyr. Just opened.
Black and White, 10 cents per
oz., colors 15 cents per oz.

T’ARRTNrtTnM

For the purpose of carrying

merry. The

GERMANTOWN.

core

COPARTNERSHIP.

JUST

NPOKEN.
Sept 22. off Sambio, ech Post Bost, of Buckspoit,
hound East.
s,ept 24, NE of Fryingpan Light 20 miles, sch Tannhauser, from Kockland tor Wilmington NC.

lowest prices.

sepldtf

FOREIUN PORTS.
At Bombay Aug 24, ship Fanny Tucker, Roberts,
for Calcutta. Isaac Reed, Colley, do.#
Cld at Calcutta Aug 15. barque T J Southard, Kenniston, Boston.
At Bassein Aug 7tb, ship Alice D Cooper, Hum-

at

Hats,

S 3.50,

WORSTEDS.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
3

Silk

Randall & McAllister,

of

PIUS, ORGANS k STOOLS

son.

FILL 11 WINTER

July 16__dtf

This Piano manufactured by NlcPhail
A Co.9 has received more than 4V lira
Premia mg within the last 35 years,

The

.dll

HARD AND SOFT WOOD.

By Maine State Fair. 1876, and New England
and Maine State Fair, 1877.

now

Call aad Lear
Your JTIea.are.

Purchasers can order their coal from this office, and
avoid the dust and mud ot Commercial Street, and
at the same time be sure of bottom prices.
We have on hand a large stock, selected from the
choicest Coals mined for domestic use; also

Square Piano,

Best

And is

Exchange Street,

601 COMMERCIAL ST.

.Received the Award

PROVIDENCE-Cld 27tb, sch L B Gregg, Ander-

SOMERSET—Sid 27th,sch Georgia Clark, Bartlett,

THURSTON,

SAMUEL

Just received his

FALL & WINTER

have

we

Directly Opposite the Post Office.

Portland.

Cld 27th, brig Jeremiah, Ford, St Kitts.
NEW YORK—Ar 26tb. schs Silver Spray, Chatfield, Two Rivers, NS; Fannie Butier, Warren, and
Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, Bangor; Fa Bailey,
Norron Portland; Scud. Allen. Whiting; Huntress,
Curtis, Fall River; Fannie Butler, Warren, Bangor;
S P Adams, Tabbutt, Vinalhaven; Huntress, Curtis,
Fall River.
Ar 27tb, sch Speedwell, Keene, Glace Bay.
Ar 28th. brigs Renshaw, Sylvester, Guantanamo;
Nellie. Higgms, St Croix.
Cld 26th. orig Daphne, Copeland, Ardrossan; City
of Moule. Hinz, for Surinam; schs Mabel F Staples,
Putnam, Ponce; W G K Mowrey, Eaton. St John,
NB; E & G W Hinds, Hill, and Alice T Boardman,
Cunt, do; Union, Mitchell, do; L A Edwards, Miller. St Marys, Ga; Kosciusko, Pinkbam, Bath aud
Hallowed.
Cld 27th, barque Abbie Carver, Carver, Bombay;
brig Daphne, Copeland, Ardrossan; sch Spartel. Hallowed. St Jobb, NB.
Sid 27tb, bng City of Moule; sch Parepa, Seth w

KEITH.

nces.

skill.
All

Everson, of Lubec. lime loaded, was so
baaly damaged by 'the fire in her cargo, while lying
at Boston, that she will be condemned.

A.

ADVERTISING

This Lubricator combines economy. durability, and perfect
lubrication

We would say to the sick and suffering, after you
have exhausted your list of remedies and been treated by
many physicians.” and on the verge of despair, come, and be relieved of yonr sufferings and ye
snail rejoice. The Doctor’s success during the time
he has been in your midst is a sure guarantee of his

£-30

MERRILL.

▲.

E. N. FRESHMAN A BROS.,

thoroughly tested Lubricator, for Steam and
Cars, Paper. Rolling. Cotton and Woolen Mills,
Sugar Refineries, Gas Works, Brick Yards, Dredging
Machines, and for all Machinery with heavy bearings.
Also tor Carriages, Wagons, Carts, Drays, etc.

sneod3m

sepll

J.

The
Street

Cld at London Sept 26th, brig Eilen H Man roe,
Kuowles, Philadelphia.

Sch A P Emerson, Emerson, before reported ashore
at Pascagoula, has been hauled oft and sailed 22d for
Vera Cruz.
Sch Swallow, Oarlow, from Boston tor Calais, which
went ashoie at Deer Island Point 22-1, was hauled off*
next day without material injur#and taken to Calais
tor examination.
Scb Ham, before reported towed into Winter Harbor, is full of water and so badly damaged that she
will have to discharge Her cargo of lumber was
shipped by Murcbie & Son.
Sch Annie Murchie, of Calais, which was abandoned at sea last spring and aiterwcrd picked up and
towed into Barrington, NS, has been purchased by
parties at St John, NB, and will be towed there for

W.

MANtFACTCRINU

any address.

desired.
Office hours from 9 to 12 A. M„ 2 to 5 P..M,

W atches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle Ml,

and Class-

English

Union Lubricator

skillful treatment of

CHRONIC

Teachers.

DODD’S

this city and vicinity are to-day rejoicing, having been restored to health through the

Mechanics’ Hall

Mimi.

PROUTER, Na. #3 Exchange

G. R. PAINE. Teacher al Piaaa.farte
Mn-ic ,nnd Harmony, 937 Middle Mired,
d3in*
sept27

TECE3

Hundreds in

DR. II. R.

federal Wire*

Mtreet,____

143 Pearl Street.

ENGI.INII
dealers in

MASS.

■tranche* of s
■ BPt’CaTIOB.
AtldrtM,

Jan24

87 AND 89 8TA FE STREET.

BOSTON",

■

JOHN C.

ical Studies

1. Do llicm«rds & Sons.

jylO

JAMES

given to private pupils by the subscriber.

Rye Whiskeys.

Goods securely packed and

_

Plumbers.
MIlXBB.Nu.»l

deod&wtf

I. D. Richards & Sons

sent to

■

BOftlM'B

information,
Portisnd.

Instruction in

(NEAR THE OLD SOUTH CHURCH.)
sneodlm
septltt

Bourbon &

collateral

July28

BOSTON, MASS

AND
WINES,
PORTER AND ALE, and

ntructionin

i00l-keeping| jacTUw

348 & 350 Washington St.,

SPIRITS!

the kind

Thorough in- ■

delphia.

MEMORANDA

Exchange Street,
1 institution of

and Interesting.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, Na. 50 ExUpholalering al all bind,
change SI.
done to order.

Real Estate Agents.

Hsiness HCollege
■

Importers or

to order.

PIANO-FORTE,

I

rare

Eaton,

sep!8eod2w

CARPETS & RUGS,

Mireet.

lessons Sept, ti lth,

ORIENTAL

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Friday, Sept. 28.
ARRIVED
Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport lor Boston
Sch Odell, V inslow, Boston, In ballast.
Sch Hibernia, (Br) Coggins, Westport, NS—dry
fish to Tretetben & Co
Sch Berma, (Br) Carter, Joggins, NS—grindstones

resume

144 1-2

The attention of connoisis specially invited to their
offered.

Which are very

scpl9eod3w

Miss Emma L.
will

Boob Binders.
A.

Carpenters and Bnilders.

Instruction upon the Pianoforte.
Terms low.

Middle H tree I.

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Slreel, appa.ile Ihe Park.

resume

ranounce

ittinature

gun sets. .5.45 I Moon rises. .9.45 PM

Emerson,

ready to

is now

the arrival of their new goods for Fall
rrade, to which the attention of purchasers is incited. These goods were carefully selec<ed abroad
luring recent visit to the English and Continental
narkets, and constitute the

FOGG, No. 91

(Jl livcv, Roam II, PtiUcn*
Ml.
Exchange, Na. 111 Exchange
MIAN; A NBACKVOBD, Na. 3J Plum
WM.

STREET,

FREE

60

TEACH FR OF
DUPAKTCKfi OF 8TEA.T1NUIP8.

SCHOOL,

augl7d6w

Mrs.

Booksellers and Stationers,

Little Blue,

BOTH.

DIED.

YOUNG A CO., Practical Horae
9j M.
(ihoera. 70 Pearl Ml. Price 91.30 per ael

HOYT A

Farmington,
Maine
Address,
FOR
A. H. ABBOTT, Principal.

of Boston

In Cape E.iaabetb, Sept. 27, Celia E.. daughter ot
James and Sarah J. Walker, aged 15 years 7 months.
[funeral services Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at her father’s residence.
In Gorham. Sept. 24, Mr. Zebulon Whitney, aged
65 years 5 months.
In Jefferson, Sept. 7, Lydia E wite of Melville
Seiders of Damariscotta, aged 41 years 2 months.
In Waldo Fla., Sept. 7, Geo. A. Knight, aged 47
of Brunswick.
In Auburn, Aug. 26. Mrs. Olive B., wife ot H. C.
Barrows, aged 43 years 6 months.

ot

Send for Catalogue. Address
N. E. Seminaries.
REV. H. R. GREEN, A. M., at Jamestown, R
till Sept. lUth.
au20d3m&w34

,,

Dealers in

Importers and

Horse Shoeing,

INSTITUTE
OREAD
Worcester, lias'."9
of the best
Confessedly
Founded 1848.

Biigtt 4

,

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

EDUCATIONAL.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

MARRIED.

95 7-ir

12 30

red22YIIUnobTO*}.8b°UU8'

Dropsy, and all Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder and
Urinary Organs are cured by HUN PS REMEDY.
Clarke’s Toothache Drops cure instantly.

,

Agent, 126 Exchange Street,
d3t*
Foriliutd, Maine.

p3&vWS Si4'u-187S|
from ten to twelve

o c

perciVAL BONNEY.
ARDON W. COOMBS.

tep28dl.i wF3w_____

DrossmalLius

!

The undersigned has taken charge of the Drc
making department, in tte

s-

Williams’ Block. No. 379 Congress SI
to do Fashionable Dress and Cloak
prepared
of me
solicits a shar e of

and is

the patronago
making and
Ladies ot Portland and vicinity.
o
Apprentices thoroughly taught Ibe system
Dressmaking.
JIBS. Htm.AR».
sepl7eo03in*

—1

"."gai

—...

THE PRESS
SATURDAY

MORNING,

SEPT. 29. | I

THE PKEM8
be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros.,
Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews.
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., oh all trains that run out of the city,
At Biddeford, of Phiilsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H, B. Kendrick.
At
At
At

Waterville,

of J. S. Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and

Stevens &Co

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

ADVERTIMEMEXTS TO-DAY

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
First Grand Assembly.
Mrs. M. E. Suydam, of Chicago.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
After To-Day—T. B. Percy.
H. I. Nelson & Co.—3.
Timmons & Hawes.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Wheel of Activity-C. D. B. Fisk &
Fall Opening—L. A. Gould & Co.

Co.

Portland Benevolent Society.
Japanese Paper Carpeting.
To Let with Board.
Bird Cages—C Dav, Jr. & Co.
Fire and Burelar Alarm—Oxnard & Robinson
Rockwell &

Churchill—Printers

Portland &
Ogdensburg Railroad.
Rooms to Let.
Farm for Sale.

AUCTION COLUMN.

Executor’s Sale of Real Estate.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE,
Office Hours.
From 1.30 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays
excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General DeliveryJ
from 9 to 10 a m.
Portland, Me., Aug. 7, 1877.
Arriral and Departure ol Hails,
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
and n.is p. m. close at 8.15 a.
m, and l.CO, 4.45 aud
«.uujp. m.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.10 m.
p
wi?n£rme<*,,?te.or Way Mail* Via Boston aud Maine
1-°°and8-20pm- Closeal8J5

fSfLTt.oop'm6at
Southern
.,^r.ealm.

and Western. Arrive at 12.20 and
Close at 8.15 a w, l.CO, 4.43 and 9.00 n ru.
euaiianaujhuaj,', miu counecimg routes,
Arrive at 1.35 p. m. Close at 11.50 a. m.
Augueta and connecting routes. Arrive at 8.50 a
in. and 1.35 p. m.
Close at 11.50 a m and 4.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.35
a m. Close at 7.15 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 2.00 and 8.50
a. m., and 1.35
p m. Close at 5.45 and 11.50 a. m.
and 4.45 p m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.45 p. m. Close at 7.00 a m and 12.45
p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. B.
R. Arrive at 8.40 a m and C.45
p m. Close at 8.C0
a m and 12.30 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonesnert, Matthias. MacliiasDort, East Madras. Millbriage and Bar Harbor, via each steamer.
Ari ive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 4.45 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Friday at 1 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to paling of steamers. Close at 1.00 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowbegan intermediate offices and the north
Arrive at 1.35 p m. Close at 11.50 a m.
Skowbegan also closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T* it. Arrive at 12.50 p. m. Close at 1.00
p m.
Nova Sc°ua and Prince Edward’s Island.
Close
at 11.50 a. m. and Sp.m.
Closed Poach for New York and the South and
West closes at 4.45 P. M. (Letters for this mail
must

11J5P

be deposited

in

the Post Office)

Postal cards, one cent each, go without further
charge to all parts of the United States arid Canada
with an additional one-cent stamp they go to all
parts
Of Europe.
All letters, to all parts of the United
States ami
Canada, three cents per half-ounce.
Local, or “drop” letters, that is, for the city or
town where deposited, 2 cents if delivered
by carriers, and 1 cent where there is no carrier system.

Newspapers, daily, semi weekly, tri weekly and
weeklies, regularly issued and sent to regular subscribers. 2 cents per pound, payable at the office of
publication, newspapers and magazines publisher!
ieBs frequently than once a week, 3 cents
per pouod
Transient newspapers, magazines,
pamphlets, and
handbills, 1 cent tor each two ounces or fraction
thereof. All other miscellaneous matter including
■unsealed circulars, books, hook
manuscirpts, proofsheets, photographs, &c., and also seels, cuttings,
bulbs and roots, and merchandise not
exceeding four
in
1
pounds
weight, cent for each ounce or fraction
thereof.
The following are the postal rates with
Europe>
The rates for letters are for the half-ounce or fraction thereof, and those for newspapers for four
ounces or fraction thereof:
To Great Britain and Ireland, letters 5 cents
newspapers 2 cents; France, letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Spain, letters 5 cents, newspapers 2
cents; all parts of Germany, including Austria,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2
cents; Denmark,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2
cents; Switzerland,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents;
Italy, letters S
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Russia, letters Scents,
newspapers 2 cents; Norway, letters 5cents, news
papers 2 cents; Sweden, letters5 cents, newspapres
2 cents; Turkey. European and Asiatic, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Egypt, letters 5 cents,
newspapers 2 cents.
For Asiatic countries, the half-ounce limit for
letters, and the four ounces for newspapers, still
—

holding good, the rates are:—
To Australia, letters, via San Francisco
(except to
New South Wales) 5 cents.via Southampton 13 cents,

via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers, via San Francisco
2 cents.via Southampton 4 cents.via Brindisi 6
cents,
China, letters, via San Francisco 10 cents, via Southaui[huii ii inns, v a nriuuisi ai cents, newspapers
2,4 and 8 cents, by the respective routes; British
India, Italian mail, letters, 10 cents, newspapers 4
cents; Japan, letters, via San Francisoo 5 cents, via
Southampton 27 cents, via Brindisi 31 cents, newspapers, via San Fiancisco 2 cents, via Southampton
4 cents, via BrindiBi 8 cents.

Religions Notices.
Congress Street M. E. Chcrch.—Bev. W. M.
Sterling, pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m,
by Rev. J. W. Johnston of Boston Highlands, Mas.
at 7 p.

m.

hev. F. Pember (Episcopal) will preach at Stroudwaier at 10.30 a. m., and Cumberland Mills at 3.30
p.

m.

St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ot
Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7}p. m. Daily services at
0 a. m. and S p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10} a. m., 3 and 7} pm.
also Monday and Thursday evenings at 7}pm.
Alltrom sea aud land are Invited. Seats free’
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day Regular.
Fibst Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, comer of Middle and Plum Streets.
St. Paul’s Church, comer ol Congress and Locust street.—Rev Frederick S. Sill, Rector. Services

on

Sunday 10}

a. m.

and 3 p.

m.

Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’
Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Union Gospel Meeting
every

Saturday evening.

West Cong. Chcrch.—Rev. J. F. Morgan acting
Sabbath School at 11 a.m.
Preaching at
Prayer meeting at 7 p. m. Seats fiee. All
are welcome.
First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10} a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 11} a. m. Prayer meeing at 7 o’clock evening.
S^ The Disciples of Christ will meet at 24 Gray
Sieet, corner of Gray, every Lord’s Day at 3 p. m
to attend to the Apostles' teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of Bread and to Prayers. All are
invited to attend,
Harmon’s Hall, West End, Portland.—Preaching by Rev. E. W. Hutchinson at 10}1 a. m. aud 3 p.
m.
Sunday School at 1} p. m. Seats free.
Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. J
A. St rout, Pastor. Preaching at 2.30 p. m. Prayer

pastor.

8 p.m.

meeting at 7} p.

m.

St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10} a, m and 3 p. m. Sunday
•chool at 1} p. m.
First Baptist CHURCH-Congress, Cor. Wilmot
St. Preaching at 3 p. m., by Rev. Tlios. D. Anderson. Social meeting at 7} p. m.
Pine St. M. E. Chcrch.—Rev. O. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 10} a m. by the pastor, and at
3 p. m. by Rev. J. H. McCarty ot New Orleans. Saobatb School at 1} p, m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. R Day.
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m., by Rev Dr. McCarty of New Orleans, and at 3 p. m. by the pastor.
S. S. at 1} p. m. Prayer meetings at 9 a, m., G.30 and
7,30 p. m.
Williston Church, comer Danfortb and May
Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark, Pastor.
Pleaching
at 10.30 a, m. by Rev. C. J. G. Ropes of Ellsworth.—
Sabbath School at 3.30 p. in. Prayer Meeting at 7}
o’clock p. m.
New Jerusalem Church, New High street.
Rev. J. K. Sinytbe of Waltham, Mass., will
preach
at 10} a. m. Services in the vestfy at 7} p. m.
Preble

Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
Sunday School at 2 p. m. Preaching at. 3 p.m.
A Temperance meeting under the auspicesof the Reform Club, at 7 p m. Free to all.
Plymouth Church—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe,
pastor. Preaching at 10 30 a. m. and 7,30 p. m. Sabbath School at close of momiDg service.
Second Parish Church,
Congress Street, Comer
Peail—Rcv DeForest B. Dodge of
Providence, R. I.,
will preach at 10} a, m. and 3
p. m. All are cordially Invited.
St.

India St. Univebsalist Church—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor.
Sunday School at 1.15 p. m
Alter noon service at 3 o’clock.
Evening lecture at
xjk. »»coLoii wm
preacn to-morrow.
v,

—.

bnsiness.
D. W. Scribner,
Esq will give the opening
address at the Sunday evening temperance
meeting at Preble Chapel.
Schumacher js to fresco the store formerly occupied by Dr. Sawyer for Woodbury & Moul-

ton.
The requisite number of first mortgage bondholders of tbe Portland &
Ogdensburg have
agreed to the propositions made by the directors of the road to tbe trustees.

Sarah A. Gerow, the postmistress at North
Hermon, who, it will be remembered, opened a
letter and then told the contents, was fined $5
and costs in the Circuit Couit yesterday.
Personal.
Mr. Whitney, who died in Gorbam on Monday, was aD upright and conscientious man, a
good hnsband aud father, a kind neighbor and
friend, and highly respected as a citizen of tbe

town, in which

he had been repeatedly chosen
to places of honor aud trust.
Eev. J. W. Johnston, now of Boston Highlands, formerly pastor of Pine street church, is
in the city, aud will occupy the pulpit of Congress street M. E. church.
Eev. J. H. McCarty, D. D., of New Orleans,
is making a brief visit to New England and
will spend Sunday next in Portland. He will
preach at Chestnut street church in the morniDg, aud at Pice street church in the afternoon.

Many of our readers not of his denomination
will dcubtle9S be glad to hear this eloquent
preacher.
Miss Crocker whose pictures have attracted
much attention of late has concluded, at the
solicitation of some youngjladies.to open a class
in drawiog and painting. Those why wish to
so

avail themselves of this admirable opportunity
for thorough and.'scientific instruction should

apply

at

once.

Shooting Tournament.—The shooting tournament at Little Chebeague Island closed yes-

terday afternoon.

The weather was

»v».
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Univebsalist Church.—
Plad\?forenoon
Services to moriow
at ll o’clock.
Arcana Hall —Mrs. Hicoek
will review Joseph
Cook’s lectures on Atonement, at 3
p. m to beioly
uc 101
lowed by a Conference

cloudy and
yaids rise,

quite cold. The conditions were 2\
80 yards boundary. Each man was allowed
fifteen birds, the highest number shot to have
the first prize. Great excitement was manifested as the shooting progressed, as there was
quite a number of ties of Thursday to be shot
xuu

vu..

juut;ca

w«ie

uaespro.

xj.

xi.

»

uuer

and Andrews, and Mr. W. Wood acted as
referee. Classes were formed of five members*
distributed among the three clubs. The score
bv classes stands as follows:
First Class—T. B. Davis 10, E G. Pomeroy
13, Pollister 12. J. C. Dennis 11, John Duuton
12, S. Pierce 13.
Second Class—L. Wooley 5, Ira Crocker 4,
J. Williams 4, G. C. Cobb 11, Leavitt 12.
Third Class—H. P. Ladd 11, C. VV. Curtis 12,
S. Smith 12, Frank Curtis 6, H. Donovan 12.
Fourth Class—C. K. Munson 12, C. Day 11,
J. Smith 12, C. F. Nason 10, F. Merrill 10.
Fifth Class—J. Martin 8, J. W. Lewis 10,
E. G. Nason 13, 8. Barbour 10, Brackett 4.
Much interest was manifested at the finish of
the score, as there were quite number having
#a

shot ten, eleven,

The Rales of Postage.

Prayer Meeting

Brief Jolting*.
The Florences are coming.
The annual meeting of the Deering Musical
Society will be held Monday evening.
The meeting of the apothecaries was
postponed last evening without the transaction of any

twelve

and

thirteen birds
each. Those tied on thirteen birds were Pomeroy, E. G. Nason and Pierce; twelve, Pollester,
Dunton, Leavitt, C. W. Curtis, S. Smith, Don'
ovan, Mnnson and J. Smith; eleven, Denuis,
Cobb and Ladd; ten, Davis, C. F. Nason, Lewis
Barbour and F. Merrill. Pomeroy was the
winner on the tie of thirteen; C. K. Munson of
twelve; C. .T. Dennis of eleven, and C. F.
Nason of ten. The first prize, a diamond
badge, was awarded to E. G. Pomeroy of the

New Music.—From Oliver Ditson & Co.,
(who usually publish one new soDg and one
new piece per diem) we have half a dozen
Like Blade o’ Grass”
bright compositions.
has charming words and a beautiful sentiment;
“Children, don’t get weary,” is a capital “Jubilee” song,and Hays’ “De bad Bob Lee,” is so
perfect a reproduction of a Roustabout chorus
that we can almost hear the rush of the great
steamer up Mark Twain’s favorite river. Then
we have a little waltz, “Ceciliau
Waltz,”
which is one of 20 very easy pieces in a set

Jlunicipnl

Court.

JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

Friday.—Ann Plunkett. Search and seizure
Fined $50 with costs.
Archibald G. Stewart.
seizure. ‘Fined
850 with costs.
Appealed.
Frank.
O’Neal. Search and seizure. Fined $50
G E

ed far

TAppea'e<3’
misnomer.0”'
w

W- Bradbury,
8°areh anJ Belzare- Di^rgA-

Libby, Co. Att’y.

wu"p;tCo. Att’y Libby.
Sargent.
Edward F. Anderson. Search and
seizure FinC(l
$5) with costs. Appea'ed.
Co. Att’y Libby.
A. W.
Bradbury.
Bartley Murpby and Mrs Glancy. Search and
Seizure. Fined $5) each with costs.

tho exhibition closes. The hall wil
be open till noon for exhibition when the hal
bo cleared for the grand ball which takes placi
this evening as the final wind up. The exhibi

tion,

as a

Vice

President—Andrew S.

Sawyer, Gape

Elizabeth, Joseph Tavlor, Belgrade.
Secretary—George B. Sawyer. Wiscasset.
Treasurer—Charles S. Pop*, Manchester.
Executive

Committee—The President and
Secretary, ex officio: Samuel ltolfp, PortlandJ. A. Varney, North Vassalboro; Henry Mc-

Laughlin, Bangor.

Thanks are due to all the officers and members for their readiness to give information and
for assistance in making these reports. The at-

tendance, though large yesterday, has been
small in comparison to the attention which
snob a worthy society should receive. There is
nothing which ought to interest us more than
the cultivation of these products in our state,
The

obj-.ct

of the

society

is to interest the peo"

pie in fruit raising, introduce the varieties best

adapted
to the

climate,

to our

give instruction

and

as

in which they should be cultivated.
Such works certainly ought to receive
the hearty support of all.
manner

The awards for fruit

are as

follows:

Sweetsir, Cumberland; 2d to W S Place, Charleston;
John S Leighton, Garland; 3d Daniel Aver, No Vas-

salboro.
Best general collection of apples grown by the exhibitor in Androscoggin county, Francis Cary, Turner; Cumberland co, H M Chase, No Yarmouth;
Kennebec, Kobert H Gardiner, Gardiner; Lincoln,
Henry Ingalls, Wiscasset; Penobscot, not awarded
because same took 1st MAW No 18; Somerset. Jas S
Hoxie, Fairfield; York. Mbit Hanscom, Biddefurd.
Best gen exhibition apples, 1st S C Harlow, Ban?or; 2d Jos Taylor, Belgrade; 3d Alfred Smith, Monmouth; 4th H M Chase, No Yarmouth.
Best 5 named vat fall apples, 1st Geo B Sawyer,
Wiscasset.: Vri .T Pone A. Son \17
7.1 Mil.,,.,
■

Dyer, Cape Elizabeth.
2D division.

Best single variety autumn apples, 1st G B Sawyer, Wiscasset; 2d C H Bradford, Turner.
Best sing var winter, 1st S C Harlow, Bangor; 2d
Et H Gardiner, Gardiner.
Be3t dish Am Golden Russets, 1st H Ingalls, Wissasset; 2d G B Sawyer, Wiscasset.
Best dish Baldwins, 1st Pulsifer Bros, E Poland;
id Jos Smiley, Vassalboro.
Best dish Black Oxford, 1st Pulsifer Bros; 2d Z A

ailbert,

E Turner.

Best dish Dean (9 ounce), 1st John L Leighton,Gar
and; 2d J Pope & Son, Manchester.
Best dish Duchess ot Oldenburg, 1st Henry Tilley:
id S R Sweetsir, Cumberland Center.
Best dish Early Harvest. 2d Pulsifer Bros.
Best dish Kail Harvey, 1st J L Leighton; 2d Alfred
>mith, Monmouth.
Best dish Tomense, 1st E H Cook, Vsssalboro; 2d
Arnold Greeley, Wiscasset.
Best Dish GravensteiUjlst E K Whitney,Harrison;
!d S C Harlow, Bangor.
Best dish Hubbardston Nonesuch, 1st Pulsifer
3ros; 2d Alfred Smith.
Best dish Hurlbut, 1st Edw H Cook; 2d Arthur H
Taber, Vasealboro.
Jewett’s Find Red, 1st Pulsifer Bros; 2d
Alfred Smith.
King ol Tompkins co, 1st S C Harlow; 2d
H Ingalls, Wiscasset.
Minister,1st J Pope & Son ;2d J S Leigh-

Porter, 1st Alfred Smith; 2d H Ingalls.
Red Canada, 1st Pulsifer Bros.
R I Greening, 1st S R Sweetsir; 2d Jos

Smiley.
Roxoury Russets,

1st

Sops

S C Harlow,

Alfred Smith.

ot
ton.

Wine,

1st

Pulsifer Bros; 2d
Charles-

Somerset, 1st W S Place.
Starkey, 1st Dan’l Ayer; 2d Arthur

A

ing ol the lamplight iD the Indian’s room, Mr.
Marble went in, but saw nothing oat of the
way. The Indian was lying on the couch covered with bed-c'othts. Maible pulled down
the clothes and feued Atien’s hand-cuffs were
so hot that he
narrowly escaped burnirg bis

bands.

The Indian had been beating the
irons iu the flame of the kerosene lamp to expand them so that he could get them off. After
that he was watched more sharply.
own

New Lodge Boom.—The new lodge room
dedicated at Gray Corner is one of the finest in
the state outside of this city. It is in the
second story of the building erected by Han.
cock & Vinton, and is about 40
by 36 feet.
They have a fine ante-room and have started
under very pleasant auspices. The main hall
is covered with a heavy tapestry Brussels car-

pet, with a very handsome figure. The principal
colors are red and black. The carpet on the
ante-room is of green ani white, and is also
The carpets were selected
very handsome.
from Marrett, Bailey & Co.’s large stock in
this city andjthe committee aie confident that

they selected the finest goods in the store. The
furniture is of the latest pattern and is furnished by Deane Brothers of this city. MrJohn Kinsman has pat up very fine chandeliers
for the lamps. No expense has been spared to

in

of this lady as a lecturer, says :
The series of three lectures by Mrs. J. W.
Stow, Bev. L. Hamilton and liev. Charks G.
Ames was
successfully inaugurated by the lady
at Mercantile
Library Hull last evening. The
bouse was filled with a
highly intelligent and
appreciative audience.
Mrs. Stow reviewed
women iu the various
wains or file, past and
present, particularly
during the ri-oeliion iu our owu couutry, claiming it they were capable of accomplishing so
jnueh in an emergency, that were the prejudices of ettete customs once overcome,
they
would rise to a higher plain of continuous effort, and that remunerative employment would
prove the panacea of half the ills that female
flesh is heir to.

"e,mems

Beal Estate Transfers.—The following
the real estate transfers recorded in this

are

county yesterday.

Brunswick—Harvey S. O is to Lucy E. Harmon.
Asa

J. Alexander to Mrs. A. M. Ward.
Louis H. Litchfield & als. to Benjamin

Morse, §125.

^Kearbotc—Selli
Portland—John

E.

Scaminon to George F, Calt’f
N.

Long to John Shaw & a!.

This is

on

Religious News and Notes.
Yojk county Congregational conference holds
its semi-annual session at Alfred, Oet. 9 and 10.

Preacher, Rev. George Lewis, Alternates,
Rev. Edward Chase; Rev. George B. Merrill,
Alternate, Rev. Wm. S. Thompson.
The York county Bible Society celebrated its
61st anniversary at South Berwick, Sept 26;h.
An able and appropriate discourse was delivered by Rev. W. C. Barrows, pastor of the
Baptist church iu Biddeford. The undertak
ing of this society to visit every family in the
county for the purpose of scripture distribution
has been carried forward the past year with
marked success.
A few months more will
complete the work.
Rev. S W. Perkins has resigned the pastorate of the Free Baptist church at Montville.

On Wednesday of last week Mr. Charles EYoung, a graduate of Colby University, was
ordained
to the pastorate of the Baptist
church at Mount VernoD.

The

sermon

Henry

In-

1st R H

H Taber.

Gardiner;

2d

c» uauicu *(U
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of Rev. W. A. Merrill of that place, seven on
profession and one by transfer. Others are expected to join soon. The ordinance of baptism
was administered.
Mr. Fuller closed his labors with the First

Congregational

Norridgewock.

Rsv. J. J. Blair has been unanimously invited to continue nis pastoral relations with
the Congregational church at Rockland, at a
salary ot $1400.

2-3
2- 4
2-3
3-4
9-11
4
9

Penobscot.Oct

On Tuesday last, at the September term of
the S. J. Court for Aroostook county, before
Judge Libby, Alexander Tirrell of Lowell,
Mass., was found guilty of the larceny of $1500
from the estate of Patrick Brady in Benedicta.
It will be remembered that in April last Tirrell was fouud in a low den on Portland street,
Bo-ton, in an intoxicated condition, and with
He was arrested, and a
$980 upon his person.
letter in his possession disclosed the fact that
be was kpown in Benedicta, and further investigation led to bis being brought to Maine and
his trial as above stated.

McLaughlin.

Harrison.

Flemish Beauty. 1st J S Leighton. Garland ; 2d S R Sweetsir, Cumberland.
Glout Morceau, 1st A Smith, Monmouth;

V/U

2d H McLaughlin.
Goodale, 1st Calvin S Spaulding; 2d H
Ingalls.
Lawrence, 1st Geo B Sawyer, Wiscasset;
2d Jos Taylor.
Louise B nne de Jersey, 1st E K Whit-

3—grapes.
Best ex foreign grapes grown in cold grapery, 1st A
I Sawyer, Cape Elizabeth; 2d G B Sawyer; 3d H Inalls.
Best cluster Black Hamburg, 1st G B Sawyer,Wisclass

Wilmots Hamburg, 1st A S Sawyer, C
Elizabeth.
Yictona do same.
White Muscat, 1st G B Sawyer.
Chasselas. 1st S L Low, Bangor*
Buche and Sweetwater, H Ingalls.
Trutham Black] same.
West’s St Peters, 1st A S Sawyer.
Chasselas Musefue, 1st G B Sawyer.
Red Chasselas. 1st A S Sawyer.
Best col native grapes (open air), 1st GB Sawyer;
: d J A Varney, No Fairfield; 3d Peter de Rucher,
Yaterville.
VAR. OPEN AIR—3 BUNCHES.

Best 3 bunches Delaware, 1st G Fernald, Harrison.

Concord, 1st G Iloxie.
Hartford Prolific, same.

Whitney, Harri-

Hybrid, 1st H McLaughlin,

Bangor.

Crevdiug, 1st A Smith.
Wilder, 1st G B Sawyer.

same.

4—PLUMS.
Jos Taylor, Belgrade, for a dish of German plums,
CLASS

gratuity.

Best dish quinces, 2d Ed w K Whitney, Harrison.
Best ornamental dish of fruit, 1st Mrs G B Sawyer,
SViscasset; 2dS C Harlow, Bangor.
Best peck cultivated cranberries, 1st E K Whitney.

Cumberland Center Fair.

The Farmer’s Club of Cumberland Center,
laving thoroughly refitted their grounds and
rack, propose to hold the best cattle show and
•air they have 'ever givec ou the 2d and 31 of
)ctober. All those who have attended these
'airs iu former years will need no urging to improve the opportunity of visiting one of the
pleasantest farmers’ displays'offered in the state.
Everything is always well arranged and organzed and a good dinner is furnished on th6
grounds. An interesting feature to farmers
ffill be the sharp and spirited competition in
the plowing match.
The Fire Test.—Mrs. Suydam, the “fire
test” medium, will give a public exhibition of
her power at Army and Navy Hall Sunday

evening. The lady holds her hands and arms in
the hot blaze of a kerosene lamp, manipulates
burning alcohol and inhales the flames.
The
test will be accompanied by inspirational singing by M. C. P, Longley, author of “Over the
river,” and other spiritual songs.
Fine Grapes.—The grapes which took the
first premium at the county fair were raised
by
Mr. E. C. O’Brion in the grapery on his farm in
Deering, which is now offered for sale.

They

year he raised 500 pounds of these grapes.

Correction.—The text of Prof. Smyth’s
sermon at the installation of Mr. Lathe at
Plymouth church was 1st Corinthians xiv, 20:
be
not
“Brethren,
children in understanding;
howbeif, in malice be ye children, but in undermen.”

Temperance Address.—Dr. \V. It, Johnson
is to deliver a temperance address at the MethElizat

7

o’clock.

Preaching to the Dumb
Mr. Editor:—Not until within the past few
years has interest in the spiritual welfare of
the deaf and dumb
developed so rapid a
growth. Of the six New England states, Massachusetts takes the lead. A
society known as
the ‘‘Society of Deaf Mutes” has
sprung up in
almost every city where a
sufficient number of
such unfortunate people warranted
the formation of one; it is a society
composed of all the
mutes of the different church denominations
o

—
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THROAT
CHEST and EUrtGS.

The only Medicine of the kind in the World,
A Mubniitnte for Cod Iiinr Oil,

HANCOCK

Consumption.

it.

Times

come too

UVjttUb

enjoy religious instruction and
preaching in their own language—the "sign-

quick

Notwithstanding

Onr

DR. S. 5). HOWE’S

kidneys

Purifier,

and

blood.

Purely vegetable, purifies the Blood, cures Pimples, Pin Worms, Old Sores, Scrofulous Diseases,
Female Complaints, Diabetes, Boils, Tumors, Cancers. <Xrc., anil FILLS THE VEINS WITH PURE,
RICH BLOOD. For Nervous Debility, Lost Vitality
(caused by indiscretion or otherwise), and

“Broken

Down

Constitutions,"

either sex, “I challenge the 19th century” to
produce its equal. Il build* you right square
Also
up. Every bottle is worth its weight in gold.

in

DB. S. 15.

HOWE’S

CONSUMPTIVES
should

Pills 2 5 cents per Box,
Sold by all Druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland,
General Agent*.
DB. S. D. Bfl*E Proprietor,
122 l.iberly St., New York.
eowW&S6m

The

Largest
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Mr. Isaiah Pert, whose leg was badly broken
at Capt. Chase’s quarry at Bluehill, last week,
has since died.
The members of the Bates Junior class have
elected the following officers for the ensuing
year: President, C. M. Sargent; Vice President, B. F. Johnson; Secretary, E. A. McCollister; Treasurer, W. E. Lane; Orator, F. Howard; Poet, C. E. Feloh; Historian, W. E. Banger; Chaplain, M. C. Smart; Toastmaster, F. N.
Kincaid; Prophet, E. P. Otis; Committee, 8.
C. Mosely, F. M. Lombard, F. L. Buker.
KNOX COUNTY,

the
George E. Bichardson will
publication of a local paper at Thomaston October 4th, to be called the Thomaston Herald.
commeuce

The mixed train on the European & Notth
American road, due in Bangor at 10.35 a. m.
Thursday, met with an accident about a mile
above Veazie.
Ten cars loaded with freight,
jumped the track and were Banished up quite

Fortunately

no oue was

injured.

Miss Carrie Gilmore, the young lady who was
injured at Northport tin August, by having her
boat run down by a steamer, is not doing as
well as her many friends at one time hoped she
would.
Several of her ribs were broken, and
her recovery is slow and painful.
YORK COUNTY.

The case of James E. Black vs. York Manufacturing Company, is assigned for trial before
the Supreme Court at Alfred, Oct. 3d.
Judge
Godd ltd of Portland, and Hon. William P.
Frye of Lewiston, are counsel for the plaintiff,
and Edward Eastman of Saco, and A. A.
Strout of Poitlaud, for defendant corporation.
The action is to recover damages by reason of
defendant corporation discharging into Saco
river through a pipe aud drain, a large quantity
of foul, obnoxious, poisonous and unwholesome
water, and water impregnated with oil. gas aud
impure, unwholesome and poisonous substances,
destroying Black’s ice crop, etc., laying damThe case will be interesting
ages at $50,000.
aud may give rise to some new questions of law.

Tbermastatic Fire Alarm.
Thete will be a public exhibition of this
fire alarm at the store of Messrs. Woodman,

Co.,corner of Middle and Pearl streets,
Monday morning, Oct. 1st. at 10 o’clock

True &
on

The members of the city government, of the
police and fire departments, of the board of
underwriters and insurance agents, reporters
connected with the press, and business men
are invited to b8 present and witness this exhi-

Great

The

the

ton Block.
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After today T. B. Percy’s dining saloon,
No. 97 Commercial street, will be closed for a
*
few weeks while he is rebuilding.
Ocjr line of dress trimmings, including all
the novelties of the season, is now open and we
invite all the ladies to examine our stock be-

purchasing. H. X. Nelson
gress street, Farrington Block.
fore

F. O. Bailey & Co. sell at 10
their rooms on Exchange street,

&

Co., 443

Con-

sept29 3t
a. m.
a

today

choice stock

winter

flowering plants, rustic hanging
baskets, flower pots, globe ferneries, flower
stands, &c., from the conservatories of Wm.
E. Bowditch, Boston, Mass.

of

2,500 yards of Hamburg edgings and insertings, and the cheapest lot we have ever offered,
just opened at H. I, Nelson & Co.’s, 443 Congress street, Farrington Block.
sept29 3t

Prices,

THURSDAY, OCT. 4tb, at to a. m. and 2 30
p. ra., we shall sell at Store Nos. 93 & 95 Commercial St., the entire stock, consisting of about

ON

$10,000 WORTH
of Staple Groceries.—Sugars, Teas, Coffee, Tobacco,
Molasses, Svrup, Raisins, Pork, Lard, Cream Tartar
and Spices, Cigars, Snuff, Soaps, Canned Goods,
Wooden Ware, Cordage and Twine, Brooms, Brushes, Wrapping Paper and Bags. Vinegar, Grocers’
Sundries, &e. Also at same time tho fixtures, consisting of one large Sanbern Steam Fireproof Safe
(double door), Dormant Platform and Counter Scales,
Desks and Tables, Letter Press and Stand, Trucks
Skids, and Portable Furnace.

large-t

Low

Co.,

Price

Clothiers,

F

BA1LEV|& CO.,

O.

tep28

WE

OPEN

THE

—

Now

we cau

ITS

talk for

we

$1.00
$7.00

$8.00

a

$KOO
7.00
10.00

PANTALOOIVS !
Two thousand pairs in slock, all kinds, nil grades, all sizes, too numerous to mention. On Wednesday, Oct. 3d, we shall place on our
counters,
300 pair 2-3 wool Pants, for
1.00 and 1.25 each
So small a lot are soon sold out.

REEFERS

in stock at prices low enough to please all.

Ulsters

positive.

BAILEE A CO.. Auction??™.
d4t

F.O

sept28

AUCTION SALE
—

—

IN

—

Falmouth,

Deering,

Elizabeth and

Cape

Gray.

of the late Hon. F. O. J.
sold at public auction, in PortTUESDAY, Oct, 9, 1877. at ten (10) o’clock,
unless previously disposed of at private sale:
IN PORTLAND.
I—A part of the International Hotel lot, on Exchange, Congress and Market streets, containing

following
Smith will be
THE
land

lands

on

IN DEERING.
Verandah Farm, adjoining the Marine

Hospital, containing

about 65 acres,

lying

both

on

sides of the load.
Ill—Forest Home, with the mansion and other
buildiDg, containing about 40 acres.
IV —The Shattuck place on the southerly side of
the Falmonth road, containing about 6 acres.
V—A tract, of about 16 acres at Graves’ Hill, on
the northerly side of the Falmouth road.
VI—Land adjoining Presumpscot Park grounds,
on the west side of Blake street, containing about
ten

acres.

VI1—A small lot near Leighton’s slaughter house,
containing about ten acres.
IN FALMOUTH.
VIII—The Waite Farm near Smelt Bill,at PreLower Falls, containing about 26 acres.
sumpscot
IX—The Batchelder farm, on the banks of the
Presumpscot river, near the Falmouth road, containing about 90 acres.
IN CAPE ELIZABETH.
X—The Buzzell place on the easterly side of the
Anthoiuo road, with the buildings, containing about
acres.

IN GRAY.
XI—A part of the old Perley farm between Gray
Corner and the Perley railroad staiion, on the Maine

railroad,

Central
about 80

the

with

building,

containing,

acres.

E^*Terms cash. 10 days given to examine title,
The sale will be held ra the auction rooms of F. O.
Bailey & Co., 35 and 37 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
F. O. BAILEY Sc t’O.* Auctioneer*.
did

sept26

The prices on these
ang pretty.

WAY

arc

Executor’s Sale of Real
Estate.

numerous

SAY

WE

NEED

OF

Valuable Real Estate

24

expected daily from the makers.

HEADQUARTERS

Can he found at

M.. at

we shall
Plants, consisting of choice Roses,
Pinks, Begonias, Smylax,
Callas, Primroses,
Also an assortment ot ltnstic
Cyclames, &o &c.
Hanging Baskets. Acorn Pots. Wall Pots, Globe
Ferneries, Window Boxes, Rustic Stands. Revolving
Wire Flower Stands, and many other elegant flower
goods. This will be one of the largest and finest
stocks ot Plants ever brought to Portland. Sale

II—The

in this state for Children’s Garments.
DOWN, and the styles are

Greenhorn*?,

illau.

about 400 feet.

All new, no old styles to select from but just ar'
rived irom our manufactory.

are

Plants

Rowditch’s

a

good grey

HANDSOME BUSINESS AND DRESS SUITS

Our

E.

—

Handsome All Wool Heavy Suits,
Fancy Worsted Suits, wide binding, patch pockets, spring-bottom
..
Pants, very nobby, only
19.00

are now

Winter

Boeton,

Portland,

.......
suit, at
Still another Dark Plaid Suit, only
.....

front 14.00 to 95.00,

dtd

—

Flowering

From Wm.

sell

I

have got them, commencing with

Auction?**™.

SATURDAY, Sept. 29th, at 10 A.
ON Rooms
35 and 37 Exchange Street,
stock of

BALL

400 Fur Beaver Overcoats, at.
$19.00
Without doubt the best bagain in the laud, in stripes and plaids,
and
In
bound,
a word a genteel Overcoat.
piped, edged
Finer grades,
....
$14 00. 1«.00, and up to 95.00
Without a doubt we can show' a larger variety of OVERCOATS
Mian any two stores in this state.

TJ

OF

Ohoioo

with 200 Vermont Grey Overcoats lor
Velvet Collar and flannel-lined, sizes from 35 to 44.
128 Black Pilot Overcoats, only
well made and perfect fitting, all sizes.
98 Black Pilot Overcoats, finer goods,
....

S

sold in

ever

ANNUAL FALL. SALE

WE IVAllE OUR PRICES !

—

City

stock of Groceries

this city, and the sale offers unenualed opportunities
to the Trade, as eveiy article will be sold without reserve. Terms cash, or approved paper on time satisfactory to buyers.

Be pleased to compare make, finish, quality, and prices ot our garments. In no other way can you become so well convinced as to the
truth.

Stock

MORE

!

license from the Hon.Natham
for the County of
public auction on TUESthe 30th day of October, A. D. 1877, at 3
to

a

Cleaves. Judge of Probate
PURSUANT
I shall sell at

Cumberland,

No. 4©

PIECES ARE ALWAYS
'i.
lowest.

OUR

C.

EAchange St.

B. FISK

D.

Under

Preble

You
fore

can

save money by jailing
All Furniture warranted

certainly

purchasing.

on us
as

sented.

be-

32m

au

HE
dtl

Portland k

!i BIRD CAGES.

Ogtol

€.

Excursion

Sunday
—

Universal

Register

of

New York, Oct. 1st, 1877.

Dear Sir:—
You are respectfully informed that the two American Lloyds Registers are consolidated, and the information of both will be published in the 1877 Edition
of the American Lloydtt tnivennl Hiandartl
Record which will be the fullest and most comprehensive Register of Shippiug ever published in
this country.
TAYLOR & KING, Directors.

Notice.
We would also suggest that the American Lloyds
have been alternately indorsed by the New
York Board of Underwriters. Ship Owners and Ship
Buildeis, and by a large majority of the Bureaus of
Underwriters and Insurance Companies of the United States and the Dominion of Canada, together with
the Foreign Ship Owners and Ship Builders and Foreign Underwriting Institutions, and is recognized by
the United States Government and by the Peruvian
Government for the selection of vessels for Guano
Cargoes, and is the only impartial American Register,being conducted under rules and regulations
adopted by Committees of Ship Owners, Underwriters—representing all the Marine Insurance Companies in New York—and Sh ip Builders, and published
in the interest of commerce, and rccogDized throughout the world as the American tttatidard Reference for Insurance and Chartering Pur-

Registers

poses

( HIS. MERRILL, 117 Commercial St.,
Surveyor for the District of Portland and Vicinity.
dtw
sep28

GLOVES.

continued damp
During Hie
weather, many Kid Gloves have
become spotted. We have about
Twenty-five Dozen which show
this imperfection very slightly.
Not wishing to offer such goods
among our regular stock, we have
marked them all at

38c Per Pair.
whirl, nrieoive
long as they last.
At

nrnnsc

to

Front Rooms to

sell

Tickets for the Round Trip, $2.00.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
dlt
sept29

ANY

se28d2w

'open our usual large line or
MERINO UNDERWEAR and HOSIERY
for Ladies, Misses, Children and Gentlemen, including all of latest NOVELTIES
Our stock is nnnsually
of the season.
large, and we invite the inspection of the
same by the Ladies of Portland and

we shall

—

HAND

FALL 1877 !

—

Gould & Go.,

Office
sep26

<ltf

Cheaper, Handsomer, More Durable than Oil
Cloth.

St.
93 Exchange
d&w3ru

Cleaned and Warranted, for

Mainsprings
Case springs

“

“

Oppisite Preble

hTbOSWORTH,

“

“

1.00
<75

Examination solicited, all goods
offering at our well known MOTTO—“LOW PRICES.” See Quotations in Circular.

ijihe

MATCHLESS SOAP
HAS ARRIVED.
If you canuot act it of your Grocer* your
ticket" win (>«• redvviucd by €». A. Wcwlou &
For sale at wholesale by them.

45 & 47 FREE STREET.
JAS, C, DAVIS & SON.

House,

482 Congress St

au28

No. 4 Free St. Block,

dtf

Sign of the Gold Boot

eodtf

New Store,
New Goods I

ROCKWELL & CHCRCHILL,
Aech St., Bostox, Mass.,

The under signed having had ten years* experience in

M. G. ralmer’s Boot and Shoe Store,
would inform the public be baa leased the corner
store in l.yneh’. New Block, first store below
Farrington Block, where he would be pleased to see
bis friends and the public in general.

PAMPHLETS,
CATALOGUES
—ax ti-

IRVIYG J. BROWN.

ller can tile Work
OF

AM.

KINDS.

pfili

a

u1 m

MUM

BLACK
CASHMERES.
We have received another lot
of those extra heavy and fine
finish Cashmeres, at the lot-

lowing prices:
Worth 65c
“
75
“
871-2
“
1.13 1-2
“
125

40 inch at 50o
“
40
65
“
40
75
48
“1,00
48
“1.15

These are the best bargains
we have ever
oft*red in
these goods, and at lower
than
prices
they have ever
uvvu

ovtu«

TUKESBTJRY & CO.,
537
an13

STREET.

CONGRESS

PORTLAND. ML.

“Special

Jobs.”

Ladies’ Kid Gauntlets 75c
Misses’ Kid Gauntlets 75c
Ladies’ Silk Handkerchiefs
Large Size. Fast Colors.

Each.

Cents

20

Gentlemen’s Silk Hdkfs.,
Same

as

have sold tor Me, at

each,

Moore & Bailey
Owen,
B3pl5

Quality,

or

3 for

______

Prices,

BOHKER’S

Largest Stock.

Exchange Street

Automatic

AT

sept29(13m

Under Falmouth Hotel.
sc-25

1

dtccll

Boots & Shoes
vary neatly and promptly repaired. Sign of the Gold
au4iW
Bwt.
IRVING J, BROWN.

Hand

Piano

Guide,

Hall’s Rubber Store.

Portland Benevolent Society.

$1.

Best

Lowest

Oxnard & Robinson
TBE

PORTLAND, RE.

35c.

UP STAIRS.

Annual Meeting ot the Portland Bcnevolen
Society for the choice of officers, will be be!
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, at 3 o’clock, Od
lUtli, at National Traders’ Bank.
THOMAS B. HAYES, Sec’y.
sept29dtd
September 29, 1877.

Congress Street,

Rubber Belting.

THE

No. 88

dtf

ug20

subscribers are General Agents forfornisbinj
and putting in Shiite’s Improved Fire am
variery ot Calt Bells
Burglar Alarm. Also every
Hotel Annunciators, &c„ at lowest rates.

Oiiice

440

$1.00

Clock, and Jewelry ot all kind, repaired
at rtry low price*.

es, &c.

sep29

GENERAL AGENTS,

WATG HES

CARPETING.

BOOKS,

Ladies’', Gents’ and Children’s Undervcsls anti Drawers, Ladies’ all
wool Balmoral Hose, Gents’ all
wool
Shaker Hose, Children’s
Canada knit and Balmoral wool
Hose, Boys’ and Hisses’ Union
Suits, Heavy
Fleeced
Hose,
Balmoral aud Plain wool Yarns.

Carleton Bros.,

Randolph Boynton.

JAPANESEPAPER

268 Middle Street

England and Maine State Fair for best
CABINET ORGAN for home and chnrch

STIARDOY,

GENERAL AGENT FOR MAINE,

503 Congress Street.

Fitzgerald’s,

at the New

all competition

orer

septll

BLOWERS.

GEO. H.

Now open and offering at

Rtt31e0dlJB

AND

Awarded Silver .Tieda 1 and Diploma and
at N. E. Fair, 1817.
Agents wanted in every town. Send 3 cent stamp
for illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

FORMERLY NELSON & GOULD,

39

Co.

GOLD MEDAL

a

awarded the New England Organ

Bronze IHcdal

RESPECTFULLY,

sep29

CJo.

portableTH

iipiRB

Vicinity.

PORTLAND.

A special premium of
was

LARGE unfurnished room at Corner Temple
and Congress Street.
sept29d3t*

Call and see them.

Cor. Brown.

AHEAD.

To Let with Board.

Satnrday, Sept. 29th, A

G.M.&C.

NEW ENGLAND CABINET ORGAN

nse.

Notice.
person wishing prescriptions refilled from
those formerly holden at the late Apothecary
Sioie of Emmons Chapman and Dr. Sawyer, Corner
of Middle and Exchange Streets, can obtain them
at F. L. Bartlett & Co.’s, opposite City Hall.

Opening.

ns

a

or
or
board,
Address
P. O. BOX 1838.
sept29d3t*

in.

sept23

wiih

let,
private
PLEASANT
family, in the western part of the city, either
with
without
furnished
unfurnished.

For Floors, Stairs, Engs, Carriag-

OWEN, MOORE & B1ILEV,
St.
Congress
dtf

Rooms to Let.

Special Train leaves Portland at 8 a. m.; returning
leaves Fabyan’a at 2.30 p. m., arriving in Portland

Damaged L. A.

d3t

WITHIN

September 30, 1877.

Fall

Exchange Street.

four miles ot the city, about 40 acres
well stocked with cows, with a market in the
city for all the milk with one party at a good price;
will be sold at a bargain and on reasonable terms;
good set of buildings; change in business reason for
selling; for further particulars, apply to
N.S. GARDINER,
sept29dlwNo. 28 Exchange Street.

—

CRAWFORD'S AJiD FIRM’S

about 7 p.

94

FARM FOR SALE.

Shipping.

Established 1857.—No. 35 Wall and 13 Bread Sts.

KID

TO

Gold Medal !

DAY, JR. & CO.,

sept29

LLOYDS

DAY
o’clock in the afternoon (if not previously disposed
of at private sale) on the premises, all the right,
title and interest which William B. Winchester, Tate
of Portland, deceased, had in and to the real estate
formerly occupied by him, situated in Lincoln
Place, in said Portland, consisting of lot of land with
house and barn thereon, described in deed recorded
in Cumberland Registry, Book 357, Page 104. The
reversion of the widow’s right of dower will be sold.
The property is subject to a mortgage to the Portland Savings Bank and right of dower of widow of
deceased. Terms casb.
SAMUEL S. RICH, Executor.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1877.
oept20tilaw3wS

Just received a lot, of BRASS and
PAINTED BIRD CAGES cheap.

RAILROAD.

AMERICAN

Square,

eep29

repre-

GEO. A. WHITNEY & GO.

& €0.,

Market

House,

PORTE AMD,

sep!5dtf
at

Low

is overflow ing with goods in sizes to tit a child from 2 1-2 years of age
up to any size required. The lact is already established that we are

The Davis Vertical Feed Sewing Machine
take the first premiums. A complete victory
over all others, at Grafton County Fair, Plymouth, N. H., Sept. 2G.

at 62 and 75 cents—worth §1.00 and SI.25. H.
I. Nelson & Co., 443 Congress street, Farring-

good. Suffering humanity demands
hard times WE have been busy.

too

OUR CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT

Timmons & Hawes have a lot of nice oysters for a Sunday dinner at their stores in Market Square and on Commercial street.
None
better in the market.

A large lot of ladies’ undervests, extra fine
hnd heavv. sliehtlv damaged with nmnhlnn nil.

!

&c.,
AUCTION.

has become a household word.

sept

bition.

Groceries,
StapleFIXTURES,
AT

■

Price of Milk Care and Tonic each 81
tier bottle.

au29

or

More

C. D. B. Fisls.

all three of tho above medicines.

use

—OF—

honest-made and perfect-fitting garments have proved a blessing not
only to ourselves but also io our many customers.
LET THE RISE IT AND
GLORIOUS WORK. CONTINUE
until
ilirought the Icugili and breadth ot the land the name ol

Which DIFFERS from all other preparations in its
IMMEDIATE ACTION upon the

liver,

Campaign

Once

Extremely

Also

Arabian Tonic Blood

Wholesale Stock

Winter

STORE

Good
They can’t

0. W. ALURH.

Regular sale of Furniture anil General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dt*
Consignments solicited.

WE TROT FORTH OUR GOODS !

COUNTY.

COUNTY.

Emporium.

lias commenced In good earnest and the remarkable increase in onr
sales combined with encouraging news from all sources indicate

Cures Coughs, Colds. Catarrh, Croup. Asthma, Diptberia, Pneumonia, Bronchitis, Bleeding Lungs and

H

WALDO COUNTY.

Lindley, same.
Agawam, same.
Merrimac, 1st G Fernald.

Perry Village, Capo
abeth, Sunday evening, commencing

U1UU.VU

It is stated that the officers at Brunswick
seized on Wednesday from Allen, druggist, two
horse loads of liquor, said, to be valued at $1100;
from Mr. Wilson, several jugs; and from Mr.
Johnson several jugs of ale and porter; and
from E. Anderson two barrel. The whole seizure nearly filled a car.

badly.

same.

odist meeting-house,

-KI.U,

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Adirondac, 1st J A Varney & San.

standing be

XUtOUUJ,

CUMBERLAND

ingalls.

Salem,

COUNTY.

Sweden were naturalized and became Ameri
can citizens
About twenty persona have been
naturalized at this term of court.

ney, Harrison: 2d H
Maria Louisa, 1st A Smith.
Swan’s Orange, 1st H. Ingalls.
Urbaniste. 1st Jos Taylor.
Vicar of WiuKfield, A Smith.
Winter Nelis* H McLaughlin, Bangor.

Hawk,

for consumption
nil

Our Fall and

33 amt 37 Exrhangf -i,

F. 0. BAILBY.

This Is the

Arabian Milk Cure,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY

Beurre d’Anjou, 1st II Ingalls; 21 A
Smith.
Beurre Hardy, 1st H Ingalls; 2d Henry

Black

DR. S. D. HOWE’S

In ttie;

AROOSTOOK

Auctioneers and Commission SUrchanu,
Haleirooma

Fisk & Co.’s Palatial

STATE NEWS

Smith.

son;
Allen’s

The Most Wonderful Discovery of
llie 19th Century.

9-11

Heavy shipments of boots and shoes continue
to be made from Auburn. The demand is unabated. Enormous receipts of leather by Anbnrn firms are reported this week.

F. O. BAILEY * CO„

AT

10-12

XjOW,

Beurre Superfine, 1st II Ingall?.
Beurre Clairgeau, 1st C Spaulding, Uallovrell; 2d G B Sawyer.
Beurre Diel, 1st A Smith; 2d S S Low.
Buft’um, 1st A Smith; 2d E K Widtney,
Harrison.
Duchess d’Angouieme, 1st Messrs K B
Lasselle, Waterville; 2d S M Dawes,

Activity Once More Revolving

OUR

Alfred Smith.
Winter pears, 11st GB Sawyer; 2d
Alfred Smith.
Best dish Bartlett pears. 1st Jos Taylor; 2d Granville Fernald, HarrisoD.
Belle Lucrative, 1st H Ingalls; 2d Alfred

Rebecca,

August Flower. Should
you be a despondent
sufferer from any of the effects of Dyspepsia, Liver
Complaint, Indigestion, &c., such as Sick Headache, Palpitation of the Heart, Sour Stomach,
Habitual Costiveness, Dizziness of tho Head,
Nervous Prostration, Low Spirits, &c.f you need not
suffer another
Two doses of August
day.
Flower will relieve you at once. Sample Bottles
10 cents. Regular size 75 cents. Positively sold by
all first-class Druggists in the United States.
sept20
deomty

Free from calomel, cures Billiousness, Dyspepsia,
Heartburn, Sour Stomach. Sick Headache, Chills,
Fevers, Costiveness, gives quick action to the Liver
and regulates the B owels, without pain and weakness, and a preventive of all malarial disesases.

iu

The Wheels of

How it is Done.
The first object in life with the American people is
to “get rich;’* the second, how to regain good health*
The first can be obtained by energy, honesty and
saving; the second, (good health,) by using Green’s

A branch of Washburn Memorial church of
Sherman was institutad last Sunday iu Silver

versity.

AUCTION SALES

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

was

WestOxtord.Fryeburg.Oct.

2d

1st E K

sep22d2tS

tion._

Arabian JXjet, Liver Pills,

iangor; 2d Alfred Smith, Monmouth.
Best single var fall pears. 1st Jos Taylor, Belgrade;

SINGLE

Coughs,colds, croup, bronchitis, influenza,
whooping cough, hoarseness, pains or soreness
in the chest or side, bleeding at the lungs, night
sweats, liver complaints, etc., cured by Dr. S.
D Howe’s Arabian Milk Cure for consump-

North Waldo.Thorndike Station.'
5
Harrison Farmers’Club,Harrison.
19
Scarbaro and Cape Elizabeth, Pleasant Hill,
9-10
Eureka .East Surry.Oct
17-18
Windham.Windham. Oct.
9

Arthur

Crab apples, J A Varney & Son.
Best col crab apples, G B Sawyer.
CLASS 2—PEAES.
Best gen ex pears, 1st Samuel Rolfe, Portland; 2d
1 lenrv Ingalls, Wiscasset; 3d Alfred Smith, Mon1 nouth; 4th Jos Taylor, Belgrade.
"COY

The latest and

exquisite pictures yet produced by the aid
of photography.
Call and see them, at Lamson’s, 244 Middle street.
ju30W,S.

preached by President Robbins of Colby Uni-

Penobscot Farm. Club..

lowed.

Bellflower,

beautifully

ex

most

the first attempt to manua large soale by water power.

Franklin.Farmington.

2d

Permanent Photographs,
edited id carbon on porcelain.

perhaps

Wintlirop Greening, 1st F E Nowell,
Fairfield; £d Calvin Spaulding, Hal-

Ayer;

of the Black Hamburg and Sweetwater
varieties, and the clusters were immenaa

speaking

bin Wheel Co. of Orange, Mass., for the wheel
and shafting.

Franklin Cential.Strong.
Sagadahoc.Topsham.
Sear-port and Swaoville.Searsport.“

1st Dan’l

were

Lecture.-The lecture on Monday evening
by Mrs. J. \Y. Stow, on “Wives, Widows and
Probate Confiscation,” promises to mo an interesting one. The San Francisco Daily Call,

Whitcomb & Co. from the Charlestown State
Prison to Mecbaoic Falls.
Stevens & Coombs of Lewiston furnish the
plans, Johu Ferguson of Keunebnnk is the
contractor for the building, and the Chase Tur-

gads.
Williams Favorite. 1st S C Harlow.

Wagener,

notice of the white man. Then the officer
drew a pistol and threatened to make a bole in
the canoe if Atien did net obey. Atien, however, had a musket in bis canoe, which was
rather better than the officet’s weapon, and he
told Mr. Officer 10 decamp or lie should warm
him.
The officer thought Atien held the
stronger hand, and followed bis advice. Then
Deputy Marshal Marble went to the spot, arrested Atien and took him to a hotel, keeping
a good watch over him.
Saspecting something
was wrong from the occasional falling and ris-

sufficient power and machinery to manufacture
fifty to sixty cases of women’s shoes per day,
and will employ from 300 to 500 bands. It is
to be ready for machinery Nov. 1st, and Mr.
Daiis will theu transfer the machinery of the
Ventilating Waterproof Shoe Co. from Me"
chanic Falls to Kennebunk, and that of Davis,

Kennebec....Readfield
Buxtcn and liollis.Bar Mills

casset.

He resides on Lewry's Island
in the Schoodic river, eight miles this side cf
the New Brunswick frontier.
He has been
suspected of emuggling, and a few days ago a
revenue officer saw h-tn comiog down the St.
Croix river in his canoe. The officer cried out
to Atien to come ashore.
The Indian took no

is to be 1(10x35 feet, four stories high, furnished
with water power from the upper dam of Capt.
N. L. Thompson, heated by steam, and to hem
all respects a first class factory. It will have

Agricultural Exhibitions.
Cumberland Centre... .CumberlandCentre,Oct
'‘

Taber.
Talman’s Sweet, 1st Jos Smiley, Vassalboio; 2d F W Runnels, Clinron.

The

sisting an officer.

Kennebunk.
The Kennebunk Mill Co., composed of some
forty or fifty of the citizens and firms of KenneJ
bunk, have begun the erection of a shoo factory
for Joseph Davis, Esq., of LyDU. The bnilding

church in Norway last Sabbath.
The occasion was made interesting andimpressive by a sermon from Rev. Mr. Spaulding of
Lynn, Mass. Four persons were received into
the church.
Mr. Fa! er returns to Bangor
Theological Semmai y.
ton.
Mother, 1st H Ingalls; 2d J Pope & Son.
Eev. Bepjamin Tappan. D. D., has resigned
Northern Spy, 1st H Ingalls; 2d Jos Tay- !
the pastorate of the Congregational church at
lor.

choice selection cf songs by favorite authors,
called happy hoars. Also the soDg “Angels of
the Hearth,” words by Helen M. Burnside,

An Indian in Trouble.—At en Lewry, a
Passamaquoddy ludian who has several times
represented his tubs iu the Legislature, arrived iu the city yesterday in charge of Deputy
United States Marshal Marble, and was at once
taken before the Circuit Court ou charge of re-

it is called. The effect of establanguage,”
lishing these societies being non sectarian in
their organization, and sustained, as they have
always been, by the Christian and benevolent
public, his been the opeDiog of the way for a
greater dissemination of the Gospel of Christ
among this class of persoos whom our Cieator
lias made bereft of hearing and speech, and
that at less expense than could be done in any
other manner. In the times like the present it
has been found necessary to seek aid from
abroad—in other places that have not such a
society in iheir midst. Now, sarelv the Christian and generous citizens of Portland will
kindly assist their unfortunate brethren in their
struggling endeavors to maintain religious ser
vices. It is to be hoped that a helping band
will be extended liberally by every one when
A.
called upon.
as

facture shoes

CLASS 1—1st DIVISION.
Best general collection of apples grown exclusively
within the limits of either county in the state, hut
not necessarily grown by the exhibitor; 1st to SR

very pretty music. Among others
is a collection of seventeen favorite songs by
CiroPinsuti. In this collection may ba found
’ll loved the® once, I love thee still,”
“What
shall I sing,” and others.
There is also a

eighteen compositions of JoEeph Archer for the
piano. “L’Orgib” is one of the best of the selections.

equaled

President—Z, A. Gilbert, East Turner.

some

song “Little
Watson is a very
pretty piece of music. The “La Danse des
Sauterelles” by Bayton Smith is a fine piece for
the piano. Mr. Stockbridge has also published

been

never

en, as follows:

Telephone of Mack. Also “Spring
which is not a song, but a lively rondo
by Fisher, and an elegant Mazurka called
“Fairy of the Fountain,” by J. S. Knight.
Ira C. Stockbridge of this city has just pub-

music by John Hullab.
Birdie Mine” by Michael

whole, has

in the
State, in fact, in no department has there beer
a similar display.
It reflects much credit or
on the officers for their untiring and
successful
The same board has been again cbos"
labors.

called The

(1. 8. Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE SHEPLEY.

Watekville, Sept. 28, 1877.

Today

Song,”

lished

AS SOCIA

Close of ibe Exhibition—The
Principa
Premiums Awarded.

especially among those outside of the boundary. Everything passed off quietly, and the
shooting tournament of 1877 was voted a success.

POAOLOKICAL
TIOW.

Androscoggin club; the second, $12, to C. It.
Munson of the Audroscoggin; the third, $10,
to J. C. Dennis of the Forest City; and the
fourth, $10, to C. F. Nason of the Androscoggin. There were quire a number of good shots,

make the hall attractive.

Friday.—The grand jury reported this morning.
The following indie tments were made public:
Sarab Legrow. Opening a letter. Pieaded nolo
contendere. Fined $5 with costs. Paid.
Peter Mercer. Retail liqaor dealer without paymg
special tax. Pleaded nolo contendere. Fined $100
and sentenced to thirty days in Bangor jail.
Atien Lewy. Resisting revenue officer in discharge
ol his duty. Pleaded not guilty. On trial.
Webb.
Clifford.
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Used by the most distinguished Pianists and Piano
Frofessors of Europe anil America. May be seen at

Win. <3. Twombly’s Piano Warerooms, 156 Exchange SI*
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his offer of refreshments, took my leave of
him. As I left the parsouage I thought I

heard seme whispered talk, and then a low
sneering laugh.
“I am much mistaken,” said I to myself,
as I stepped into my carriage and gave my
postillion the signal to start, “if Pope John,
‘the good old man,’ as Vassali called him, be
not as consummate and greasy a humbug as
any in Muscovy. Then mv thoughts reverted to rosy dreams ot Marie and the future, aud I sank into a reverie from which I
on I v awakened to see that my driver was proceeding in a leisurely manner that was most
unusual, for if Russians work slowly they

Harouu Al Raschid.
HENBY

W.

LONGFELLOW.

“One day. Haroun Al Raschid read
A book wherein ihe poet said:
‘Where are ihe kings, and where the rest
Of men who once the world possessed?

Tbey’r gone
They’re gone

with all their pomp
the way that ihou

an t

show,

sliait go.

drive fast.

‘O thou who choosest for thy share
The world, aDd what the woi Id calls fair,

“Come, come, my lad!

kibitka’ought

‘Take all tbut it can give or lend,
But know that d-ath is at the end!*
Haroun Al Raschid
Tears fell upon the

»

bowed bis head;
page he read.”
—In St.

this!”
As I spake I heard the gallop of distant
horses, mingling with the clank of steel. We

Nicholas,

In Black Russia.
cher Arthur! I
thought you, mon ami, to be iu Spain still.
What good wind, wbat wind of fortune, has
blown you to us here iu Russia?”
Such were the words which reached my
ears, as a gloved grasp was suddenly said
upon my arm, while I was traversing the
railway platform at Minsk. I turned to find
myself confronted by the smiling face of
Demetiius Vassili, a Russian whom I had
known for some three or four years at St.
Petersburg, Paris, aud wherever diplomatists and birds of passage congregate. He,
this well-whiskered, glib-tongued Vassili, belonged to both categories, since, when I first
knew him in the Czar’s capital, he was a
professor of the university, while in Paris be
it is Musgrave!

“Why,

was

ce

underling of the’ Russian embassy,
Madrid a gentleman at large.

au

aud at

I conless that I did not much like Demetrius Vassili, though I was more thau half
ashamed of my prejudice, for the man was
friendly, almost too ostentatiously so; was
polite, genial, and one ot those amiable per-

who

always taking

gcod opinion
by storm, as it were, try the graceful renderlittle
of
some
service
or
other.
ing
Vassili,
when I was a raw lad new to the continent,
had been kind to me once or twice, and 1
had repaid his good nature by taking his part
when others spoke evil of him in a vague
way bebiud his back, for he was not popular
sons

are

somehow.

our

There he was, at auy rate, and

evidently delighted to see me.
“By the by I” abruptly pul iu my old acquaiutance, linking his arm in mine, “1 have
It is true
to congratulate you, have I not?
that you

are

about

to marry the

beautiful

Marie, daughter ot Couut Coustantiue
Orloff, the young lady who at Madrid, when
1 was there, broke all hearts ?”

Mile.

true that I was betrothed to Marie
Orloff; indeed, I was on my way then to ber
lather’s mansion, at which it bad been arranged that I should be a guest until the
wedding should take place, according to both
the English and Russo-Greek lortns, at St.
Petersburg. Our engagement had come
about iu this wise: I, Arthur Musgrave, as
an attache of our legation at Madrid, had
been thrown much rnto the society ot the
daughter ot the Russian envoy, had learned
to love her, aud had been lucky enough to
teach her to love me. My chief difficulty
was with the count, who was at first very
much annoyed aud displeased. Russia—
youngest ot nations—has au ar istocracy that
in pnae ana pretension rivals me "niue
blood” of Spain, aud every Muscovite noble
is convinced that the English aie, as Napoleon called us, a nation of shopkeepers, quite
unfit to mate with their own upper classes.
Fortunately for me, however, I was heir to
an emailed property, smali, indeed, hut the
rent-roll of winch seemed respeclahle in continental eyes; while 1 was able to convince
Couut, Or! off that my border ancestry had
driven oil' Scottish cattle and ridden in warden raids, at, a time when his own turefatbers
were probably unbaptized Tartars, lor it is a
curious fact that the tilled lamihes ol Russia

It

r

was

Georgian, Tartar, German, Swedish, anything but Russian.
All now was happily settled, aud, as 1
have said, I was ou my way to my future
father-in-law's country chateau, a summer
residence iu the lake district of Ostascbkoi,
near Tever ou the upper Volga.
The count’s
estates lay chiefly i.i that neighborhood, aud
he had lately been appointed, by one of
those abrupt transitions irom one service to
another (which
are common
under the
Czar’s rule), governor of the province.
‘{But what chance, M. Yas'sili, btiugs you
are

here?” I asked wbeu we had shaken bauds,
“i heard ol you last as in Rome.”
“Here

to-day,

there

to-morrow,”

answered

VassiJi airily. “I have been in Asia lately,
shall be at Wilna to-morrow, aud iu St.
Petersburg next week. I serve a master who
has dealings in far-away places.”
“You mean the Emperor?” I enquired,
and the Russian nodded with a look of good
humored mystery.
At this moment up
came a porter to tell me, criugingly, that my
excellency must, he feared, be conteut to
wait six hours or more for a train. There
had been a movement of troops toward Polaud, disordering the company’s arrangements, and taking up the rolling stock.
“The Emperor’s orders, noble gospodin,”
he added, with a deprecatory .shrug, as he saw
my vexed face.
Then Demetrius chimed in. His train,
too, had been delayed by the concentration
of troops on the Polish trontier.
He, too,
had some hours to spend at Minsk. He had
ordered dinner at the Black Eagle, hard by.
The landlord knew him well, and would
serve up a tolerable repast.
Would I be
charitable and share what would otherwise
be a solitary meal?
Vassili gave me a good dinner, and we lingered long over our"cigars aud coffee, chatting of other scenes and old times. Then, at
length, word was brought that the train for
Wilna was iu sight.
“Now, I think of it,” said my host, in his
careless way, “on your road to the count’s
VMWkWHU
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ed, glauciug at the open map that lay before
me on the table; “of course you will,
and
Change horses there, I wish, if it be not to
much to ask, that you would kindly give
a message horn me to the village priest, or
papa, there—Pope. John Perovicb.”
“I will with pleasure,” 1 replied, “but re-

member my Russian is not very fluent
and I presume the priest talks no French.”
Vassali laugbingly assured me that the
words were few and simple, and suggested
that I should pencil them, from his dictation,
on a slip ot paper which he pushed towards
me.
These were the words ol the mesaage:
“Your son” “(our clergy marry, you know,
like the laity,” interjected Demetrius) “has
been ill, but take comlort. He is doing well
now, and it he acts promptly, with the blessing of the Panagia, will succeed. He seuds
his love, faith and duty.”
“1 saw the Pope’s son,” explained Demetrius, “the other day at Odessa. Young Cyril
is a corn dealer and hay met chant, a pusbiug.
speculative fellow, but as honest as the day.
He was recovering from a fever, but hoped to
fill bis purse by buying up all the—ab! there
is the railway|whistie, so we must be quick!
You’ll do my errand, then, deaf Arthur, will
you not, and gladden the heart of the good
old man ?”
It was not until long after Vassali and I
had parted that it occurred to me to wonder

why he should have charged me with such a
message. It would have been simpler, surely, and more speedy as a
nicatiug with Pope John,

means ol

were on a sandy road, traversing one ot those
huge pine forests, the sombre gloom ol which
alternating with the glare of the white sand,

has occasioned the name of “Black Russia”
to be assigned to these central provinces of
the ancient Muscovy. Very soon we were
overtaken by the hard riders in our rear,
their swords clashing against flank and stir
tup, their hoises in a loam—iu all, some
twenty-five mounted men. Most of these,
by their long lances and barbarian equipment
I knew to be Cossacks, but others wore the
uniform of gendarmes, and three at least

officers.
“Pull up! halt, I say!” shouted he who
seemed to command; aud iu an instant my
driver obeyed.
“Secure the foreigner!” was the nrxt order
and with amazing quickness I was grasped
by I wo of the dismounted troopers.
“Resist aud 1 fire!” growled a Cossack corporal, pressing the muzzle of his pistol to my
left temple, while his soldiers dexterously
chained my wrists together. Then, shaking
off the stupor of surpiise, I found my tongue.
There was, I said, evidently some mistake,
some confusion of persons.
My passport, if
they would kiudly look in the breast pocket of my ulster, would prove me to be An bur
were

of the British dipiotic service, junior attache ol H. B. M’s legation at Madrid.
“Prisoner, you trifle with justice!” said
the commandant sternly, in French; and,
indeed, when the morroco case was drawn
out and opened it proved to be empty. My
passport aud papers were gone, inexplicably
to me. As 16tared blaukiy there was a roar
of laughter mingled with comments on my

Musgrave,

“Remove the pretended Englishman !” ordered the colonel, aud I was thrust back into
tbe carnage, a soldier on each side ol me, aud
coudncted to the town ot Torjok,where I was
lodged in jail.
I do not like, even yet, to recall what I
underwent during the three miserable weeks
that I spent in the prison of Torjok, It was
not that the eell was nariow, the bed sqalid,
and the fare hard and bad.
I was young and
strong, andjconld rough it. But it was madto
be
examined
aud crossdening
eternally
examiued by civil magistrates aud military
functionalies, all of whom tried, by threat
promise, persuasion, to wring out of me a

confession which, as they said, would enable’
me to clasm the Czar.s mercy, and a lighter
pjnisbment lor mv crime. I was brow-beaten
bullied, argued witl. coaxed, but never accused of anything. When I inquired the nature of my offense I was jeerad at. When I
entieated my captors to write to the British
embassy, my piayer was treated as an impudeut jest. And when 1 mentjoued Count
Olofl, the governor of the province, as my

father-iu-law, 1 really thought the
judge ot instruction would have flown at my
throat, so angry was he.
“Only bread and water for the contumacious!’’ I beard him roar to the jailer as he
I thought between them, that
’.vent out.
they would have driven me mad, and should
have welcomed Siberia as a release.
I grew sullen at last aud refused to retuu
any answer to the interrogatories with which
they plied me. I began to doubt my own
identity. It could not be myself, Arthur
Musgrave, who was the tenant of this Iiussian den, aud daily questioned as to my complicity iu something extremely subversive of
cbutcli and stale. Let them knout me hang
me, banish me if they would, I felt as though
I were the only sane man amongst a pack of
madmen.
“Here is ihe wretch, your excellency,” said
a

voice

one

...-1

while the slow postillions were
unharnessing,
in the tardy lashiou in which work is done in
the
tired
horses
from
the
Russia,
carriage.
“Certainly,” said I, observing bis embarrassment.
“Is the priest ill ? or what is
there surprising in a travelers inquiring lor

him?”

Tne landlord bowed

obsequiously.
“You’ll find the papa in good health, noble
gospodeu,” he said in sugared accents.
the

white

gable.”

“Then I want
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“But Pope John, aud his son?” said I bewildered.
“The real Pope John, a sad old rogue,”
answered the count, smiling, “had been arrested the day before you reached Staritza,
and you found his house iu possession of the
police. Tbe white bearded person to |whom
you gave the message,disguised in tbe priest’s
clothes, was Major Bulow, of the imperial
gendarmrie; and the message itself was an
artlul concoctioD, couched In a sort of verbal
cypher, the key to which a traitor gave us,
aud w iicb, but for our military precautions,
would have led to a revolt ot the Polish regiment at Tever, and a rising of the peasantry
iu fifty parishes. As it is, a'l is safe, aod a
telegram has just informed me that Vassili
himself has been captured on tbe frontier. If
ever a man deserved Siberia—but you are
free, Arthur. Come with me, and Marie and
I will teach you to forget this illisery.”
I have been married and happy now this
many a year, but I do not think that tbe illomened lace of Demetrius Vassili will evet be
seen again on this side of the Oural.—All the
Year Hound.

WA STS.
W tinted.
every town in Maine, men and women to sell
tbe most wonderful piep,nation known.
Eco
nomieal and useful in every larnily. One agent made
$1.50 111 two hours; others make $2 to $4 per day
Also wanted: travelling salesman to sell at wholesale throughout the state.
25 per cent commissions.
No risk.
Goods warranted. Send stamp for intormatiou. 35 cents for sample bottle.
GAY & CO,

IN

sep26dlw*172 Washington St.. Boston.
Wanted.

young lady,
BY Copyist,

a situation as
or as a clerk in a

a

dry

Bookkeeper and
and fancy goods

of references furnished. Address
J. E. EDWARDS, this office.
se|,26dlw*
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best
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THE QUINTESSENCE OF JAMAICA GINGER CHOICE AROAND
MATICS
FRENCH
BRANDY.
A preparation
elegantly flavored and medicinally eflective as to utterly surpass all previous prepaso

rations of crude singer ami household remedies lor
the reli* I ami cure or disease and ailments incidental to the Summer and Winter seasons, and to sudden changes ot temperature.

t;

ail Difficulties

Feet.
CARIiTOIV has returned to No. 43
Mirt ci, over Prre m
VBiU.t,
where he will be permanently located for the treatment of all difficulties oi the human feet to which he
has devoted his time and practice for a large number
of years past; and as a result of this loua experience
otters to ii.e afflicted a positive relief from Corns,
bunions, Bad Nails, and all Difficulties of tbe Feet,
that are considered iueurable. be invites all who are
afflli ted in tbit direction, especially in obstinate cases, to call (,n bun. No matter how troublesome or
hew difficult your case may be, tou will lind
gool
treatment and positive relief.
There are hundicds of people in Portland who can
testify to Dr. Carlton's beneficial treatment.

DR.Grn

Out ol Town t‘ll Oct. 1st.
Office hours front 7 to 10

P^11*_

n ilt.
3 to <1
seplleodtoctlO

A obtained for mechanical dev'
vice?, medical, or other

ornamental
Minds,
designs, trade-maiks, and
labels, Caveats, Assignments, luteriereuces, etc

omp

*

nveutions that have been
promptly attended to.
n
1 rt1 m n F\ by the Patent Office may
l\
11
1 I
I II I I still, in most cases, be
II
I |i I I secured by us
Being
ft 1
ii
I If 11 opposite the Patent OiM.V U \j U111
\J X HU
D,-e, we can uiako closer
searches, and secure Pattents mora promptly and whh broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.

^

d

us

a

sketch of

model Hoi

your deexammations/ree of charge

vice

and

;

we

make

advise

tentability.

as

to paAll cor-

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO tllAKGE INLES8 PATENT
IS
8ECIREO.
We relor to officials in the Patent Office, andk |lo
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO..
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, it. C.
coal
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LAGER BEER.
I,Elf A CO.>8 CELEBRATED
KAVAKAIN LAGGtt, orders for which
or case, addressed X I INl Ii V &
Ml,
Lawrence Msu., will receive prompt attention.
dtt
j.u28

STAN

by the keg

Cleaned and Axlita Ite
moved.
GRUBBS promptly attended to by calling at

Vaults

AGL
addressing
anldtt
or

It. GiliSONt
888 Congress Stret t

first class
in

Real Estate

Portland,

or

House lor Sale Cheap.
ONE and half story house, nearly new, contains five poms; lot 30x68; Iswittiiufiveiuinntes
; ralk of Post Office, or G. T. Depot. Price $l.t,00‘
’erms $KI0 or $300 cash, balance by easy installS. I.. CARLETON,
ments. Inquire
sept-7deodtf
_180 Middle Street.

FOR
1

The Substitution

brandy for

DIARRHOEA,
DYSENTERY,
CRAMPS & PAINS,
SEA SICKNES,

Sanford, placed

merit

CHILLS* FEVER,

that
most

CATARRHAL
SYMPTOM S

,

NEURALGIC
AND
RHEUMATIC

intending to remove from the

lease the house
otters for sale
rHEcity,undersigned
Thomas, opposite Carroll Street,
bv him

DYSPEPSIA,
INDIGESTION,
FLATULENCY
RISING

FOOD,

MAKES
GINGER TEA,
MAKES
WATER

HARMLESS,

profit. The bottliug machine is alone able to fill
twothousand four hundred
bottles per hour. Fom this

brief statement it will be
seen that Messrs. Weeks
& Potter have ente
upon the manufacture or
Sanford’s Jamaica Ginger
in a manner that must in
time secure for them thenormous trade in this are
tide, its elegant flavor,
great merit, and low price
should be tested once by
those in need ct a family
medicine before allowing
themselves to be induced,
by misrepresentation, to
buv others.
Insist upon

having what you call for—
Sanford’s
Jamaica

IS GOOD

Ginger.

ccupied

Bargain.

Sale*
on Melbourne St„ size 40x
Will be sold low by paying a small portion
90.
lown and tlie balance can be arranged to suit rur
baser
C. A. B. MORSE & CO„
Apply to
88leod2m
No. 5 Commercial Wharf.

For
GOOD building lot,

A

Dwelling House For Sale

Bridgton &

than 6000
reasonable
-small amount down, balance on mortgage at 6
per
ent. For particulars enquire of E. E. Upham 7
Exchange St..; or Peleg Barker, 111 State St.

d2w*

FARM FOR

TICKETS GOOD ONE DAY.
sale at the Depot and
at
ROLLINS.
LOR1NG & ADAMS’, 22 Exchange Street.

sept24

dlw

REDUCED RATES.
<H»/»

SALEr

POE

NEW YORK

]

liouse Lot For Sale.
Turners Inland, containing 3150 feet; near P.
S &P.R R. Buildings. Will be sold cheap
cash.
Inquire of S. L. CARLTON
Att’y at Law,

DN
or

au28

180

Middle St. Portland.

dim

TO NEWYOPK|»l 1
and KETURN
L*

Only Line tunning through cars between Portland
and Long Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding th
transfer

through

Boston.

Lea>c

Portland & Rochester Depot. Poitland, at 1 15 P. M.
Sears in Parlor cars and State Rooms on Steamers
secured in advance at 28 Exchange St., and at the
Depot.
J. W PETERS,
J. M. LUNT,
Gen. Ticket Agent.
Supt.
sept28
dtf

k

IN
>fflce.

VOLTAIC

on

STEAMER

FOB

AN

Sale.
tluee-story Brick House,

do not

cube.

Leave Custom House Wharf, west
ciH n

ditaj pii

mIo
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J
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COLLINS’

PLASTERS.

New York & Return
—

CARGO

Locaf Pains, Lameness, Soreness, Weakness
Numbness, and Inflammation of the Lungs, Liver.
Kidneys. Spleen, Bowels. Bladder, Heart, and
Muscles, are equal to an army of doctors, and acres
of plants ana shrubs.
Price 25 cents. Sold by all Druggists. Mailed on
receipt ot price, 25 cents tor one, $1.25 for six, or
$2,25 for twelve, catefully wrapped and warranted
by WEEKS
POTTER, Proprietors. Boston.
BelhW&S2w

Hull

Calves,

months old; pur. hlooilrti; for
rHRF.E
cheap. Inquire at No. 2 Adams’ Coiut,

or

Exchange

12
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WISTAR’S BALSAM

GOOD
cellent

Street,

rale
No.

septa,itf

Horse lor Sale.
Family Horse, kind, hardy
dtiver.

—

RAILROAD
across Bos-

York

Passengers bv this

rou e are landed
seanon for

ud Steamers in

on

board
and

Stopper,

eniey

NighlS rest going and
coming, and avoid contusing
night changes.

I

sept28___dtf

rHE
teen

thoroughly repaired.

Proprietor.

dtf

Toams

house,

TEMPLE STREET,

WISTAR’S BALSAM
Store to Eel.
PORTLAND, ME,
OF
J.
occupied by Messrs.
rHEHobbs, lately
situated
side of ComrnerSt.
leased
terms,
NEW FURNITURE_ THROUGHOUT.
WILD CHERRY,
given immediately.
particulars enquire
store

J. &.

the south
favorable
For
E, E. UPHAM, 7

P.

on

dal

Will be

on

uon

sep20d2w*

From R. FELLOWS, M. D., of Hill N. H.

II

“I have made use of this preparation for several
years, and it has proved to be very reliable and efficacious in the.treatment of severe and long standing Cough9. I know of one patient, now in comfortable health, who has taken this remedy, and who
but for its use, 1 consider would not now be living,

tumcmcui,

-m-

Sebago.

To Lei,
No. 17 North Street; arranged for two
stairs and down; immediate
up
families;
possession given. Apply to
N S. GARDINER,
No. 28 Exchange Street.
auglSdlf

HOUSE

W1Ta?
1

HALLS in Michtinics’ Building,
TO LET; inquire of
GEORGE A HARMON, Jeweler.
myl7tl6munder Hie Hall.

rWO

To Let.

4

i

To be Lei.
Offices in Third Story Merchants’ National
Bank, now oecunied by J. & E M. Rand; also

rHE
he front

offices. These offices are heated bv steam;
Lave gas, water and fire proof vaults
Possession
; liven Nov. 1st.
oct27dly

J

1

MOTEL TO

cures

Flat-

Medicines.

d&wly

1 will Forfeit Five Dollars
mv

AND

remove

the

hreckles if used according to my diradians. Price, 45 and 50 ceoi*.
Apply with a soft sponge three or four times a day
until the Moth or Freckles disappear, which is geuera*ly accomplished in one week.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.
worst

MRS. S.
my20d6m

P.

FULLER,
Portland, Me.

LOST AND FOUND.
Lost.
(

j

VTONDAY, 24th inst. on the road in the vicinity of
lvJL Morrill’s or Alien’s corner. Deering, a lady’s
ape. of light cloth, (rimmed with fringe. The finder
fill he suitably rewarded by leav ng the same at G
J. Bailey’s gun store, 48 Exchange St.
8t28tJ3t
W*
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SPENCER,

20 Brown St,, Portland, Me.

at all trains.
TERMS SiOO PER DAY.
A. S. ALLEN, Proprietor,
Formerly Clerk at the “St. Julian” and “Falmouth.”
dtf
apr25

A

SUM of money

Leave Boston at 7.30 and 8.45 a m., 1 *-£.30
and 7.00 p. m., connecting with Maine
Central and E. A N, A. Hallway for
8t. John and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping

Throngh Tickets to

ail Points South and West at
owes* rates. Pullmat Car Tickets for Neats and
Berth* at Ticket Other
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
julldK

found in

A
is called to the new arrangement of freight
trains on Maine Central R, R., to take effect APRIL
2d, 1S77.
Freight tor Lewiston, Auburn, Bangor,
and Belfast received at freight house before 5 30
P. M., will be forwarded same day, and will be ready
ior early delivery at destination next morning
PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent
March 31st, 1877.

store

Central

Maine

RAILROAD.
Passenger Trains leare Portland for Bantor, Dexter, Belfast and Waterrille at
1.10 and 11 20 p. m.
F*r Skowhi gan at 1.10,1.15 and 11.20 p. m.
For Augusta, Kftallowell. Gnrdine.1 and
Brunswick at 6.15 a. m., 1.10, 5.15 and 11.20 p.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R and for l.ewisioo via Brunswick at
6 15 a m. and 1 10 p. m,
For Bath at 6.15 a/tm. 1.10 and 5.15 p.m.
For Farmington, tlenmoulh, Winth*op.
Head fit Id, West Waterrille and Waterrille via Lewiston at 1.15 p. m.

[N

Passenger Trains leave at 1.15 p. m. and 5.1o
p. m. The train leaving at 11.20 p m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Liewision, Auburn, Wintbropand Waterrille. The 11.2G
p m tram is »he Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Oar attached, which makes close connection at Bauger for all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A Railway, and tor
Hotdion, Woodstock, Kt Andrews, St.
*teohen, St. J.»ho and Halifax,
i he 6.15 a m. train trom Portland connects at Rock
land on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays with
Str, Ulysses for Ml. Desert and Sullivan.
Passenger Trains a* rive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 aud
8.40 a. m
The day trains lrom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast. Sk<>wbegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
ami all intermediate stations at 1.20 and 1.23 p. in,
The afternoon traiu from Augusta, Bath, K. & L.
m
The night
R. R. at 5 23 p
Pullman Express
t aiu at 2.00 a in.

l'Wfci

and

wife

sept 27dlw*

Wanted.

VIRSWM. MATHEWS has taken the Dr. Clark
"1 house, 417 Congress St., and is now
j o take boarders and a tew table boarders prepared

sel7dtf
Boarders Wanted.
FEW good men can find pleasant rooms wilh
4 board, at 30 BROWN ST.
my24dtl
J

CLAIRVOYANT.
N.-N. MADD#X,tiie celebrated
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctres9. cat
tow located at No. 4 Mechanic St., where she can
be
* onsulted
by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large
In tellj ug fortunes, searching out
hidden or stolec
reasuresj &c., and was never known to be at fault.
)o not miss this opportunity of consulting the
great*
i st fortuneteller of the age. Per ns
intoany
tew business or profession, the con ucting ot which
bey do not understand, will find it to theft advan
1 age to pay her a visit.
She can foretell the destm
1 if friends in auy part of the woild and describe then
She alst describes all manner ol diseas*
J ►ertectly
hat flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same
Ihe has given universal satisfaction to all who have
onsulted her in her constant travels since she was
even years old.
Good testimonials given it desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00: Ladies50cents. Office hours
1 rjiii 9 A. M. to 9 P. M,
no9dt

MADAME

experience
Tost,
entering

!

NEW

or

two ladies.
House wi'h all modern improveuentp. Luquire at
410 CONGRESS STREET

]

8.30 A. M. from
1.18 P. M, Irom
6.30 P. M. irom

Upper

o.

*»

mix

—

d4rotid Trimb

SUMMER

1?

R

nf

ii

AND

—

Boston.

Agents.
Passage $15,
For freight orpassage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Waehngton, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
*. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Provdncee. R.j.

«o2rtt*

Express from Lewiston
Express from Lewiston

and Auburn at 1.00 p.
and Auburn at 5.15 p.

m.
m

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

ADD

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates

TO

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, nilwaa.
kee, Cincinnati, HI. l.onU, Omaha,
Haginaw, Ht. Paul, Halt Cake City,

X*

Denver, Hun Francisco,
and all

Charlolielown,

FALL

two

P. E. I.

ARRANGEMENT,

tbifFpeb

days.

Eastport

for

_*ORK.

Onlj 40 Mile*

of Rail.
Passing through Narragansett and Mount Hope
NO DISAGREEABLE
Bays by daylight

Grand Prt.meuade Concerts on board
each Steamer every evening.
Tickets sold in Portland at all R. R. ticket offices,
B. & M and Eastern R. li. Depots, and on board
State Rooms and Berths secured
Boston Steamers
at 3 Old State House, and at Old Colony Depot, Boston.
J. R, KENDRICK,
GEO. L. CONNOR,
Gen’l Pass. Agt.
Supt.
L. n. PALMER, Agent, 3 Old State House.
d3m
jy6

Southern Hard Pine Timber,
Plank and Boards.
Consignments Schrs. “Hector” and “City of Cliel

sea. All sizes Timber and Flank.
1 have tbe ouly assortment in New
Among tbe stock is heavy timber for
it wiil be sold low
Masts and Beams
approved paper.

ORDERS

J.

W.

England.—
Bowsprits,
for cash or

SO.LICIT IE D.

STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf,

—

ivn

at 8.00 A.M.

Leave each port eYery Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

Mo

Wharfage,

,J.

HICKSON,

Miuwi mmnmaHTLD i m?

at 10

Insurance

a. m.
one half

sailing vessels.

the rate ot

freight for the West by the Penn. K. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PAS8AOR TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B. SAMPSON, Agent
jn23-lyTO Loat Wharf. Bwm

—

JCME
il

11, 1877,

Trains will

run ns

follows

Leave Portland at 7.30

-“®"*1.I5

7.30 A. m.

5.30 and 0/10 p

a. m..

ua.

Accommodation for Worcester.

Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting witL
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer J unction 12.40 p
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, in., and Worceatei
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West,
1.15 F. m. Mtramboat Express through to
New London withont change
Connects at Rochester for Dover and Brent
Falls, at Epping for mancbester and
Concord at Nashna for Lowell and
Boston, at Aver .function for Fitchburg and the West via Uooaat Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New Vork, at Putnam with
•‘Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wash*
ington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, duo at Pier No, 40. North
River New Vork.at 6.00a.m.
5.30 P. M. mixed Train for Rochester
ti.JU P. m. Local tor Barham

Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.26 and til 45 a
m
arriving'in Portland at 9.35 a. m. *1 20 ami0
{5.10 p m.
Leave Curhum 6.00a.m., arriving at Portland 6.40

{Mixed

Steamer for Eastport and Calais
A.

NATHANIEL BLAKE.

sep25d3l»

FOR THE ISLANDS.

FOR THE

ISLAND^!

STEAMER TOURIST.
ivnneavcthe East Side of Custom House Wharf
every week day for Scott’s and Jones’ Landing at
8.30,9 45 and 11.15 a. m.. (later in the season a trip
at 12 m.,) 1 45, 4.15 and 6.10 p m.
For Trefethen’s and Hog Island at 8.30 and 9.45 a.
m., 1.45, 4.15 and 6.10 p. m.
Returning—leave Scott’s Landing at 9.15, 19.05
and 11.41 a. m and 5.15 p. m
Returning—leave Trefetheo’s and Hog Islands at
9.00 and 10.30 a. m., and 5 00 p. m.
A Sailing Trip among the Islands every
pleasant day. starting at 1.45 p. m., and arriying
at the city at 4.13
Fare lor Round Trip ill cents.
Package of live round trip tickets 11.00. Season
Tickets 85.00.
Tickets for sale at office of Rollins, Loring &
Adams, No. 22 Exchange Street, and on bvard
atramer.

FBOM

—

BOSTON,
Boston to the South.
Line.

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

ACBCBN’
Bins Hoik, Court, lt.W.8. AA.Xous,

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, ttlute Ml.,

fl

biibd

Proprietor.

BATH.

Bath Hotel, C. ill. Plummer,

Proprietor

BOLSTER’S Ml 1,1,8,
Hancock House, M. Hancock, Proprio
lor,

_

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. D. Parke, dr

Co., Proprietors.
St. James
rtor.

Hotel—J. K. Crocker, Propri

Fremont
Burney A

House, Tremont St.-Chapin,
Co. Proprietors.

_

CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. B. Davis, Proprietor
BW

B’M A UEHrinTT %

HI*

Honae, Trask Bros.

W

a'

Proprietors

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Ball, Grand Trunk Rail,
way Depot, M. IV. Clark, Proprietor
DEXTER,
Merchants’ Exchange Botel, Dexter, Me-—
\V. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

H.

Higgins & Sons, Props

HALLOWELL.
Hallowell Honae. Hallowell, H. Q. Blake,

Proprietor.

_

HIRAM.
Ht. Cntler Honae,—Hiram Boston, Pro

prietor

in connection with OLD COLONY
ROAD.

It

_

LEWISTON

All.-

Only Tri-Weekly

DeWitl House, Quinby A Murcb,',Frc.
prietor.
_

LIMERICK.
merick House,—D. S. Pogg, Proprietor

Quick Time, Low Rates, Frequent De-

Li

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, aud forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there

LINCOLN VILLE.
Bench House, Lincolnrille, T.E, Phillips,

partures.

connecting with the Clyde Mienmers. sailina
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAYand SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, aud connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S.C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown'
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoided
Insuran. e one-eighth of one percent.
For Kates of Freight, or other
information,-apply
D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
198 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
janlldtt

TRIPS

PER

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.
MILL BRIDGE.
Atlantte Honae, Geo. A. Uopltins, Pro_

STRATFORD N. H.
Honae, C* 8. Bailey & Co. P

NORTH
Willard

pricters.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union Honae—W. T. Jones. Proprietor,

WEEK.

The Steamer CITY OF RICHwill leave
Portland every .fl on day. Wednesday and Friday evenings, ai IO o’clock, or on the arrival of the
train leaving Boston at 6 o'clock, over the Boston &
Maine Railroad, for Bangor touching at
land, Camden, Lincolnville Belfast, Searspor

PARIS HILL.
Hnbbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

MOND, Capt. C. Kilby,

Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden, arriving in Bangor about 10 o’clock next
morning.
Returning, leave Bangor same days at 5.3©
o’clock,

A
JVI
arriving iu Portland in time U,
with the 5.30 trains over the Eastern and
Boston & Maine Railroads, arriving in Boston at
9.30, connecting with the 10 o’clock (Shore Line)
traiDS to New York.
For lurtber particulars inquire ot
GEO. L DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,

counect

Asst. Manager.

MACHIAS.

TWO TRIP PER
SUMMER
jrimr

Samuel

Farmer, Propri-

8KOWHEGAN.
rnrner House, W. G. Heseltoa. Piour,etor.

PORTLAND.
Adams

House, Temple St. A. M. Allen
Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal St. J. G. Perr,

Proprietor.

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green H|.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmcuib Hotel, O. M. Shaw & Son, proprietors.
Preble Honae, Congress St.Gtbson At v

Steamer

St. Julian Hotel. Cor. Middle and Plam
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
C.S. Hotel ,J unction of Congress and Fed
oral Sts. Timothy

LEWISTON

WEST NEWFIELD.
West New field House, R.G. H olmrroa.
prietor

«»Capt. Deering, will leave Rail
road, Whart, Portland, every

THywnft.Tur.day and Friday evenII o’clock, or on the arrival of the 7
Pullman train from Boston over the Eastern
Railroad, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Scugewick. South West and Bar Harbois (Mt. Desert)
Millbridge, Jones port and .Harhiasport.
i

House,

Wolcott,Vraprfetor.

WEEK.

ARRANGEMENT
The

PHILLIPS.
Barden
etor.

Proprietors.

FOR
DESERT AND

MT.

_

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor

NORKIDGEWOCK.
Oaniorth House, D. Danforth. Prep-in*

FOR BAMGOR
THREE

Proprietor.

prietor.

PORTLAND, BllOMAUCW

■

it.

81.00.

ELLSWORTH.

MaflelpMa & New England Steamship Line.

iu*«

R.

INDIA
P, M..

are reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex*
penae and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
HP“Tu-ketB and State Rooms for sale at D. II.
YOUNG’S, 260 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the varlotu
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COlfER* ur.. Gen’l Agt,
de30-7t5dtf

City Hotel.—N.

CLYDE’S

i uiuujiiuiun vuuuuiiju DillUi

Portland & Rochester

at 3

Passengers by this line

Samosel

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Fhila.

delphia,

day

General .Manager.

91., and

cure a

Proprietor.

Steamship Line.

Ttnilrnfwt \Vh..,r

anl
present leaving Montreal at 8.05 A. M.,
Portland at 8.00 A. M., and Quebec at 1.15 P. M.,
will be discontinued.
A tram will however leave Portland for Gorham

o'clock P.

BBUNSWIOK, MB.
P. dr K. Dining Rooms, W. K. Field,

Philadelphia

E. CL SUING,

♦Steamboat Express stops only at Snrinevale Al
tred, Saco River, Gorham, Uaccarappa and Westbrook,
making close
Bead Richardson’. Wharf of Maine Central andconnection with through trains
Grand Trunk Railroads.
Cate P.O.Box 934.
jyiiidJslOtteodtr
WW
J. M. LUST, Supt.
|

DJBEttlAG.

of
A. K.
or

BO 8TO N

at

sept21

The Mammoth Steamships BriMtol and Providtix c of this Line re the laracetit, liaiic]c»cmcf«t
and moti* cosily Steamers in the world.
Trains leave Boston from the Old Colony R. K. Sta
tion at 4. JO P. i?J. accommodation, and O t* Jl.
>t< amboat express, connecting with these floating
pal ices at Fall Kiver daily (Sundays from July 1st to
Sept 2d inclndve) arriving in New York at 6 A. M.
No Line can otter the accommodations presented by
this favorite route

Co.,)

condition,

NOTICE.

7

at

Kobbinston, St

St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., shcdmc. Amherst, Pictou Snmmerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I., Fredericktown. N, B., and all stations cn the intercolonial Railway.
^“Freight received on day of sailing until 4
o'clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean In-

Southwest.

OR4ND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Daily,

WHARF, HOaTON, daily
(Sunday exeepied.)

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which
the Daily I’bess mav always be found,

week.

STEAMBOAT CO.,

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, ana is making the best connections and quickest time of any ronie from Portland to the West.
J3p"PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
baggage checked lrom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom Hous» examination.
The Company are not responsible lor baggage to
any amount exceeding ,50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid ior at the rate oi
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
Portland. June 18.1877.
julSdtf

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

CAPT C. H. KNOWLTON.

Eaaliiorl, Calais. Hi John, N. R., Annapolis, Windsor and Halifax N, 8.,

points In the

Noitbwest. West and

Portland

—

<

Leaving

ows:

aul6dtl

t

SEPOI AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
KENT mi AND JOHN BROOKS
will, until further notice, run alternately as fol-

—————^»———nn—am

On and after MONDAY, June 18,1877,

Mail from Montreal, Quebec and West at 12.45 p.m.

STEAMERS.

Special arrangements can be made for private
Moonlight Excursions.
Inquire on board Steamer of

INTEKJIATIOAAL STEAMSHIP CO.

ARRANGEMENT

m.

Je28eod3m

FO

vitnxiia.

To all points of North apd South Carolina by Sea
board and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all point! in the West by Baltimore & Ohk
B. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnlngton street
Boston.
Throngb bills of lading given by the above named

PanaHo

trains will run as follows:
Express tor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
Express for Gorham,at 8 a. m
Express foi Auburu ana Lewiston at 1,15 p. m.
Mail train 2.00 p. m. (Stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,) connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal ana the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5 15 p. m.
For G or bam—Passengers for Gorham can take the
5.15 p m. Express connecting with mixed train at
Lewiston Jet. for Gorham.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.30 a. m
Mixed from Gorham at 10.00 a m
l^'PasseDgers lrom Gorham can take the Express
at Lewiston Junction, arriving in Portland at 8.30 a.

BOSTON

B. & P. R. R.

to 12

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. R. R. to all places lx
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.

Fabyan’s and Vermont Division.

jy30dtf

FOLSOM, Sup’t

noon.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and MoCLELLAN.
From Proridence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight lorwarded from Norfolk to Washington ant:
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and .Jane

Steamers at Sebago Lake for Naples, Biidgton
and Harrison.
Stages at Glen Station for Jackson and Glen
House.
Connects at Fabyan’s for Summit Mt.
Washington; also for Littleton, Lancaster, Jefferson,

Portland, July. 28.1877.

A. A.

Eir.l Clan Sleam.blp
wd-LAWk?

Fabyan’s.

Montreal and Quebec
ExcurMion* through the Notch—Passengers
taking 8.30 a. m. train from Portland, will arrive at
Crawford’s at 1.00 p. m., Fabyan’s at 1.15 p. m having ample time tor dinner before returning. Return
train leaves Fabyan’s at 2.15 p m
Crawford’s at
2.30 p. in,, arriving in Portland at 6 30 p. m.
rates
to
Excursion
Parties.
Special
j. Hamilton, Supt.

STEMIER RHODE tt\D,

arriving iu New York at G. A M. Tlila in the only
line afiordrng a delighlful sail thraugh KarraaaDwn Hny by daylight.
t*ran<l Prou»€*na*ie Conrert every Evening by D. t» Krerr*’ Celebrated Ainerc»u Baud of Proviilenee.
Ervigbt train* leave nl ’J.'fO P. ’I.
Wo imera e«iinie lauding* between Providence and We1** 1 orb
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, cor. State street, and
at boston & Providence Railroad Station.
J W. RICA ARDS ON. Agent, Boston.

.Ins

WM. LAWRENCE
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every Tl'EMDAt
and MTIKDAV.

Bartlett.

Memphremagog, Sherbrook,

and the well-known and popular

Ciary, Capt.
Huicbios, will leave Widgery’g Wharf.
PROPEIiLOB
WEDNESDAY. Sept. 26tb. Freight received

Eon time, a week.

mh21dtf

Wells River, Montpelier, <&c.
Connects at St. Jobnsbury for Newport, Lake

Express Train will leave Boston &
Providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays exceptConnect at Fox Point wharf. Proviat (J P M.
dence, With the Entirely New and TIuguific.nt

ed),

FARE

For Halifax Direct.

surance

ARRIVE

MONDAY, 24th Inst., the
ON expressafter
trains between Montreal, Quebec

GKEAT

FALL RIVER LINE

Board.
private family for gentleman

Boardtrs

stations.

P. M. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate

For Lewiston and Auburn.

—

a

tions.
5 50

m

Satur-

BOARD.

Hereafter until further notice
the Steamer LEWISTON wiU
run to Millbridge only
on her
Tuesday tiip from beie, and go
h Tough to
on Fridays
Machiasport
only.
Passengers for points beyond Millbridge, can take
stage from Millbridge, and arrive at Machias same
evening
F eight for Jonespoit, Machiasport, East Machias
and Machias, received on Fridays only.
This arrangement will continue about two months.
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manager.
Portland July 26, 1877.
jy28dtl

Connections made at

Leav
Conway
use, Crawford’s, Eabyan’s. Mummil Ml. Washington, and all points on the Vermont Division through to Burlington and Swanton.
1,05 P. M. for Fabyan’s ana intermediate sta-

O.MT 42 MILES OF RAIL.
Steamboat

Notice !

Steamboat

same

Monday, July 30,
Portland 8.30 A. M. lor North
COMMENCING
(>lrn ll.

and Return $7.

SPECIAL

On ami after Monday, Sept.
17th the Steamers City of Portland
Capt. S H.Pike, and New Brunswick, Capt E B. Winchester,
will leave Railroad Wharf, toot
of Stale St-? every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
P. M., lor Eastport and St. John
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

RAIIROAD.

$4. New lork

Fare

President,
Gen. Passenger Ag\t, New York.
ocl
73dtf

an2dtf

and

our

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence K. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new anti superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
alwajM id advance of all other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.& Co.'s,49} Exchange St
D. S. BABCOCK,
L. W. FILK1NS,

Maine Central Railroad.
/¥*HE attention of shippers of freigh* at Portland

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland June tl, 1877
julldtf

-m

VI1IIU
was

RAD-ROADS.

A dav noon. Will he owner call at
sept27d3t
LOLUNG, SHORT & HARMON’S.

Restores

any
where
MOTH
IN FBFCDJLE
fe.OTION will not
Moth and

AU‘J

sept 24dtt

THOMAS G. GERRISH Lowell, Mass.

case

lion**, Portland. Me,

A Private House, finely furnished and fitted with
A a Music Room, Bath Room and Furnaceritliin thirty seconds walk of City t ail is now
Terms, t5 50 anu $6 00
pen tor a few boarders,
address at once
HuME, This Office

Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveuess, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, W’orms, Piles, Rheumatism,
Skin Diseases,Diseases of the Liver,Kidney and bladder Complaints,Female Diseases,pi events Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
prevention and cure ot Fever and Ague, Bilious,

m

EdsImd<(

LEASK.

•Ie28dtf

and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,

BdST’Sold by Druggists and Dealers
Riyld

(¥*w

Address

bitftIrS

Remittent and Intermittent Fever, and
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

St.

Something Rare.

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY

Chelsea and Boston at
m., arriving in Boston at 1.00 p. m.

Carriages

UIONDAV, JUNE 11. 1877.

FIRST class Brick bouse, in the western part
or the city, 13 rooms, newly repaired throughout, sunny and pleasant, and near the Horse Care,
B. D. VERRILL,
nquireot
apiodtl205 Middle Street.

se3M&! him

Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia,

Table.

rooms

Mechanics’ Hall.

“Iancaster

ulency

To Let.
BOARD. Large and pleasant front

524} CONGRESS STREET,
jylOdtfOpposite head of Casco

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, 8G HarBoston, anil eolil by dealers generally.

Family Medicine,

I am pleased to announce that, since leasing this well known Hotel, I have re-furnished it throughout with NEW FURNITURE. CARPETS and BEDDING, and
,_^shall hope by strict attention 10 the comfort
and pleasure of my guests to merit a share of public
patronage
One of ihe best locations in the city, near
Baulin Post Office and principal Whole
sale Houses.
Electric
Bells, Pleasaut
Rooms, Comfortable Beds and Excellent

IN

WISTAR’S BALSAM
OF
WILD CHERRY.

A

ailU

gas

To Let.

Pulmonary Complaints."

bottle.

IUU111S.

Center ot cits two good rents, with gas, Sebago
and water closets and everything* in prime
trder.
Price about $13, former price $18 per
nonth. Apply to
W. W. CARR,
3d
if197 Newbury Street.
sept

WISTAR’S BALSAM
OF
WILT) CHERRY.

a

tigut

To Let.

the house, and would as soon think of doing without
flour as your excellent BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY.

$1

cuuuiiu'uk

For

Vachl Alarm, 28 tons, thoroughly
k,
equipped and furnished. Has superior accommodations. Will be let by day or week
/'1\
-ftlllLV to responsible parties.
A good pilot in
charge Apply to I). H. BURNS, Shipping
Mice, 123 Commercial St., or on board.
jjlSdtf

WISTAR’S BALSAM
OF
WILD CHERRY.

Prepared by

St.

d

T. QU1WBY, A. M.t Principal of the
Jpswich(N. H.) Apple on academy.
“For
ore than fifteen years
have used DR.
WISTAR’S BALSAM 0# WILD CHERRY for
and
Sore
Throat, to which I in
Couuhu, Colds,
common with the rest ot mankind, am subject; and
it gives me pleasure to say that 1 consider it the very
best remedy with which 1 am acquainted,”

risou avenue,
BO cents and

Exchange

ouse

particulars apply to E. II. WIDBbR,
120 Commercial Street.
sepl8dtf

From E.
“New

and

of

to Let.
TIHE lower part of house No 234 Oxlotd St., very

WISTAR’S BALSAM
OF
WILD CHERRY.

Coughs

isses-

p

the Only lnsid« ltouit
Avoiding Point Judith.

This is

Andrews and Calais.

This house Is being refitted and
furnished, and will be re-opened
September 25, 1877.
I). S. FOGG,

sept21

JONAS W. CLARK,
sept27eodtf558 Congress Street.

to

Lynn,

SUMMER Al!RANb!EME>T.

House.

Limerick^

House To Let.
House, No. 1GJ High Street, near Danforth.
This house has Sebago and gar, and lias just

O T H E It a.

Connections made at

RENT.
2S BROWN STREET.

UPPER

Al.L.

O E

Grand
Trunk
Wharf
every
THURSDAY at 6 00 P. M. for
Halifax direct, making connection for all parts of Nova Scotia,
Freight received
only on day of sailiDg until 4 P. M. For freight or
J. B. COYLE, Jit., Agent,
passage apply to
Franklin Whar
mh27dtf

Salem, Lynu. Chelsea and Boston at
1.30 and 5 30 p. m. Train leaving at 1.30
arrives in Boston in time to connect with
ound steamer lines ior New York. Train leavleaving at 5.30 p. m. arrives in Boston in time to
connect with 10 p. in. train for New York.
0.00 p- iii Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning., leave Biddeford at 8 00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at £.15 a, m.. every day (except
Mondays.)
RETTJRNIN Gr,

HOTELS.

To l et.

from SEYMOUR THATCHER, M. D., OF HerMON, N. Y.
“WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
ives universal satisfaction.
It seems to cure a
ough by loosening and cleansing the lungs and alaying irritation, thus removing the cause instead or
ryina up the cough and leaving the cause behind.
consider the Balsam the best cough medicine with
which I am acquainted.

From NATHAN PLUM MER, M.D., AUBURN, N.H
Although averse to countenancing patent medicines. I cheerfully make an exception of your very
excellent Lung preparation—1)R. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY. This preparation 1 have
used in my practice for more than ten years past,
and have always found it to he of more enectual serI recomvice than anything within my knowledge.
mend it with the greatest coiilidence to those subject

1SH.

PASNENttEK TKAIN8 leave Portland
for 8c«irboro\ Naco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk, Wells, North Berwick, Mouth
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Elio t,
Bittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport,

Siaterooms on steamers anil chairs in Parlor cars
at secured in advance Boston & Maine or Eastern U.
R. OfficCommercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL. Pres’t E. R. R.
•I. T.
IJRBER, Genetal Sup’t. B & M. R. R.
dtf
jy

ex-

TO LET.

From Hon. RUFUS K. GOO DENOW, of Maine.
“I have tried WlSl'AK’8 BALSAM OF WILD
CHERRY lor an exceeding’y troublesome cough.
The effect was all that could be desired. The use
less Than one bottle relieved me entiiely. Among
great varieties ot medicines which 1 Lave used, I have
tound none equal to ‘Wistar’s.* Its curative proper ie:> in cases of cough I regard as invaluable.

U,

I877.

OF
WILD CHERRY.

WISTAR’S BALSAM
OF
WILD CHERRY.

JUNE

_

anl

AHEAD

The Steamship Falmouth,
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave

Car attached.

Hollar?,

Express train leave? Portland daily (except Sunday). at 1.20 p. m with Parlor car attached, connecting with all Hie * .uuri Fine* lor New

Will be sold cheap. Ai.piv at
28 EXCHANGE STREET.

septtsdtt

OR

Including Transfers

landing at Uuion
CURTIS & DaVIS.

Ayrshire

—

For Eleven

now

eept4dlm_152 Commercial St.
Two

VIA

A whole

Ship l imber For ^ale.
of Sell., Laurel,
wharf, for sale by

For

Railroad,

S-gn.

ton boll* ways.

a

dtf

Kennebunk, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,

For *ai«\

VOLTAIC

_

8.45 a.
Saco, Biddeford,

on

New Cottage House on Lincoln Street at
Woodford’s Corner, Leering, within ihreeminutes walk ot Horse ( ars
Nine finished rooms,
jainted and papered in the latest style, marble tire
Yames. furnaces and green blinds, &c Lot 65 by 94.
L J. PKRKINS,
Everything complete.
489 Congress Street.
jui.2dtf

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax
Also, connect with Graua
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Transfer Station.
All trains Btop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
S. H. 8TEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

ILlJkJfc

FOR NEW YORK.

South

steamers

Nalem.

—

Street._Ju3Qdtf

kTOUlfltiTOM

STEAMSHIP LINE

BOSTON & MAINE

the modern improvements
[as, sebago,
room, first and second story sup>lie i with hot and cold wa'erf nil i*. perfect or.
ier. Inquire of JOHN. C. PROCTKR, 93 Exchange

Points

and

NEW ROUTE TO NEW Ml

Exchange streetdeclBtf

Norfolk. Baltimore & Washington

EASTERN

Free St. with all
AF1RST-CLAS8
bath

will leave fiennebnnb
for Portland at 7.20 a. m
The t ‘JO p. in. Train from Portland connects with all Sound Steamer Line* for
New York eaving Bodton at 6. p. m
The 5.30 p. m. Train from Portland makes
close connections with Shore Line for New
York, leaving Bouton at 10.00 p. m.

—

—TO—

For

For C entre Harbor at 8.40 a. m.
For Scarborough, Fine Point, Old Or*
chard Htach,
Saco
and Hiddefoid at
at 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 1.20, 5.30, 6.30 p. m.
For K-enuebuck at 6.15,8.40 a. in., 1.20,5.30,
6.30 p.m.

Long Island Little Chebeague,
Great Chebeague, and

J.K. AVERIEL.
ju1y31dtf

Electro-Galvanic Battery, combined with the
celebrated Medicated Porous Plaster, forming
the grandest curative agent in the world of medicine, and utterly surpassing ad other Plasters heretofore in use. They accomplish more in one week

every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
P. M
and leave Pier 3s East Rive* New York
every Mi NDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P M,
These steamers are fitted up wilh tine accomo
datioLs tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including Slate
Goal destined beyond
Room
Meals extra
$5.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once.
For fuithet information apply io
HENRY bOX, General Agent, Portland
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K.. New York.
Tickets ami State Rooms can be obtained at 22

m.

HENRIETTA

—

premise's

the

l.awreure,

Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 1.20.
5 30 p. m.
For Mnnehenier and i oiicord, N H
(via
Newmarket Junction.) at 6.15 a. m. 1.20 p. m. (via
Lawrence,) at 8.4.; a m.
For Kocbedter. F «* nairtgton. N. II., Alton
Hay and \\ olfborough at 8.40 a. m., 1.2op.

STEAMBOAT CO.

au2dtf

Apply

PLASTERS.

9.30 p. m. Returning, leave Bodiou for Portland
at 8.45 a. m. 12.30, 3 30, 6.00 p. m.. arriving at
Portland at 12.50 5 00, 8.10, 10.00 p m.
For Well*, North Berwick, Salmon Falla,
<«reai Fall*. Dover, Newmarket, Kxeier,

Through Ticket* to all
Went at lowest rates.

Franklin Wharf

Portland,

will irare Portland for

Andover,

Line to Sew York.

until further notice, leave

Will

Commencing Wednesday, Sept. 5, 1877.

Eastern

House for Sale,
Western part ot city, a New Houfo containing
all the modern improvements. Inquire at this

The new and thoroughly built
liouse 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situat'd; in the healthiest
The best bargatu
l>art ot <h<-cit)
in the market th.s season.

From A. DUNKLEE, Esq., Postmaster at West
Brattleboro’, Vt.
“I am subject to sudden colds followed by hard
couqhs for which I use the BALSAM, and fin'd it the
best remedy for a cough or a pore throat that I ever
was acquainted with.
My family also areas much in
favor ot it as myself. Iu tact we always have it in

RAILROAD.
PnMrngrr Train,

Semi-Weekly

Steamers Eleauora & Franconia

sept5

For Sale !

They

via

Portland & Worcester & Norwich Lines.

]
]

an29dlm*Ayer,

whole year.

PROVIDENCE LLNE

Morning Trains

voTrri,A.isrx>to

ka

if>0*OU

anno.ving Carriage

SALE, only three miles from the enterprising town of Aver, which is situated 30 mi'es
fom Boston on the Hoosac Tunnel Line of Railroad.
Iso the Portland & Rochester connect here. About
ne hundred traius daily, 20 stores 2
markets, 3
1 otels, 16 manufacturing establishments
a weekly
lewspaper, 5 churches, a spacious town hall. 8 pub1 ic schools of a high grade.
almost
Being
wholly a
aanufacturing and railroading town and an excelent market. Thirty-eight acres ot very strong pro{ lucing land, well devided, cuts 20 tons of
hay by
uaebine, a fine orchard of all kinds of fruit, fenced
pith ston* wall and watered by never failing water,
two
house painted and blinded, 10 rooms
; barnssiory
one 30x45 ene 30x40 wiili two sheds, build
1 □gs in good repair, fine sunny
location, only ten
1 ainutes walk to a nice Village
Price $2,500, only
5800down. Send for the ‘Real Estate Advocate’*
which describes this and 200 other farms. It is free.
ABEL L. LAWTON & CO..
Mass.

COLLINS’

in a

Maine Steamship Company

Haverhill. North

For

more

Bep20

Return

Traiu* lean P. A- «. Depot at fc.30 A.
M., arriving in Portland at b.30 P. «.

No 109 State St., containing 12 rooms
bath room,
HOUSE
and all modern improvements’
30t contains
feet. Terms

Boston.

palliate, they

a

A two story House, containing eight rooms,
five minutes walk of
■pM! in good repair, within
■!!li Post Office, heated by furnace. Gas and Sebago
vater. Will be sold at. a bargain. For further parieulars address “W” at this office. The owner urosep26dtf
] >oses leaving the State.

AGES.

than the old Plasters

Boston & Maine

arriving

ou

For Sale at

REWARD will be paid for a bottle o
dlj
tjpt-FV/wany other Extract or Essence of Jamaica
Ginger it found to equal it in fine flavor, purity and
prompt medicinal c fleet. Largest, Cheapest and
Best. Sold by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists,Grocers, and Dealers in Medicine. Take no other until
Price, 50 cents Dealyou have given it a trial.
ers should purchase original packages of one dozen
to obtain the trial bottles for Free distrib tion.
WEEKS & PUTTER,General Agents and Wholesale

Druggists,

STEAMERS.

Rodion at 6.15,8.40 a.m., 1 20 and 5.31* p. m.,
ai Bomon a' 10 45 a. m., 1.15,5 30.

-TO-

now

most
in a
thorough and
was built in 1867
ubstantial manner, under the supervision of. an 1
L. Newcomb, the Architect.
{ iter plans drawn by
It may le
*0881*8*1011 given before November 1st.
xamined at any time. Inquire of
E. DONNELL.
WILLIAM
1
w
aept27d

8aving

SYMPTOMS,

ALL

the
bitter opposi tion
the trade, its sales
New England now exceed that of all others
combined.
The second
year of its manufacture
its sale exceeded the
previous year by over
fifty five
thousand bottles.
It is
manufactured on a scale
simply enormous.
Two
thousand gallons are always kept made long in
advance of consumpiion,
by which it acquires a delicious flavor and br illian
transparency Eve y improvement in labor
apparatus is adopted, so as
to permit the use of costly
materials and yet retain a

STEAMERS.

arrangement of trains.

EXCURSION

or

in

SYMPTOMS,

FOR

notwithstanding

from

FEVERISH

ICE

this
actual
of any-

preparation
m
so far ahead
thing before compounded

COLDS & CHILLS,

OF

of

Alcohol,
tbeuse of tlie True
Jamaitbeir
°wn
SwIS?*1’*ot.
selection ami importation,
its
combination
with
choice aromatics, as devised and originated
by
b)r.

81.00

SALEJOR LEAKeT

t

CHOLERA MORBUS

OK S WEEK.

RAILROADS.

4

1t

InMtanlly Relieves

TO EE CONTINUED FOR

vi-

collected, taxes paid, &c on Comto F, G. PATTERSON, Dealer In
teal Estate. 379i Congress Street.
nolSdtf
Rents

iuity.

;

on

EXCURSIONS.

aission. Apply

rti«

OF THE

acrobs

few books aud many pictured saints on the
wall, to be the priest’s study. Ten minutes
elapsed, aud then in came the master of the
house, Pope John.
“Forgive me, noble sir, if I have kept you
waiting,” said the priest, with as low a bow
as he could have executed in the presence of
his bishop. “You bring me news, I am told,
of my dear son ?
I cannot say that the reverend gentleman
impressed me very lavorably. Pope John
was a corpulent old man, with a snowy beard
that would have done credit to a hermit; long
white locks falling from beneath bis black
velvet skull-cap, a snuffy and frayed cassock,
aud dark blue spectacles, from behind which
a pair of keen
though half-shut eyes surveyed
me with a watchfulness that had in it something ieliue. llis voice, too, at once coarse
and wht edling, grated on my ear, though
nothing could exceed the bland urbanity of
his reception of me. Twice over did I repeat the substance of Vassili’s remarks concerning I he young corn dealer at Odessa, and
twice, at the old man’s request, did 1 mention every ciicurustance ol my interview
with Demetrius, “his.kind aud noble patron,”
as he called
him; then I placed the written
slip .of paper, on which I had penciled the
message, in the priest’s hands, aud declining

thrown

the worst, under my name.

UUIBCU

thought, with suspicion, and after some colloquy conducted me to what I guessed, by the

was

ordeis, the “excellency” iu
recognition was mutual".
“Count OrlolT! What 1 Musgrave! Arihur,
my dear boy, wbat terrible error ig tnis?”
Aud to the scandal ol the judge, the jailer,
aud the rest of. them, the governor of the
province hurried across the grimy floor, to
clasp my hands and to order, in a voice that
brooked no denial or delay, that my chains
should instantly be taken off.
“My poor fellow, how you m ust have suffered,” said the count feelingly, as he saw
how pale and haggard I had grown. And
then came explanations, the cream ol which
was that there had been a socialist conspiracy, a widespread one, luckily detected in time
a prime mover iu
which had been my acquaintance, Vassili, who had evidently made
a cat’s paw of me in
iuducmg me, to carry his
message to the priest while at the same time
he purloined my English passport and papers,
probably for the sake of escaping in case of
sparkled
question.

me

to the gaideu gale.
A ueat, suug little dwelling was the parsonage, with its
White walls, its tiuy garden tuli of humble
pot-herbs aud hardy flowers, and the sacred
pigeons cooing softly as they sunned themselves upon its red-eaved rool.
Au ill looking fellow opened the door in answer to my
summons, scanned me t narrowly, and, as r

si...

..

cotnmu

to have relied on
But then these rustic priests were
ignorant, and possibly the eyes of the papas
were not very well accustomed to deciphering manuscript. At any late, I would make
a point of executing the commission.
“Pope John, English lord?” said the innkeeper, Blaritza, faltering, as l asked for a
guide to show me the way to the parsonage,

day as my cell door

Vin\TFY
MZJ A Security,
JlUi'

JAMAICA GINGER

ll

lean

to

SANFORD’S

tuture

open, with a clatter of swords aud spurs on
the stone floor I hat indicated the arrival ot
some distinguished personage; “there the
desperado is, lord governor.”
1 looked up. There in trout of the group

REAL ESTATE.

_MEDICAL-

effrontery.

the post.

“Yonder is the parsouage, with

said I, good huthree good nags and a light
not to go at a snail’s pace like

motediy. “surely

I

HI

O’clock

Returning, leaves Hlachia»port every nonThursday monijagi at
.10
o'clock, touching tis above, arriving in Portland
same night, connecting with Pullman trains
and
early morning trains for Boston and the West.

day and

further particulars enquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent.
*
CUSHING, Assistant Alanger.
Portland, June 9, 1877
je9dtf

DO YOU WANT

For

Old Newspapers

E.

ALLAN

LINE!

SUMMER^ SERVICE.
Shortest

Ocean

Voyage.

f of
jr/t'c.la??
this line sail ironi

ers

FOB WRAPPERS!

Weekly mail

Naturdnjr

;j®^^*,veppool,

steamOut bee

morainic,

touching

stpamcls Of this
saHlrtromaBnni?iglnly,“ail
5,
V*1"** eVpr> Other Tuesday,

at

line
for

a‘ Queenstown.
LJ..L .P“ ,At0.Ut^'ns
and $so eold,
it*
|'tppl’;p' First-class—$7ti
Third-class at
Intern“e«l‘ate—:$10

Yoa can buy them for 50 cents

hundred tor

three

a

hundred

or

lowest rates.

gold;

The CftlaMgnvr l.ine of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct
Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to aim from all parts of England, Iretand, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Germany at lowest rates.
Pn pa d and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates.
Apply tod. L KAHMKR, General Agent for
New England, No 3 India Street, Portlaud. Me.
Ur^i*ln Sterling Check* iaued in sums
to •nit, lerlJE and upwards.
mjltdtl

for $1.00 at

PRESS

the

OFFICE.

V

